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Preface

Nordhuas and Shellenberger are right [1]. The Internet was not invented by taxing
the telegraph. Similarly, cheap and abundant electricity from the sun will not be
obtained by adding taxation on carbon dioxide emissions, but rather by inventing
new, cheap solar modules capable of performing the light to electric power conver-
sion with >50% efficiency instead of the current 22%.
These modules, furthermore, will have to be flexible and lightweight in order to

produce electricity reliably with little maintenance while being integrated into
existing buildings, fabrics, tents, sails, glass and all sorts of surfaces. By so doing,
the price of solar energy will be reduced to the level of coal-generated electricity (the
cheapest electricity) so that people living in huge emerging countries will also rapidly
adopt solar energy for their economic development.
The good news is that the first generation of such commercial modules – the topic

of this book – is now ready, having entered the global energy market in the last two
years. Their 5–15% efficiency is still too low and, despite a considerably lower price
than that of traditional silicon-based panels, much higher conversion efficiency will
have to be achieved. However, there is no doubt that these long awaited advances will
take place.
Three years of high oil prices and the first ubiquitous signs of climate change have

been enough to assist to the market a number of photovoltaic technologies based on
thin films of photoactive material that have lain dormant in industrial laboratories
for many years.
The 12 billion dollar photovoltaics industry with, for the last five years, an

impressive 35% annual growth rate, is rapidly switching to thin film photovoltaics.
Ironically, the inventor of the silicon solar cell had already in 1954 clearly forecast
that thin film would be the configuration of forthcoming industrial cells.
From a scientific viewpoint, new flexible solar cells are the result of nanotechnol-

ogy advances and in particular of nanochemistry. Indeed, it has been our chemical
ability to manipulate matter on the nanoscale for industrial applications that
has recently made possible the synthesis of the photoactive layers needed to carry
out the photovoltaic conversion with the necessary stability required for practical
applications.

IX
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Almost silent among more glamorous scientific disciplines, chemistry in the last
20 years has extended its powerful synthetic methodology to make materials where
size and shape are as important as structure. In other words, we have learned how to
make nanoscale building blocks of different size and shape, composition and sur-
face structure, that can be useful in their own right or in a self-assembled structure
[2], such as in the case of the ‘‘nano ink’’ developed by Nanosolar (Chapter 3) tomake
its CIGS panels, producing power at less than 1$/W (i.e., the price of coal electricity).
This book offers a treatment of its topic which includes both inorganic and

organic photovoltaics over thin films with an emphasis on the (nano)chemistry
approach by which these devices were conceived and eventually manufactured.
However, the solar energy revolution which is unveiling requires leadership

engagement at the highest corporate and political levels. Readers of this book
therefore will include policy makers and those from the top levels of management
and management consultancy, as well as science and energy communicators.
As the world�s population is rapidly learning, climate change due to human

activities is not an opinion: it is a reality that in America has already hit entire cities
(New Orleans), and in Southern Europe hurt not only people but the whole ecosys-
tem with temperatures close to 50 8C in mid-June 2007.
We need to curb CO2 emissions soon; thus, we need to use on a massive scale

renewable materials and renewable energy.
In striking contrast, to fulfill our energy needs, we are still dependent on energy

sources and conversion and storage technologies that are 100 to 150 years old, while
virtually every other sector of the economy has transformed itself. To get an idea of
the obsolescence of our energy devices, just think how often you need to recharge
your mobile phone; and how cumbersome and polluting are batteries.
The whole energy industry has been particularly resistant to innovation thanks to

its huge profits ensured by hydrocarbon extraction and refining. Put simply, com-
panies had no reason to invest in changing this idyllic situation, and virtually every
alternative energy source we have – solar, wind, nuclear, fuel cells – has resulted
from taxpayer funded innovation.
All that, however, has changed for ever.
Today, not only has the price of oil reached and surpassed the threshold of 100

dollar per barrel, but the energy return on energy invested (EROI) is falling rapidly.
Considering the US, for instance, the EROI has dwindled to 15 joules per joule
invested, whereas in the 1930s the figure was 100 joules per joule [3].
By the same token, Italy�s oil company Eni is, along with Shell, Total and

ExxonMobil among the companies which own the rights to exploit the newly
discovered huge oil field of Kashagan in Kazakhstan.Unfortunately, this oil lies
underneath such a large amount of hydrogen sulfide that, even if the companies can
solve the technical problems and start to drill it, the price of the solutions imple-
mented will inevitably be reflected in significantly lower EROI and higher costs.
It is exactly this decreasing trend in EROI that, along with climate change due to

increasing carbon levels in the atmosphere, is forcing society globally to switch from
fossil to renewable fuels, until the day when cheap and abundant solar energy
becomes a reality.
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Along with the interest of citizens, companies and governments, private and
public investments in solar energy are eventually booming. Numerous start-up
photovoltaic companies are attracting financial investment from the world�s leading
venture capitalists and even from oil companies. Google, for example, largely funded
Nanosolar in the US; whereas investors in Konarka, a manufacturer of plastic solar
cells, include some of the world�s largest oil companies.
Similarly, we think that Islamic finance will play a crucial role in making abun-

dant, cheap and clean solar electricity a reality for mankind. Those same investors,
politicians and their advisors will find in this book plenty of information on which to
base their choices.
Two billion people lacking access to the electric grid will benefit immensely from

the advances that are being made, as will companies and citizens in the developed
world where the electricity bill has become a serious economic problem.
This book addresses the need to provide updated, exhaustive information on

different thin film PV technologies that will rapidly find widespread use. However,
there are entire volumes on each of the seven chapters of the present book.
Using therefore a concise style and numerous illustrations, the nanochemistry of

thin film photovoltaics is discussed, along with relevant industrial/market informa-
tion that is generally difficult to retrieve. An effort has been made to focus on the
practical aspects of flexible solar cells, discussing their application in some detail. As
we think in words, we have tried to ‘‘look after commas [4]’’ and use correct language
to enable readers to think carefully about an important topic.
Our web site (qualitas1998.net) complementing the book has additional supple-

mental materials online. Readers will tell whether we have succeeded in producing a
book that, as is our intention, should act as a lasting reference of scientific and
practical usefulness in the field of solar energy.

Palermo, September 2008 Mario Pagliaro
Giovanni Palmisano
Rosaria Ciriminna
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1
Towards a Solar Energy Revolution

1.1
Flexible Solar Cells

Topic: Thin film solar company seeking partners

Started By: Paul Norrish Sep 4, 2007 04 : 17 a.m.

G24 Innovations is aUK basedmanufacturer ofDye sensitised solar cells.We are
interested in partnering with an LED manufacturer and distribution partners to
launch a Solar powered light in Africa/Asia.

If this is of interest please respond to Paul.Norrish@g24i.com

Regards
Paul

Needless to say, this post on the Lighting Africa Business Forums [1] received a large
response and the companyhas formed anumber of partnerships inAfricawithwhich
to commercialize its photovoltaic (PV) flexible technology, one of the main topics of
this book.
In general, flexible electronic devices that are ready to enter themarket will shortly

become predominant in the market (Figure 1.1). For example, the production of
flexible displays using organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs) started in 2008 with an
initial capacity of more than a million display modules per year. Used in displays,
these organic materials applied in thin layers over flexible plastic make electronic
viewing more convenient and ubiquitous.
The thinness, lightness and robustness enabled by the flexibility of OLED-

based displays will enable the manufacture of electronic reader products that are
as comfortable and natural to read as paper, whether at the beach or on a train.
Thus far, in fact, people have been reluctant to read on laptops, phones and PDAs,
even in this age of pervasive digital content. The first manufacturing facility
targeted at flexible active-matrix display modules has been built by Plastic Logic in
Dresden, Germany [2]. Wireless connectivity will allow users to purchase and
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download a book or pick up the latest edition of a newspaper wherever and
whenever they desire.
In its turn, a flexible plastic solar module (Figure 1.2) of the types described in the

following chapters,might easily power theOLEDdevice enabling unlimited access to
thousands of pages.
The vision is that of the so-called plastic electronics, namely to print circuits and

devices on flexible substrates, at room temperature (low energy) and with roll-to-roll

Figure 1.1 Long awaited flexible electronics ((a) shows the cover
ofScientific American for February 2004) is nowa reality withOLED
displays (b) enabling ubiquitous, comfortable reading (Photo
courtesy: Plastic Logic).

Figure 1.2 Plastic solar cells such as (a) that entirely organic
(Photo courtesy: Konarka) or (b) that using amorphous Si (Photo
courtesy: Flexcell) are lightweight (25–50 gm–2), and ideally suited
for customized integrated solutions.
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processes (high throughput). Flexible solar PV devices offer an alternative energy
source at low cost, ample surface area, flexible, light, silent and clean energy for
indoor and outdoor applications.
In general, their advantages over existing technologies are clear [3].

The photovoltaic material is printed on a roll of conductive plastic [4] using fast
newspaper printing technology. Printing enables one to achieve high materials
utilization of the photoactive material. As a result, this simple, highest-yield tech-
nique in plain air is capital-efficient and eliminates the need for costly vacuum
deposition techniques such as conventionally used to fabricate thin-film solar cells
(Figure 1.3).
These chemistry-based cells are lightweight, flexible and more versatile than

previous generations of products. The result is a new breed of coatable, plastic,
flexible photovoltaics that can be used in many applications where traditional
photovoltaics cannot compete. The photovoltaic functionality is integrated at low
cost into existing structures, printing rolls of the stuff anywhere, from windows to
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roofs, through external and internal walls. Flexible solar cells, indeed, replace the
traditional installation approach with an integration strategy (Figure 1.4).
In general, man is eventually learning how to efficiently harness the immense

amount of solar energy that reaches the Earth every second bymimickingNature and
by operating at the nanoscale. In other words, we are learning how to deliver cost-
efficient solar electricity.
The average price for a PVmodule, excluding installation and other system costs,

has dropped from almost $100 perwatt in 1975 to about $4 perwatt at the end of 2007
(Figure 1.5).

Figure 1.3 (a) Roll-to-roll manufacturing of photovoltaic Plastic
Power (photo courtesy: Konarka) is analogous to (b) ink printing
of semiconductor CIGS on aluminum foil (photo courtesy:
Nanosolar).

Figure 1.4 New flexible solar modules are integrated, rather than
installed, into existing or new buildings (adapted from Konarka).
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In 2004, a prediction of an industry�s practitioner concluded that for �thin-film PV
alone, production costs are expected to reach $1 perwatt in 2010� [5], a cost thatmakes
solar PV competitive with coal-fired electricity.
Adding relevance to this book�s arguments, however, the first flexible thin-film

solar modules profitably generating electricity for 99 cents a watt (i.e., the price of
coal-fired electricity) were commercialized in late 2007, concomitant with the
commercial launch of the first plastic solar cells.
These high-performance wafer-thin solar cells are mass-produced printing on

aluminum foil with an ink made of inorganic semiconductor CIGS (Chapter 3).

1.2
Why We are Entering the Solar Age

With concerns about rising oil prices and climate change spawning political
momentum for renewable energy, solar electricity is poised to take a prominent
position in the global energy economy (Figure 1.6).
However, claiming that we are ready to enter the solar age, when the global

consumption of oil is steadily on the rise may sound as a green-minded false
prophecy. All predictions of an oil peak made in the 1960s were wrong [6]: We
never experienced lack of oil as was doomed inevitable after the 1973 oil shock, and
the exhaustion of world oil reserves is a hotly debated topic. For example, an oil
industry geologist tackling the mathematics of Hubbert�s method suggests that the
oil peak occurred at the end of 2005 [7].

Figure 1.5 Average cost per watt of PV module 1975–2006. (Source: Earth Policy Institute, 2007).
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On the other hand, the price of oil has multiplied by a factor of 10 in the last few
years, whereas in theUS, for example, domestic petroleumnow returns as little as 15
joules for every joule invested compared to the 1930s when the energy return on
energy invested (EROI) ratio was 100 [8].
The demand for oil has boomed in concomitance with globalization and rising

demand from China and India. In China and India, governments are managing the
entrance to the industry job market of some 700 million farmers, that is about twice
the overall amount of workers in the European Union.
Global energy demand will more than double by 2050 and will triple by the end of

the century. At the same time, an estimated 1.64 billion people, mostly in developing
countries, are not yet connected to an electric grid.
Finally, the world�s population is rapidly learning that climate change due to

human activities is not an opinion: it is a reality that in the US has already hit entire
cities (New Orleans, 2005), and in southern Europe hurt people and the whole
ecosystem with temperatures close to 50 �C in mid-June 2007.
Overall, these economic, environmental and societal critical factors require us to

curb CO2 emissions soon, and switch to a massive scale use of renewable materials
and renewable energy (RE) until the day when cheap and abundant solar energy
becomes a reality.
Access to affordable solar energy on a large scale, admittedly, is an enormous

challenge given that presently only 0.2% of global energy is of solar origin. The low
price of oil in the 1990s ($10–$20 a barrel) put a dampener on scientific ingenuity for
the whole decade, since many developments were put on the shelf until a day in the
future when their use would become �economically viable.�
All is rapidly changing with booming oil prices. Solar electricity generation is

now the fastest-growing electricity source, doubling its output every two years
(Figure 1.7) [9]. The solar energy market has grown at a rate of about 50% for two
years, growing to 3800MW in 2007 from 2521MW in 2006.

Figure 1.6 Predicted scenario by 2040. Out of a total electricity
consumption of 36.346 TWh (from 15.578 TWh in 2001, IEA)
renewable energy sourceswill cover 29.808 TWh,with solar energy
becoming largely predominant. (Source: EREC).
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Competitiveness that was already proven in industrial off-grid, consumer and rural
electrification application, is rapidly expanding to in-grid systems, first in local
replacement of peak tariff electricity kWh in liberalized southern European countries
and in some US states, and soon afterwards in the rest of the world.
Figure 1.8, for example, clearly shows that the electrical energy fed into the grid

fromanoffice inSpain reaches itsmaximumin thehigh tariff time rangewhereas the
electricity supplied by the utility is drawn at periods of low tariff [10].
This competitiveness explains why the sector is now attracting government and

venture capital investments on an unprecedented scale, with some 71 billion dollars
of new investment in 2006 alone, amounting to a 43% increase relative to the previous
year [9].
Yet, even at this large pace of growth, in order to make solar energy a significant

contributor to the global energy production, we need to go through a revolutionary
process.
In place of the 11 billion dollars photovoltaic global industry, largely based on

silicon panels introduced in the early 1970s, which currently contributes <0.1% to the
global energy industry (15 terawatt, which adds every 10 years the equivalent of the
current US yearly consumption), we need a new photovoltaic technology of distinctly
superior efficiency, versatility, and availability, compared to traditional silicon-wafer-
based photovoltaic devices.

Figure 1.7 World annual PV production, 1975–2007: 3.8GW by
the end of 2007, is doubling every two years. (Source: Earth
Policy Institute, 2007).
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And even if it still an open question as to which photovoltaic material will be used,
this technology evolution (Figure 1.9) will first go through massive adoption of thin
films of inorganic and organic materials; and then likely though new quantum
technologies employing multiple cells and newly synthesized materials such as
epitaxial GaAs and graphene (Chapter 6).

Figure 1.8 Correlation between daily PV power production
and energy consumption of an office building in Spain. (Source:
EPIA, 2004).

Figure 1.9 PV Technology evolution. (Source: EPIA, 2004).
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1.3
Capturing Solar Light and Transferring Energy Efficiently

Whether an electron is powering a cell phone or a cellular organism makes little
difference to the electron; it is the ultimate currency of modern society and biology,
and electricity is the most versatile and relevant energy available to man.
The ability to capture light and then to transfer that energy to do work are the two

main steps in a photovoltaic system. In Nature, such steps happen too fast for
energy to be wasted as heat and in green plants (Figure 1.10) the light energy is
captured by highly effective photosynthetic complexes and then transferred with
almost 100% efficiency to reaction centers, where long term energy storage is
initiated.
Traditional silicon-based solar PVsystems, however, do not followNature�smodel.
In Nature, the energy transfer process involves electronic quantum coherence

(Figure 1.11). Indeed, this wavelike characteristic of the energy transfer within the
photosynthetic complex can explain its extreme efficiency, as it allows the complexes
to sample vast areas of phase space to find the most efficient path.
Two-dimensional electronic spectroscopy investigation [11] of the bacteriochloro-

phyll complex has, in fact, shown direct evidence for remarkably long-lived electronic
quantum coherence. The lowest-energy exciton (a bound electron–hole pair formed
when an incoming photon boosts an electron out of the valence energy band into the
conduction band) gives rise to a diagonal peak that clearly oscillates. Surprisingly, this
quantum beating lasted the entire 660 femtoseconds, contrary to the older assump-
tion that the electronic coherences responsible for such oscillations are rapidly
destroyed.
It may therefore come as no surprise that the first plastic solar cells are largely

based on biomimetics, that is, on artificial photosynthesis based on human ability to
gather and organize complex materials and organic molecules to replicate photosyn-
thesis in a practical way.

Figure 1.10 Green plants harvest light�s energy with almost 100% efficiency.
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A typical cell contains a porous film of nanostructured titania formed on a
transparent electrically conducting substrate and photosensitized by a monolayer
of a ruthenium dye. The dye ensures complete visible light absorption thanks to
efficient electron transfer from the excited chromophore into the conduction band of
the semiconductor oxide (which requires a high electronic coupling between the dye
and the semiconductor for efficient charge injection).
An electrolyte, based on an I2 � I�3 redox system is placed between the layer of

photosensitized titania and a second electrically conducting catalytic substrate
(Figure 1.12).

Figure 1.11 Sunlight absorbed by bacteriochlorophyll (green)
within the FMO protein (gray) generates a wavelike motion of
excitation energy whose quantum mechanical properties can be
mapped through the use of two-dimensional electronic
spectroscopy. (Image courtesy of Greg Engel, Lawrence Berkeley
National Laboratory).

Figure 1.12 State-of-the-art dye-sensitized solar cells show
greater than 11% light-conversion efficiency.
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Like plants that are effective at capturing energy over a wide range of light
conditions, dye-sensitized solar cells work in lower light levels than traditional PV.
Thus, the outdoor environments of hospitals, airports, station windows and surfaces
become energy sources at low cost.
The first full-size production cells achieve close to 10% efficiency, whereas a

technology roadmap aims to reach 20% in the next ten years. This breakthrough puts
thematerials on a par with, or in some cases exceeding, second-generationmaterials,
but at lower cost and with more options in the product form factor.
The environment on the nanoscale largely influences the photoelectric effect and

the electron transfer process on which photovoltaics is based. Hence, through better
chemical control of the properties of the photoactive material on the nanoscale –

namely through nanochemistry [12] – we are learning how to build more efficient
means of collecting, storing, and transporting solar energy.
For example, in dye-sensitized solar cells (DSC) structural organization of the

material improves the performance. Thus, organizedmesoporous TiO2 films exhibit
solar conversion efficiency about 50% greater than films of the same thicknessmade
from randomly oriented anatase crystals (Figure 1.13) [13].
Improvement here results from a remarkable enhancement of the short circuit

photocurrent which in turn is due to fivefold enhanced roughness of a 1-mm-thick
film and thus to an accessible huge surface area.

Figure 1.13 Efficiency (a) and photocurrent–voltage
characteristics (b) of a solar cell based on TiO2 films sensitized by
N945 (inset shows its chemical formula). Pluronic-templated
three-layer film (1); nonorganized anatase treated with TiCl4 (2);
nonorganized anatase not treated with TiCl4 (3). (Reproduced
from Ref. [11], with permission).
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1.4
Three Waves of Innovation

In the early 2000s, the improvements in efficiency targeted by industry for 2020 were
clear [9].

. For monocrystalline silicon cells from 16.5 to 22%

. For polysilicon from 14.5 to 20%

. For thin film (a-Si/mc-Si, CIS, GIGS and CdTe) up to 10–15%.

Architectonic integration was highly recommended to reduce the price of PV
adoption in real estate; and advancements in organic cells and the use of advanced
materials such as GaAs were recommended.
Remarkably, major advancements indeed took place shortly after these recom-

mendations, and many of them are discussed in the following. In general, solar
power technology evolved in three waves of innovation (Table 1.1).
The First Wave started with the introduction of silicon-wafer based solar cells over

three decades ago. While ground-breaking, it is clear until today that this technology
came out of a market environment with little concern for cost, capital efficiency, and
the product cost/performance ratio.
Despite continued incremental improvements, silicon-wafer cells (Figure 1.14)

have a built-in disadvantage of fundamentally high materials cost and poor capital
efficiency. Because silicon does not absorb light very strongly, silicon wafer cells have
to be very thick. And because wafers are fragile, their intricate handling complicates
processing all the way up to the panel product.

Table 1.1 The evolution fromwafer cells through thin film on glass
and then on foil has led to a reduction in payback from 3 years to
less than 1 month. (Source: Nanosolar).

Technology wave I. Wafer cells
II. Vacuum-based
thin film on glass

III. Roll-printed thin
film on foil

Process: Silicon wafer
processing

Sputtering, evaporation
in a vacuum chamber

Printing in plain air

Process control: Fragile wafers Expensive metrology Built-in bottom-up
reproducibility

Process yield: Robust Fragile Robust
Materials utilization: 30% 30–50% Over 95%
Substrate: Wafer Glass Conductive Foil
Continuous
processing:

No–wafer
handling

No–glass
handling

Yes

Cell matching: Yes No Yes
Panel current: High Low High
Energy payback: 3 years 1.7 years <1 month
Throughput/Cap.Ex. 1 2–5 10–25
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The Second Wave came about a decade ago with the arrival of the first commercial
thin-film solar cells. This established that new solar cells based on a stack of layers 100
times thinner than silicon wafers can make a solar cell that is just as good. However,
the first thin-film approaches were handicapped by two issues:

1. The cell�s semiconductor was deposited using slow and expensive high-vacuum
based processes because it was not known how to employ much simpler and
higher yield printing processes.

2. The thin films were deposited directly onto glass as a substrate, eliminating the
opportunity of using a conductive substrate directly as the electrode (and thus
avoiding bottom-electrode deposition cost).

Indeed, the prediction of greatly reduced costs for thinfilm solar cellsmade by thin
epitaxial deposits of semiconductors on lattice-matched wafers (Figure 1.14) has yet
to be achieved.
The ThirdWave of solar power combines thematerials-cost advantage of thin films

and of organic photovoltaics (OPV) with the process cost advantage of faster process
technology.
Inorganic thin solarfilms aremore than 100 times thinner than silicon-wafer cells,

and thus have correspondingly lowermaterials cost, but are printed in plain air using
a stable, nanostructured ink of photoactive material. The result is the world�s most
cost-efficient solar modules (Figure 1.15)
By testing the products under much harsher conditions than mandated by official

certification standards, including harsh outdoor environments such as the Arizona
desert and theAntarctic (Figure 1.16),modules have beendeveloped that are supplied
with the 25-year durability and longevity warranty of conventional rooftop PV solar
cells (which improves on the low performance of thin-film amorphous silicon solar
cells which revealed unexpected degradation rates that were not identified in the
laboratory).
Organic-inorganic solar cells also show excellent durability, ranging from 13 to 22

years depending on whether they are employed in Central or Southern European
climates (Figure 1.17).

Figure 1.14 (a) A solar cell, made from a monocrystalline silicon
wafer and (b) polycrystalline silicon PV cells deposited as thin
films. (Photo courtesy: Wikipedia).
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Placing this in a Green context, the path to a sustainable energy future based on
the sun�s energy is a technological challenge that can be met [14]; and the new
generation PV technologies that are being discovered and commercialized at
increasing pace will assist in ensuring that change will indeed take place �on a
reasonable timescale.�

Figure 1.16 Testing of thin-film solar panels in the Antarctic. (Photo Courtesy: Nanosolar).

Figure 1.15 The first solar panels based on CIGS printed on
aluminum foil yielding electricity at 1$/W were delivered on
December 2007. (Photo courtesy: Nanosolar).
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1.5
Solar Design

From energy saving and architecturally inelegant, shiny black panels mounted
awkwardly on the roof of remote buildings, photovoltaic architecture has created
elegant PV elements that are increasingly conceived as building-integrated (BI)
components. Clearly, the improved esthetic impact of PV systems increases their
acceptance and diffusion, especially in wealthy regions where immaterial values
increasingly drive consumer�s choice.
Panels installed recently in New York City (Figure 1.18), for example, were �a deep

indigo blue framed with a border of white stone ballast that keeps them earth-
bound� [15]. Clearly, a crucial aspect as innovative modules are characterized by a
significant upgrading of their value, and thus price, by extra (cost-relevant) produc-
tion steps in comparison to standard modules.
Dye solar cells, for example, can be processed in different colors and adapted to

different and demanding esthetic requirements actually expanding, rather than
limiting, the design possibilities, as shown by the Toyota exhibition pavilion at the
Aichi�s 2005 Expo (Figure 1.19).
By incorporating color and design in solar power products, designerswill be able to

use the cells not only on the roof or out of sight locations, but also as a primary
element of housing and environment design.

Figure 1.17 Real PV modules based on DSC last 13 or 22 years
depending on whether they are in a Southern or Central
European climate, respectively. (Source: Dyesol).
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Just like newspapers can include text, images and a variety of colors, new
generation solar cells can include a vast range of colors and drawings. It becomes
possible to design entire networks of PV polymer without adding weight to the
structure.
Cost-effective thin-layer technology is used increasingly for large façades and large

roofs. Thin-layer modules, indeed, are installed directly onto the roofing, without
frames, without covers and without assembly frameworks. Hence, their integration
prevents problems of statics. For example, thePVroof on a factory store in theBelgian
town of Halle consists of thin film modules in amorphous silicon achieving a total
output of 330 kWp (kilowatt peak performance). The modules are each over 5m in

Figure 1.18 Solar panels on the garage roof of this apartment
building in New York City Washington Heights gather sunlight
from dawn to dusk. Here, the streets were bathed in orange hues
from streetlights. (Photo courtesy: The New York Times).

Figure 1.19 DSC-based modules coating the windows of the
pavilion house of Toyota at Aichi�s 2005 Expo. (Photo
courtesy: Toyota).
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length and weigh only 50 kg (Figure 1.20), so they can be stuck directly onto the roof.
With the triple-junction technology used, these modules achieve excellent output,
even if the pitch of the roof isminimal– in the present case the pitch is amere 3� – and
regardless of whether the buildings are facing to the East or the West.
Transparent PV facades establish contact with the outside world and allow

impressive lighting effects in the inside of buildings. Even from an economical
point of view, the replacement of conventional façade elements may be of interest,
because solar systems not only supply solar energy but also fulfill the tasks of building
shells. Thus a photovoltaic façade can replace expensive natural stone tiles or
stainless steel elements and can also represent a high prestige value.
For example, the façade-integrated CIS modules with their uniform matt black

surface at a silo tower in Ulm, Germany (Figure 1.21a), reaching a height of 102m,
are made up of 1300 CIS modules with a total nominal output of 98 kWp. Every year
this produces about 70 000 kWh of solar power and thus avoids approximately
50 000 kg ofCO2 emissions. Theprominent position of the building at the entrance to
the city led to construction and planning companies paying particular attention to the
visual appearance of the tower.
Similarly, the 8� 80m2 shining black solar façade integrated in 2007 at Berlin�s

Ferdinand-Braun Institute (Figure 1.21b) ismade of 730 elegantly shaped anthracite-
colored CIS modules achieving 39 kWp.
In general, new thin film PV modules provide architects with better ways of

integrating PV into new and existing buildings, well beyond the employment of solar
tiles (Figure 1.22) that use the strength of a glass laminate to form a framing system
for solar panels [16].
For example, the 120m tall and 40 years old skyscraper inManchester has recently

been covered with over 7000 photovoltaic panels (Figure 1.23) on each of three sides
of its 25 stories. These modules now freely supply 30% of the power needs for the
building; the panels replace the original facade of the building and also weatherproof

Figure 1.20 Large plate system module achieving an output of
2� 136Wp, primarily aimed at the agricultural and industrial
sectors. (Photo courtesy: Biohaus).
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its core as the original facade of the tower was composed of small mosaic tiles which
over time had begun to fall off, exposing the concrete structure to the weather.
The first 38 guidelines for an esthetically pleasant integration of solar power plants

into old buildings, monuments, existing urban districts and landscapes have been
available since 2006 in the book Solar Design (Figure 1.24), originating from an EU-
financed seminal project [17] aimed at improving the esthetics, and thus the market
potential, of photovoltaic modules through innovative design.
The same project resulted in the creation of a range of PV prototype panels, based

on CIS thin-film technology, harmonized with the scale, color, materials and
decorative elements of four demonstration sites in Italy and in Germany, including
old buildings, historical sites, the urban space and landscapes.

Figure 1.22 Tiles are a better option for building traditional Si-
based PV roofs. (Photo courtesy: PV Tiles Inc.).

Figure 1.21 (a) The façade of Ulm�s wheat silo that consists of
1300 CIS photovoltaic modules with a total output of 98 kWp
(Photo courtesy: Solarserver.de). (b) The solar wall of 640m2 at
Berlin�s Braun Institute. (Photo courtesy: Forschungsverbund
Berlin).
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Today architects are involved in PV projects as early as possible to avoid conflicts
between esthetics and solar technology; and solar power modules are now deliber-
ately used as design elements. The homogeneous black color and pinstriped
appearance of the CIS modules, for instance, give an additional advantage in
comparison to other PV material products, whereas a variety of design options like
semitransparency, with a wide range of transparency values and designs, provides
unprecedented design opportunities. For example, when planning a glass adminis-
trative building the design team developed a combined shading and photovoltaic
system (Figure 1.25).
The high level of incident energy as a consequence of the high proportion of glass

facade clearly had to be limited in the summermonths to avoid theneed for additional

Figure 1.23 Dark blue solar panels in thin film Si undergoing
integration on the façade of a 120m tall skyscraper inManchester.
(Photo courtesy: Inhabitat.com).

Figure 1.24 The first book with 38 guidelines for designing
building integrated PV was published in 2005. (Photo courtesy:
Jovis Verlag).
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cooling loads. At the same time, it was necessary to ensure that sufficient daylight
enters the atrium, such that it is possible to avoid artificial lighting during the
daytime. These requirementswere smoothlymet by using ten rows of skylights in the
building, each 12m long on average, that were equipped on the outside with amotor-
powered, adjustable blanking system alternating with fixed, partially transparent CIS
photovoltaic modules.
This configuration led to an optically appealing chessboard pattern for the entire

skylight area. All CIS shading elements include ventilation. This avoids permeation
of the radiant heat energy into the building. As part of a coordinated energy concept,
adjustable glass plates were installed on the facade to complement the skylight
solution. The overall strategy applied made it possible to regulate the lighting and
incident radiation conditionswithin the atrium, to effectively block the penetration of
incident sunlight and, at the same time, to generate power.
Similarly, new semitransparent CIS modules can be integrated sensitively on

cultural heritage sites, as shown by a wall-integration in the medieval town of
Marbach am Neckar (Figure 1.26). A square photovoltaic plant in front of the
southern city wall welcomes visitors, thereby promoting the town as Schiller�s
birthplace, and as a clean energy user. The electricity gained is fed into the grid
via an inverter and taken from the grid to illuminate the plate at night.
A different solution was conceived for lighting the inner courtyard of the listed

monument CastelloDoria in PortoVenere (Figure 1.27). Here three �solar flags� hang
on steel wires, in each of six wall arches. Intervention in the historical walls was
minimizedbyusingexistingholestofix thewires.Themodulesaretransparent,slightly
curved acrylic glass components with imbedded semitransparent gray solar cells
integrated with light emitting diodes (LED).The power generated by the 18 solar flags
is stored in a battery andused to power the LEDat night and thus light up themodules.

Figure 1.25 New seminstransparent PV modules using CIS as
photoactivematerial create a combined shading and photovoltaic
system. (Photo courtesy: W€urth Solar).
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Both the modules and the integrated lighting may also be produced in different
colors and since any number of them can be added andmounted in various ways and
on various sub-structures, they are just as suited for the – also temporary – design of
public squares as for use in solar trees.
The positive results of the life cycle analysis for these PVmodules indicate a clear

reduction in the overall environmental impact, which contributes positively to the
energy balance of our urban environments and opens a bright future for architec-
turally-integrated applications of advanced PV technology.
Finally, a comparison of the three thin film technologies (silicon, CIS and CdTe;

Figure 1.28) clearly shows that the payback time for thin-film modules is largely
shorter than conventional silicon-based panels which shows, also in the case of

Figure 1.26 Semintransparent CIS solar panels coating the
entrance of Schiller�s home in Marbach am Neckar.
(Photo courtesy: EU Commission).

Figure 1.27 Solar flags equipped with LED lights collect solar
energy by day and use it by night to light a monument in Porto
Venere (Italy). (Photo courtesy: EU Commission).
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elegantly designedmodules, that thin-films are indeed the photovoltaic technology of
the near future [18] .

1.6
New Solar Companies

Anumber of solarfirms and companiesmanufacture, sell and develop solarmodules
that do not use crystalline silicon as the photovoltaic material. Most were founded in
the last five years. All use thin-film PV technologies, and in the following chapters we
shall refer extensively to the leading representatives of each technology segment.
Here, we focus on the strategic factors that made possible such rapid industrial
evolution which will have a profound impact on the future of the PV industry as well
as, in general, on future energy generation.
Many analysts considered 2006 the �year of the solar IPO,� as solar PV companies

continued to make up the largest portion of existing and additional companies in the
top 140 publicly traded renewable energy companies worldwide. Several renewable
energy companies went through high profile initial public offerings (IPOs), gener-
ating market capitalization above or near $1 billion during 2006/2007. These

Figure 1.28 Payback time for three different PV
technologies shows considerable reduction in
payback time for thin-film modules. Results for
the Si-based systems are given in two separate

columns, one for the worst case scenario,
essentially representative of older-generation PV
systems, and one for the best case scenario.
(Reproduced from Ref. [16], with permission).
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included the solar PV companies First Solar (USA), Trina Solar (USA), Centrosolar
(Germany), and Renesola (UK). First Solar was the largest IPO, with market value in
excess of $4 billion by 2007. Several Chinese PV companies also went public in 2006
and early 2007.
Large companies which were entirely absent from the PVmarket entered into the

solar cell business. For example, in 2006 themotormanufacturer Honda established
a wholly-owned subsidiary, Honda Soltec, to produce 27.5MW thin film solar
modules annually using copper, indium, gallium and selenium (CIGS) semicon-
ductor (Figure 1.29) [19]. The company achieves a major reduction (approximately
50%) in the amount of energy consumed during the manufacturing process
compared to what is required to produce conventional crystal silicon solar cells.
This makes the new solar cell more environmentally friendly by even reducing the
amount of CO2 generated in the production stage.
Similarly, the W€urth Group created W€urth Solar (Figure 1.30) and built a

production plant, the Schw€abisch Hall plant in Germany, where it manufactures
CIS-based solar modules. The investment of some 55million D is the highest single
investment in the company history.
In general, all these technologies offer major development opportunities in terms

of product properties and production technologies.
According to some analysts, photovoltaics would not be an arena where private

energy companies were likely to make the required technology breakthrough [20].
However, major advances realized in academic laboratories are currently in the

Figure 1.29 Honda�s Kumamoto CIGS-based cells production factory. (Source: Honda Soltec).

Figure 1.30 W€urth Solar�s trademark.(Source: W€urth Solar).
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process of being commercialized by start-up companies financed by venture capital
funds and led by the inventor scientists.
Human ingenuity is opening new paths in practically every respect, by greatly

improving existing PV technology and creating entirely new technologies such as
those described in Chapter 6.
For example, GlobalWarming Solutions has developed a new hybrid photovoltaic/

thermal (PV-T) solar energy conversion technology which makes possible the year-
round production of thermal and electric energy by increasing the electric power
1.5–2 times as compared to traditional Si cells, and the thermal output by 170% [21].
This technology allows the storage of energy and solves the problem of solar power
traditionally being hampered by a lack of storage capability.
Dispatchability of energy supply indeed has great value, because it means that the

energy supply is guaranteed or predictable. The more predictable it is, the higher its
value. Fossil fuel driven power plants and nuclear power are dispatchable. Renewable
energy sources alone are generally not. Therefore, the renewable energy sources
must be configured with a means of �energy storage� (that is, batteries or hybrid
systems (renewable energy and another energy source)) to provide customers with an
experience analogous to that enjoyed using grid electricity of fossil origin.
The light electric and thermal generator (LETG) technology uses a solar collector

combined with photovoltaic cells that have been coated with a liquid luminophor (a
novel organic polymer) which works in the Stokes spectrum area effectively cooling
the silicon photocell.
In practice, themodule has a shellwhere liquid luminophor circulates (Figure 1.31).

Solar irradiation passes through the layer of this luminophor and is transferred to a
longer-wavelength area of the spectrumnear amaximumof solar cell sensitiveness on
the basis of c-Si, covered by a special dielectric optical layer. Thus, a part of the
luminescence energy is expended on luminophor heating. In addition, the layer of
liquid luminophor actively absorbs solar radiation in the infrared range of the
spectrum. This collateral heat can be used for domestic needs or transformed into
electricity.
Critical to all this is the fact that in these hybrid PV cells not only can all types of

silicon (monocrystalline, c-Si, polycrystalline (poly-Si) and amorphous silicon, a-Si)
be used, but also all new semiconductor materials with even greater potential for
transforming light into electricity.
Additional expenses associated with the production of hybrid modules based on

luminophors are small in comparison with those of the ordinary cells that are its
component part. The increase in electric power compensates these expenses and
results in reduction in the price of the modules, calculated per unit of generated
power (Table 1.2).
Thus, by coupling thermal and photovoltaic energy generation, the integrated

LETG technology greatly extends what solar power can deliver, providing solar power
in winter when days are short or by night (when there is no sunlight).
In an industry constantly striving to reduce costs and increase efficiency in an

effort to make solar power more affordable and accessible, the new coating and the
manufacturing process will be beneficial to the whole solar industry.
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In another development that aims to make alternative energy generation more
efficient and more affordable, the Finnish company Braggone has discovered a
method of capturing more light in a solar cell.
The shiny nature of silicon (Figure 1.32) means that about 30% of sunlight is

reflected back into the sky. To help trap as much photo energy and convert it into as
much electricity as possible an anti-reflective coating is used. This is prepared by
hydrogenation and chemical vapor deposition (CVD) processes that are costly for
manufacturers.
The new technology reduces the optical loss in the cell or module in addition to

improving the efficiency of electrical conversion within the cell. The product is

Figure 1.31 (a) Structure of a hybrid PV thermal cell covered by a
liquid and an active luminophore layer. (b) The resulting
enhancements results in electricity and heat generation. (Source.
Global Warming Solutions).

Table 1.2 Solar module index retail price per watt (peak).

System USD/Wp Notes

Standard silicon PVC module 4.9 Solarbuzz.com
The hybrid PVC module (prototype) 3.65 With a two-sided silicon photocell
The hybrid PVC module 2.55 With a two-sided silicon photocell and

reflecting surfaces

Source: Global Warming Solutions.
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used by spray coating it onto the solar cell, or glass, then curing it at an elevated
temperature. A pre-coat (LUX-MH10) enables the passivation of the surface of a
single crystal or of the bulk in multi-crystalline Si cells. Coupled with an anti-
reflective coating (LUX-ME), it increases the efficiency and replaces the costly
hydrogenation and CVD anti-reflective process with increased throughput with a
simple spray coat process [22].
The innovative new product line is a breakthrough for crystalline silicon makers,

but can also be used in thin film photovoltaics as well as in solarmodulemanufactur-
ing to further improve their power output.
While interest in alternative energy is increasing across the United States, interest

in solar power, especially, is increasing in California. Eight of more than a dozen of
the US companies developing photovoltaic cells are based in California, and seven of
those are in Silicon Valley [23]. California, is poised to be both the world�s next big
solar market and its entrepreneurial center. Three-quarters of the nation�s demand
for solar power comes from residents and companies in California, where the State
has earmarked $3.2 billion to subsidize solar installation, with the goal of putting
solar cells on one million rooftops.
The subsidies have prompted a surge in private investment, led by venture

capitalists. California received roughly half of all solar power venture investments
made in 2007 in the United States, with $654 million in 33 solar-related deals in
California, up from $253 million in 16 deals in 2006 [24].
San Jose-based SunPower, manufacturer of silicon-based cells, reported 2007

revenue of more than $775million, more than triple its 2006 revenue, while its stock
price grew 251% in 2007. In the same city, Nanosolar recently started making CIGS
photovoltaic cells in a large factory, making it one of the biggest producers in the
world. The company uses the newspaper printing roll-to-roll technology by spraying

Figure 1.32 The efficiency of traditional silicon panels is
significantly increased by spraying an anti-reflecting coating.
(Source: Braggone).
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the CIGSmaterial onto giant rolls of aluminum foil and then cutting it into pieces the
size of solar panels, as described in Chapter 3.
Another company, Solar Integrated, based in LosAngeles, has developed a low-cost

approach to integrating flexible photovoltaic modules made of a-Si directly into the
roofs of commercial buildings (Figure 1.33).
All of these companies have the chance to be billion-dollar operators [25]. Yet, to

ensure that solar PV is not just for a green elite, and to make it the basis for the
economy, we should start from the fact that solar energy represents less than one-
tenth of 1% of the $3 trillion global energy market.
There are two intrinsic major differences from the unfulfilled promises of the

1970s, and two external drivers – the skyrocketing oil price and global warming – that
will profoundly affect the evolution of solar energy (Chapter 7).
Considering themain two factors: first, through innovation and volume, prices are

coming down to such an extent that Nanosolar claims electricity generated through
its panels has the same price as electricity from coal. Second, there is a wide
consensus that large scale electricity generation will take place through systems

Figure 1.33 Easy installation by Solar Integrated of a lightweight
white single-ply roofing membrane, and thin-film photovoltaic
membrane transforms commercial and industrial roofs in clean
energy generators. (Source. Solar Integrated).
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that concentrate sunlight from reflecting mirrors to ensure we reach the scale we
need to really solve the planet�s problems given that, in the meantime, coal-burning
power plants, the main source of CO2 emissions linked to global warming, are being
built around the world at a rate of more than one a week.
One such solar thermal plant is the 177-megawatt plant that Ausra, a PaloAlto start-

up backed by the investor Vinod Khosla and his former venture capital firm, is
building in central California to generate power for more than 120 000 homes
beginning in 2010. Its core technology is the compact linear Fresnel reflector (CLFR)
solar collector and steamgeneration system, originally conceived in the early 1990s at
Sydney University, that is now being refined and built at large scale by Ausra around
the world (Figure 1.34) [26].
The company develops large-scale power projects incorporating CLFR solar fields,

and helps utilities generate clean energy for millions of customers. Remarkably, the
system uses water as the thermal liquid, eliminating any toxic, corrosive and
expensive fluids. Within a year, the company claims it will match the price of natural
gas plants, which generate electricity at about 9.2 cents per kilowatt hour; and within
three years, it will match the cost of coal-fired plants, which is about 6–8 cents per
kilowatt hour.
Another example is that of eSolar, a company in Pasadena (co-financed by Google.

org, the philanthropic division of the Internet company) that builds heliostats
designed from thegroundup tominimize every possible cost [27]. eSolar has designed
a solar field layout (Figure 1.35) made of small size heliostats (for higher reliability in
all wind conditions and more power plant up-time) that minimizes installation time
and cost. By employing a repeating frame structure and a new calibration system, the
company has eliminated the need for high-precision surveying, delicate installation,

Figure 1.34 Flat reflectors move following the position of the sun
and reflect the energy of the sunlight to the fixed pipe receiver
above, where water is heated and becomes the steam needed to
power a turbine. (Source: Ausra).
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and individual alignment of mirrors. Minimal skilled labor is needed to build the
solar field, allowing mirror deployment efficiencies that scale with project size and
deadlines.

Figure 1.35 New heliostats are designed to fit efficiently into
shipping containers to keep transportation costs low, and are
pre-assembled at the factory to minimize on-site labor.
(Source: eSolar).
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2
Photovoltaics

2.1
How a Solar Cell Works

The term photovoltaic is derived by combining the Greek word for light, photos, with
voltaic, named after Alessandro Volta. A solar photovoltaic (PV) cell converts sunlight
to electricity. In the photoelectric effect at ametal surface, electrons are freed once the
energy exceeds the bond energy. In a solar cell, an asymmetry is established by
contacting two semiconductors of opposite polarity which drives electrons that are
freed by the incident light in a circuit (Figure 2.1) [1].
A conventional solar cell (Figure 2.2) consists of two layers of semiconductor, one

positive (p-type) and the other negative (n-type), sandwiched together to form a p/n
junction.
When the semiconductor is exposed to light, the energy hn of incident photons

exceeding the threshold bandgap is absorbed by the semiconductor�s electrons that
access the conduction band starting to conduct electricity. Electrons in semiconduc-
tors, in fact, are weakly bonded to the atomic nucleus and occupy the valence energy
band.
For each negatively charged electron, a corresponding mobile positive charge, a

hole, is created.The electrons and holes near the p/n junction are swept across in
opposite directions by the action of the electric field, where a contact drives such
electrons to an external circuit where they lose energy doing work such as powering a
light source and then return to thematerial�s valence band through a second selective
contact closing the circuit (Figure 2.3).
Only photons whose energy is greater than the enery bandagap (EG) are able to

create an electron–hole pair (Figure 2.4) and thus contribute to the energy conversion
process. Therefore, the spectral nature of sunlight is a fundamental aspect affecting
the design of efficient solar cells (Figure 2.5).
The solar cell is the photovoltaics building block. Usually, it is made of a 100 cm2

silicon wafer whose surface has been treated to maximize light absorption and thus
appears dark blue or black. Such a cell hit by radiation from the sungenerates a tens of
milliamps per cm2 current caused by a 0.5–1V potential, which is too low for most
applications.

Flexible Solar Cells. M. Pagliaro, G. Palmisano, and R. Ciriminna
Copyright � 2008 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
ISBN: 978-3-527-32375-3
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Cells are thus connected in series in a module (using a blocking to avoid complete
failure in case of a single cell failure) which typically contains 28–36 cells to generate
an output voltage of 12V in standard illumination conditions. Modules are further
arranged in parallel in arrays (�panels�) that are those marketed.
To power alternating current (AC) devices and to connect to the grid, the array is

connected to an inverter. A solar cell can thus replace a battery in a circuit (Figure 2.6).

Figure 2.2 A photovoltaic cell under illumination generates
electricity as electronsmove to the conduction band leaving holes
behind in the material. (Reproduced from Ref. [2], with
permission).

Figure 2.1 Asymmetry in a solar cell (b) drives electrons that
are freed by the incident light in the circuit. In the photoelectric
effect at a metal surface (a), electrons are freed once the energy
exceeds the bond energy. (Reproduced from Ref. [1], with
permission).
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The voltage VOC developed when the terminals are isolated is the open circuit
voltage. The current ISC flowing when the terminals are connected is the short circuit
current. For any intermediate load resistance RL, the circuit develops a voltage
between 0 and VOC and delivers a current I such that V¼ IRL and I(V) is determined
by the current–voltage characteristic of the cell.

Figure 2.3 Relation between the energy and the spatial boundaries
in a solar cell. (Reproduced from Ref. [1], with permission).

Figure 2.4 Loss processes in a standard solar cell: (1) non-
absorption of below bandgap photons; (2) lattice thermalization
loss; (3) and (4) junction and contact voltage losses;
(5) recombination loss. (Reproduced from Ref. [3], with
permission).
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Since the current is roughly proportional to the illuminated area, the relevant
parameter for comparison is the current intensity JSC. The power delivered to a load by
a battery is relatively constant, whereas the power delivered by a solar cell is
dependent on the incident light intensity and not on the load (Figure 2.7).
The e.m.f derives in fact from a temporary change in the electrochemical potential

induced by the light. The current density is related to the incident spectrum through
the cell�s quantum efficiency QE(E), that is the probability that a photon of energy
E¼ hv induces electron transition to the external circuit. Then

JSC ¼ q
ð
bS(E)QE(E)dE ð2:1Þ

Figure 2.5 The solar spectrum of sunlight together with the
quantum efficiency profile of semiconductors commonly
employed in solar cells. (Image courtesy: Hahn-Meitner-Institut
Berlin).

Figure 2.6 A solar cell can thus replace a battery in a circuit.
(Reproduced from Ref. [1], with permission).
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Where q is the electron charge, and bS(E) is the flux density of the incident photons,
namely the number of photons of energy Eþ dE which are incident on unit area in
unit time.
Thus, as JSC is obtained by integrating the product of the photon density and

QE over the photon energy, it is desirable to have a high quantum efficiency at
the energy where the photon density is high. The QE of a cell�s material
(Figure 2.5) in turn depends on (i) the efficiency of charge separation; (ii) the
absorption capacity of the material; and, (iii) the efficiency of charge collection in the
device.
The operating regime of the solar cell is in the range of bias, between V¼ 0 and

VOC, in which the cell delivers power. And the cell power density P is

P ¼ JV ð2:2Þ

P reaches a maximum at the cell�s operating point or maximum power point. This
occurs at the voltage Vm with a corresponding current density Jm as shown in
Figure 2.8.
The fill factor FF is thus defined as the ratio

FF ¼ JmVm

JOCVOC
ð2:3Þ

The FF thus describes the �squareness� of the J–V curve.

Figure 2.7 A battery is essentially a voltage source whereas a solar
cell is a current source. Whereas a battery delivers a constant
voltage at practically any current (until it becomes exhausted on
discharge), the solar cell delivers a constant current for any given
illumination level and the voltage is largely determined by the
resistance of the load. (Reproduced from Ref. [1], with
permission).
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The efficiency of a cell is the power density delivered at the operating point as a
fraction of the power density of the incident light, PS,

h ¼ JmVm

PS
ð2:4Þ

Efficiency h is related to JSC and to VOC through the fill factor,

h ¼ JSCVOCFF
PS

ð2:5Þ

These four quantities JSC,VOC, FFandh define the performance of a solar cell, and
are thus its key characteristics.
For effective comparison, all must thus be expressed under standard illumination

conditions. The standard test condition (STC) for solar cells, regardless of design and
activematerial, is the AirMass 1.5 spectrum (AM 1.5G), an incident power density of
1000Wm�2, which is defined as the standard �1 sun� value, at an ambient
temperature of 25 �C (Figure 2.9).
It must be emphasized that the average sun power density on Earth is 170Wm�2,

namely one sixth of the standard density chosen to compare the efficiency of solar
cells. As themanager of amanufacturer of dye-sensitized solar cells put it, �there is no
such a thing as 1 Sun at 25 �C except on the Jungfrau (a 4158m high mountain in
Switzerland) in summer.�

Figure 2.8 The current voltage (black) and power voltage (gray)
chracteristics of an ideal solar cell. Power voltage reaches a
maximumat a bias voltage,Vm, close toVOC. Themaximumpower
density Jm�Vm is givenby the area of the inner rectangle. Theouter
rectangle has area JSC�VOC. If the fill factor is equal to 1, the
current voltage curve follows the outer rectangle. (Reproduced
from Ref. [1], with permission).
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This must be always taken into consideration in all practical applications as the
efficiency of conventional cells rapidly decreases at lower power densities, and cells
with lower nominal efficiency can deliver significantly larger energy output than their
counterpartsduetobetterperformanceat lower light intensityandhigher temperature.
Figure 2.10 illustrates the correlation between JSC and VOC together with the

relationship for a cell of maximum efficiency. The values in Table 2.1 for the main
solar cells, show that cells with higher JSC tend to have lower VOC. This is a
consequence of the material�s semiconductor band gap. In general, in practical
photovoltaic applications, a compromise ismade between the photocurrent and the
voltage.

Figure 2.9 Solar irradiance spectrum above
atmosphere and at surface (a). The air-mass
value AM 0 (b) equates to insolation at sea level
with the Sun at its zenith. AM 1.0 represents
sunlight with the Sun at its zenith above the
Earth�s atmosphere and absorbing oxygen and

nitrogen gases. AM 1.5 is the same, but with the
Sun at an oblique angle of 48.2�, which simulates
a longer optical path through the Earth�s
atmosphere; AM 2.0 extends that oblique angle
to 60.1�. (Image courtesy of LaserFocusWorld).
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2.2
The Solar Cell: A Current Generator

In practice, when a load is present a potential difference develops between the
terminals of the cell. This potential generates a current which acts in the opposite
direction to the photocurrent, and the net current is reduced from its short circuit
value. This reverse current is called the dark current, in analogy with the current
Idark(V) which flows across the device under an applied voltage, or bias, V, in the dark.
Most solar cells behave as a diode in the dark, admitting a much larger current

under forward bias (V > 0) than under reverse bias (V < 0). For an ideal diode, the dark
current density varies like

Jdark ¼ Jo(e
qV=kBT�1) ð2:6Þ

Where kB is Boltzmann�s constant, T is the temperature and Jo is a constant. Thus
the net current flowing in a circuit powered by a solar cell is

J(V) ¼ Jsc�Jdark ð2:7Þ

J(V) ¼ Jsc�Jo(e
qV=kBT�1) ð2:8Þ

Figure 2.10 Plot of the JSC vs. VOC for the cells listed in Table 2.1.
Due to the bandgap, materials with high VOC tend to have lower
JSC. (Reproduced from Ref. [1], with permission).

Table 2.1 Performance of some types of PV cell [Green et al., 2001].

Cell type Area (cm2) Voc (V) Jsc (mA cm–2) FF Efficiency (%)

crystalline Si 4.0 0.706 42.2 82.8 24.7
crystalline GaAs 3.9 1.022 28.2 87.1 25.1
poly-Si 1.1 0.654 38.1 79.5 19.8
a-Si 1.0 0.887 19.4 74.1 12.7
CuInGaSe2 1.0 0.669 35.7 77.0 18.4
CdTe 1.1 0.848 25.9 74.5 16.4
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When the contacts are isolated the potential difference has its maximum value,
VOC, which is equivalent to the condition when the short circuit current and the dark
current exactly cancel out. It thus follows that, for an ideal diode,

VOC ¼ kBT
q

ln(JSCþ1)
Jo

ð2:9Þ

In other words, the VOC increases logarithmically (and thus very slowly) with light
intensity.
Figure 2.11 shows that the cell generates power when the voltage is between 0 and

VOC. At V < 0 the cell acts as a photodetector, consuming power to generate a
photocurrent. In certain cases, in this diode regime, the dark current in solar cells
is accompanied by emission of light.
Electrically, therefore, the solar cell is equivalent to a current generator in parallel to

a resistive diode (Figure 2.12). It is this diode that establishes a photovoltage enabling
the photocurrent through the load.
When illuminated, the solar cell produces a photocurrent proportional to the light

intensity. This photocurrent is divided by the load and the diode, in a ratio that
depends on the light intensity and on the load resistance.
In real cells, power is dissipated through the contact resistance and through

leakage currents around the sides of the device. Electrically, these effects are
equivalent to two parasitic resistances in series (Rs) and one in parallel (Rsh), as
shown in Figure 2.13.

Figure 2.11 Current–voltage curve for an ideal diode in the dark
and under light. (Reproduced from Ref. [1], with permission).

Figure 2.12 The solar cell is equivalent to a current generator in
parallel to a resistive diode. (Reproduced from Ref. [1], with
permission).
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Series and parallel resistances reduce the fill factor. Hence, for an efficient cell
one desires to have Rs as small and Rsh (or Rp) as large as possible. The series
resistance arises from the cell�s material resistance to the current flow, particularly
through the front surface to the contacts (and it is a serious problem at high current
densities under concentrated light). The parallel, or shunt, resistance is a problem of
poorly rectifying devices (and it arises from leakage of current through the cell).
Thus, the Shockley diode equation corrected for real inorganic devices with series

and shunt resistance is

jL ¼ j0 exp
q(V�jRs)

nkT

� �
�1

� �
�V�jRs

Rp
�jph ð2:10Þ

where an optional (constant) photocurrent jph is included by a parallel shift of the
current–voltage curve down the current axis.
In summary, a positive bias leads to the injection of charge carriers into the solar

cell, and the current increases exponentially, diode-like behavior (in the ideal case). In
real solar cells, however, there are losses, considered in the second equation above by
two resistors.
This equation works nicely for silicon solar cells, but in organic solar cells

(Chapter 4) the �parallel resistance� now seems to depend on the voltage and
illumination intensity and the �series resistance� also changes with voltage.
Thus, the j(V) curve for a typical organic solar cells has a strongly field-dependent

photocurrent. There is for example a crossing point of dark and illuminated curve at
approx. 700mV which cannot be explained by the Shockley equation (Figure 2.14).
The reason is that the Coulomb bound electron–hole pairs have to be split by the

externally applied electric field. At 700mV (in this instance), however, the internal

Figure 2.13 Effect of (a) increasing series resistance and
(b) reducing parallel resistance on the current–voltage curve.
In both cases, the outer curve has Rs¼ 0 and Rsh¼¥. In practice,
the effect of deviating from this ideal behavior is to reduce the fill
factor of the cell. (Reproduced from Ref. [1], with permission).
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electric field, which is the contact potential difference minus the external electric
field, is zero. This means flat band conditions, and therefore there is not enough
driving force for the polaron pairs to be separated: there has to be a crossing point.
As one can see from the upper part of thefigure, themaximumphotocurrent is not

reached at 0 V, that is, under short circuit conditions, but only at more negative bias,
corresponding to a higher internalfield. This happens in organic solar cells where the
polaron pair dissociation is more difficult, for example, if the active layer is thicker,
and therefore at the same (external) voltage, the (internal) field at zero bias is lower.
Indeed, there is no analytic equation yet to properly describe the peculiarities of

organic solar cells. Actually, even in inorganic compound semiconductors such as
CuInSe2 there are similar crossing points.

2.3
Efficiency Limits of the Photovoltaic Conversion

In principle, sunlight can be converted to electricity at an efficiency close to theCarnot
95% limit for the sunmodeled as a black-body at T1¼ 6000K (the temperature of the
sun surface), and a cell operating at room temperature (T2¼ 300K) [4].

h ¼ 1�(T2=T1) ¼ 1�(300=6000) ¼ 0:95 ð2:11Þ
Indeed, the maximum theoretical yield of 93.3% is only slightly different [5].
Thismeans that large improvements are potentially within reach, onmoving from

the theoretical 31% conversion efficiency limit calculated for a single-junction solar
cell in 1961 (see below), to such as those based on silicon wafer and thin films
presently commercialized [6].

Figure 2.14 J–V curve for an organic solar cell shows a strongly
field-dependent photocurrent. (Image courtesy of Dr. Carsten
Deibel, from http://blog.disorderedmatter.eu).
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Since the early days of terrestrial photovoltaics, a commonperceptionhas been that
first generation silicon wafer-based solar cells eventually would be replaced by a
second generation of lower cost thin-film technology, probably also involving a
different semiconductor.
First generation solar cells (Figure 2.15) had high production costs with moderate

efficiency (15–20%); second generation cells offer much lower overall production
cost but efficiencies are even lower (5–10%). Third generation cells have high
efficiency and slightly higher production costs, which is largely paid back by the
increase in efficiency resulting from the low unit cost of electricity (Table 2.2).
Historically, cadmium sulfide, amorphous silicon, copper indium diselenide,

cadmium telluride and now thin-film polycrystalline silicon have been regarded as
key thin-film candidates. Indeed, these inorganic materials show excellent promise
in terms of efficiency [7] (Figure 2.16) and thin films can be molded as lightweight
modules onto existing constructions.

Figure 2.15 Efficient cost trade-off for the three generations of
solar cell technologies: wafer, thin-films, advanced thin-films.
(Reproduced from Ref. [3], with permission).

Table 2.2 The three waves of evolution of PV technologies.

Generation Efficiency Cost D/watt

I 0.15 1
II 0.15 0.50
III 0.8 0.20

(Reproduced from Ref. [2], with permission).
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Any mature solar cell technology seems likely to evolve to the stage where costs
are dominated by those of the constituent materials, be they silicon wafers or glass
sheet.
Photovoltaics is likely to evolve, in its most mature form, to a third generation of

high-efficiency thin-film technology. By high efficiency is meant energy conversion
values double or triple the 15–20% range presently targeted, closer to the thermody-
namic limit of 93%.
Third generation concepts are based ondevices that can exceed the theoretical solar

conversion efficiency limit for a single energy thresholdmaterial. This was calculated
in 1961 by Shockley andQueisser as 31%under 1 sun illumination and 40.8% under
maximal concentration of sunlight (46 200 suns), for an optimized bandgap of 1.3 eV
and 1.1 eV, respectively [8]. According to this elegant analysis, the number of
electrons flowing from an ideal solar cell through an external circuit is equal to the
difference between the number of photons absorbed over the energy range El to Eh
and the number of photons the device emits over the same energy range. The
formulation is not detailed here but uses the Planck equation for the spectrumof light
received from the sun and amodifiedPlanck equation for the light emitted by the cell,
the latter exponentially enhanced by the forward bias of the cell, just as for a light-
emitting diode.
For Si andGaAs bandgaps of 1.12 and 1.45 eV, respectively, the limiting efficiencies

are both about 29% for unconcentrated light. Thus, the record efficiencies in each
case of 24.7 and 25.1% at one-sun illumination indicate devices approaching the
radiative limit.

Figure 2.16 Predicted efficiency versus bandgap for thin film
photovoltaic materials for solar spectra in space (AM0) and on
earth (AM1.5) at 300 K compared with other photovoltaic
materials with concentrated and unconcentrated (1) sunlight.
(Reproduced from Ref. [6], with permission).
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The routes to exceeding the Shockley–Queisser limit address the band gap and the
thermalization loss mechanisms. Three types of approach have been proposed for
applying multiple energy levels:

. increasing the number of energy levels

. multiple carrier pair generation per high energy photon

. capturing carriers before thermalization.

To increase efficiency, we need to use the whole solar spectrum. One possibility
resides in using double (tandem) cells which split the solar spectrum into narrow
frequency bands that are converted by the best suited cell maximizing efficiency. The
process is similar to that that takes place in �rectennas�, that is rectifying antennas
that transmit solar radiation in tunnel diodes. The quantum phenomena therein
produce variable currents, whose energy is equivalent to that of the incident radiation
–whereas the tension generated in the circuit rises linearly with the frequency of the
incident photon. As 44% of solar radiation has wavelengths between 0.4 and 0.7mm,
to absorb it entirely the rectenna should function at up to 600 THz.

2.4
Multiple Junction Cells

Multijunction solar cells are one high-efficiency approach aiming to design a device
that absorbs the sun�s broadband spectrum emission over the entire visible range
(from about 350 to 800 nm) [3]. Efficiency here is increased by adding more cells of
different bandgap to a cell stack, at the expense of increased complexity and spectral
sensitivity. Some of the losses due to the bandgap limitations are avoided by
cascading semiconductors of different bandgaps (Figure 2.17).

Figure 2.17 Better utilization of the solar spectrum through the multijunction approach.
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The tandemormulticolor cell uses the strategy of increasing the number of energy
levels. Solar cells consisting of p–n junctions in different semiconductormaterials of
increasing bandgap are placed on top of each other, such that the highest bandgap
intercepts the sunlightfirst. The elegance of the approach –first suggested by Jackson
in 1955 – is that both spectrum splitting and photon selectivity are automatically
achieved by the stacking arrangement.
The particle balance limiting efficiency depends on the number of subcells in

the device. For 1, 2, 3, 4, and ¥ subcells, the efficiency h is 31.0, 42.5, 48.6, 52.5,
and 68.2% for unconcentrated light, and 40.8, 55.5, 63.2, 67.9, and 86.8% for
maximally concentrated light. Hence, the efficiency increases with the number of
subcells in both cases, but the efficiency gain decreases with each subsequent
subcell [3].
To achieve the highest efficiency from the overall tandem device, the power from

each cell in the stack must be optimized. This is done by choosing appropriate
bandgaps, thicknesses, junction depths, and doping characteristics, such that the
incident solar spectrum is split between the cells most effectively. The next require-
ment is to extract electrical power from the device most effectively.
For a real, variable spectrum, the mechanically stacked design gives greater

flexibility because of the ability to optimize the I–V curve of each cell externally and
then connect them in an external circuit. The reduced flexibility of just optimizing
the I–V curve for the whole stack, because the same current must flow through
each cell, makes the in-series design more sensitive to spectral variations.
Furthermore, the cells become increasingly spectrally sensitive as the number
of bandgaps increases. This is particularly the case at the beginning and end of the
day when the spectrum is significantly red-shifted by the thickness of the
atmosphere.
The highest efficiency tandem devices are made using single-crystal III–Vmateri-

als. These are grown monolithically by very expensive epitaxial processes such as
metal organic vapor phase epitaxy and are indeed used in space applications.
An alternative approach to reducing the cost per watt makes use of cheaper

materials of lesser quality (higher defect density and lower efficiency), but that can be
produced by much cheaper, low-energy intensity deposition methods such as
amorphous silicon (a-Si); thus meeting the two requirements of third-generation
devices (low cost per watt and the use of nontoxic and abundant materials).
Hence, for example, 8% efficient modules in a-Si are made by vacuum deposition

of triple junction cells constructed of three separate p-i-n type a-Si sub-cells, eachwith
a different spectral response characteristics.
Despite STCefficiency around 8%, Figure 2.18 showing the influence of irradiance

in outdoor, real conditions (the test was carried out in the Netherlands) [9] indicates
that such cells perform significantly better than crystalline Si PV technologies at low
light conditions (40–100Wm–2) with up to 20% increase in the kWh energy output
per Wp installed either in cold climates, where low and diffuse light conditions
prevail, or in warm climates where better performance dependence on temperature
also contributes to higher output .
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2.5
Solar Cell Applications

The first practical application of solar cells was developed for space applications.
Starting with the US satellite �Vanguard� – which was equipped with a dual power
systemof chemical batteries and silicon solar cells, of which the batteries failed after a
week while the silicon solar cells kept the satellite communicating with Earth for
years – spacecraft have all been powered by solar cells.
Thus, solar energy has played a crucial role in society�s technological progress over

the past forty years because it powers the satellites that made possible the telecom-
munication revolution.
The advantages and disadvantages of photovoltaics are summarized in Table 2.3.
The increasing demand for solar cells in space opened an increasing and

relatively large business for those manufacturing solar cells. The first mass market
developed in the early 1970s when Elliot Berman, financed by the Exxon Corpora-
tion, designed a significantly less costly solar cell by using a poorer grade of silicon

Figure 2.18 Dependence of the efficiency of a-Si triple junction
modules points to significantly better performance of these
multijunction cells at low irradiation compared to crystalline Si
modules. (Image courtesy of Unisolar).

Table 2.3 Advantages and disadvantages of photovoltaics.

Advantages Disadvantages

Infinite, free energy source Energy source is diffuse (unconcentrated)
Zero emissions Lack of economic energy storage systems
No noise High installation costs
Safe Higher costs compared to traditional fuels
Versatility (modular and integrable
in existing structures)
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and packaging the cells with cheaper materials, bringing the price down from $100
per watt to $20 per watt. Hence photovoltaics first became competitive in contexts
where conventional electricity supply is expensive or simply not possible, such as
navigation, rural areas, telecommunications and for enhancement of supply in
grid-connected loads at peak use [10].
Solar cells could now compete in situations where people needed electricity

distant from power lines. Off-shore oil rigs, for example, required warning lights
and horns to prevent ships from running into them (Figure 2.19). Furthermore,
microwave and high frequency repeaters for telecommunication (including tele-
phone and television) systems are generally powered by locally generated solar
electricity.
Compared to cumbersome, short-lived batteries solar modules proved a bargain.

Many gas and oil fields on land but far away from power lines needed small amounts
of electricity to combat corrosion in well heads and piping. Major purchases of solar
modules by the gas and oil industry gave thefledgling terrestrial solar cell industry the
needed capital to persevere.
Stand-alone photovoltaic applications, whether for remote buildings (Figure 2.20),

service applications or island power supplies, represent about 90% of installed PV
power today. They provide power when and where it is needed, without the need for a
utility grid. Batteries are included to provide energy storage to operate loads during
thenight andduring cloudyweather. The solarmodule(s) recharge the batterieswhen
average or good weather returns.
On the other hand, direct connected systems get the job done without the need for

batteries. Solarmodules produceDCcurrent that is immediately used by aDCmotor
load. As sunlight rises and falls, current and voltage rise and fall, and the motor
speeds up and slows down proportionately. There is no storage, the motor does not
operate at night, and operates slowly during cloudy or stormy weather. Solar water

Figure 2.19 Aids to Navigation: Honolulu, HI – Coast Guard
Cutter Walnut (WLB 205) deck crew paints the 18 000-lb. Hotel
buoy. (Photo courtesy of Sarah Foster-Snell).
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pumps used in the Sahara are an example of this type of application. The importance
of water pump systems, clearly, cannot be overestimated.1)

A number of national governments are developing financial incentives to encour-
age homeowners to place modules on their rooftops. Indeed, for most stand-alone
applications, a PV system is the most cost-effective alternative for providing power.
For example, tens of thousands of households today in Africa, Asia, Mexico, Central
America and India, that is, in all those places that lack access to the electric grid, rely
on solar-generated power. More recently, a $1.5 million United Nations programme
has helped 16 600 Indians living in the southern state of Karnataka to buy solar power
systems for their homes and small businesses. This has created a thrivingmarket for
household solar panels in India, and the project is being extended to Tunisia, China,
Indonesia, Egypt, Mexico, Ghana, Morocco and Algeria [11].

1) Dominique Campana, a graduate student in
Paris in the 1970s, came up with the idea of
applying solar water pumping. French physi-
cist Jean Roger translated her concept into a
working prototype on the island of Corsica.

After viewing the Corsican installation, Ver-
spieren, starting in the late 1970s, initiated a
solar water pumping program that has become
the template for success in the developing
world.

Figure 2.20 A small, road-side shop in Karnataka (Africa) uses a
household solar power system. (Photo courtesy: UNEP/Riso).
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Overall, by 2007 more than 2.5 million households in developing countries were
receiving electricity fromsolar home systems [12].Most growthhas beenoccurring in
a few specific Asian countries (Bangladesh, China, India, Nepal, Sri Lanka and
Thailand), where the affordability problem has been overcome either with micro-
credit or by selling small systems for cash, and where government and international
donor programs have supported markets. In each of these countries, monthly
additions in the hundreds or thousands of newhousehold installations have occurred
in recent years. China has been by far the largest market, with over 400 000 systems
added. In Bangladesh, there are now over 150 000 households with solar home
systems, and 7000 are being added monthly. Outside Asia, other large markets
include Kenya, Mexico, and Morocco.
The plans of a number of Latin American countries may shift solar home system

growth toward that region if promising approaches to affordability, including
government subsidies and/or fee-for-service models, continue to be followed. Along
with growing solar electricity for rural schools, health clinics, and community
buildings, solar street lighting is another growing application, with 55 000 solar
streetlights now in India (Figure 2.21).
Africa, with its very low rural-electrification rates and low per capita income, has

experienced slower growth in solar home systems, with the exception of a few
countries. Still, there have been at least half a million systems installed in Africa.
Kenya has 200 000 systems and continuing market growth, driven by cash sales of
small modules to households in rural and peri-urban areas. South Africa has 150 000
systems, and smaller numbers exist in several other countries. Uganda has a 10-year
program that targets solar home systems and other productive uses in small industry,
education, and health care. Other countries like Mali, Senegal, and Tanzania are
trying to provide limited subsidies for rural renewables like solar home systems. In
Morocco, solar PV programs by the national utility and fee-for-service concessions

Figure 2.21 Street lighting installed in 2006 in the roads of
Maharashtra, India, uses PV to power LED lamps at night.
(Photo courtesy of Grameen Surya Bijlee Foundation, www.
suryabijlee.com).
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have achievedmore than 37 000 systems in thousands of villages, with a program for
another 80 000 systemsunderway and a target of 150 000 by 2010 as part of their rural
electrification planning.
Instead ofrelying on costly and dangerous solutions to light their homes and power

their appliances, such as kerosene lamps, automobile batteries and generators, these
people now rely on clean solar power to obtain quality lighting and a reliable supply of
electricity.
Similarly, effective marketing of PV in developing countries has been clearly

demonstrated by the Punjab State (India) solar-powered pumping program for
farmers, previously relying heavily on subsidies, that has been able to establish a
market for PV devices where there was none before [13]. An ESCO (energy service
company) providing an integrated energy service was key to this success: in exchange
for a periodic payment from users, it installed the solar-powered pump, and trained
users how to properly use andmaintain it. As a result, 98% of the installed power was
in place after one year and farmers switched to efficient crop irrigation growing high-
value plantation crops instead of field crops.
During the 1990s silicon-based solar cells established a market as decentralized

power sources and the market expanded at a 15–20% annual rate, with relevant
economies of scale that were reflected in lower prices. In recent years, themain global
market has become urban grid-connectedmodules, led by regionswith solar-friendly
policies like Japan, Germany, Spain and some US States. Those who elect to place
solar cells on their roof can sell electricity to their local utility during the day when
the sun is shining and buy it back at night when it is not; which explains the boom in
the market in Europe, and particularly in Germany.
Grid-tied PV systems (Figure 2.22) wired into buildings connected to the utility

grid are currently finding application all over the world. Energy produced by the PV
system is used directly in the building, or if there is an excess, flows out through a
meter, providing power to neighbors. In many nations, one receives a credit for this
excess power, to be used later, at night for example, when power is drawn from the
grid (Net Metering arrangement).
Overall, grid-connected solar photovoltaics is the fastest-growing power genera-

tion technology in the world, with 50% annual increases in cumulative installed
capacity in both 2006 and 2007, to an estimated 7.8 GW by the end of 2007
(Figure 2.23).
This capacity translates into an estimated 1.5 million homes with rooftop solar PV

feeding into the grid worldwide. Germany accounted for half the global market in
2006, with about of 850–1000MW added. Grid-connected solar PV increased by
about 300MW in Japan, 100MW in theUnited States, and 100MW in Spain in 2006.
The Spanish solar PVmarket grew the fastest of any country during 2007, in part due
to new and revised policies, and an estimated 400MWwas added in 2007, a fourfold
increase over 2006 additions.
Emerging strong growth in other European countries, especially Italy and Greece

with the recent introductions of policies, is also changing the balance. France�s
recently revised feed-in policies are beginning to accelerate what had been slow
growth. Italy looked set to install 20MW in 2007 and France 15MW, both double the
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2006 installation amounts. In the United States, California remains the clear leader,
after capturing 70% of the US market in 2006. New Jersey is second, with other
emergingmarkets in several southwestern and eastern states. Korea is also emerging
as a strong market.

Figure 2.22 A grid-connected PV system
generates usable AC current after passing
through the inverter, is connected to the
conventional electricity grid, offsets energy
that would normally come in through
the conventional grid with clean solar

energy, and can send (and sell) power back
to the grid if it is generating more than the
home requires since the local power company
accepts cogeneration. (Photo courtesy:
Southface Energy Institute, USA).

Figure 2.23 Solar PV, existing world capacity (1995–2007, source: Worldwatch Institute).
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2.6
Brief History of Modern Photovoltaics

The story of photovoltaics, started in 1839 when Becquerel discovered the photovol-
taic effect from a silver-coated platinum electrode immersed in an electrolyte
irradiated with light, has been brilliantly told [14]. What is emphasized here is that
a number of early thin film cells had already been developed in the 1930s, based on
the Schottky barrier device, using a semitransparent metal layer deposited on top of
selenium that provided the asymmetric junction.
At that time, scientists were interested in the photoconductive current which,

being proportional to the frequency of the incident light, could function as a reliable
photographic light meter.
As early as 1967, the first thin film CdS cell deposited on plastic was ready; while

soon after a number of new photovoltaic materials were discovered, stimulated by
theoretical work, including GaAs, InAs and CdTe, indicating that these materials
would offer higher efficiency. The strategies for higher energy of multiple bandgap
designs and tandem cells were also established at that time.
Adding to the surprise, the use of thin films that is nowadays changing the PV

industry on a global scale was conceived by Chapin (co-discoverer of the silicon cell
at ATT Bell Laboratories in 1953, Figure 2.24), at the very beginning of the modern
solar PV.
Then, in the 1970s, scientists taking part in the US PV Research and Development

Program developed thin films of crystalline Si and a whole range of new semicon-
ductor materials (CIS, CdTe, InP, Zn3P2, Cu2Se, WSe2, GaAs, ZnSiAs), that is,
almost all the alternative materials used by today�s new PV industry, including
polycrystalline and amorphous silicon, and organic semiconductors.
Finally, in the early 1980s, Barnett developed the polycrystalline silicon thin film

cell; while Martin Green replaced the silicon serigraphy with a silicon solar cell with

Figure 2.24 Gerald Pearson, Daryl Chapin, and Calvin Fuller
(left-to-right), the principle discoverers of the silicon solar cell at
ATT Bell Labs in 1953. (Reproduced from Californiasolarcenter.
org, with permission).
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greater surface area to catch the sun�s rayswith tiny, laser-etched grooves inwhich the
wires (contacts) that carry the electric current are buried, leading to 20%efficient cells
(Figure 2.25).
In 1997 the first modules using a triple junction amorphous silicon cell were

commercialized by Sharp and also in 2007 Sanyo achieved an efficiency of 22% at
the research level with its HIT solar cells. The HIT (heterojunction with intrinsic
thin layer) solar cell is composed of a single thin crystalline silicon wafer sur-
rounded by ultra-thin amorphous silicon layers. The structure of the HIT cell
enables an improvement in the overall output by reducing recombination loss by
surrounding the energy generation layer of single thin crystalline silicon with high
quality ultra-thin amorphous silicon layers. In the meanwhile, highly efficient
GaAs cells were developed to power spacecraft that now, exploiting the recent
discovery of the near perfect growth of GaAs crystals as well as quantum-well solar
cells based on the samematerial, are likely to open the way to third generation solar
cells (see Chapter 6).

Figure 2.25 The buried contact is formed by using a laser tomake
a groove in the cell�s surface and then filling it with copper. The
enlarged cross-section shows the buried contact. It is a strip of
copper imbedded in the silicon of the cell. (Photo courtesy: Center
for Photovoltaic Devices and Systems, UNSW).
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3
Inorganic Thin Films

3.1
Thin Film PV: Technology for the Future

Customers buying photovoltaic modules are interested in high energy yields per
purchased watt peak-power over a certain time period of a PV system in true outdoor
conditions. This is especially relevant in countries where there are high feed-in tariffs
per kWh produced available, such as Germany or Spain.
Modules are usually sold with their peak power performance (Wp) tested under

laboratory conditions (STC): that is, under a very high and direct irradiation
(1000Wm�2), module temperature of 25 �C, and only one type of solar spectrum
(AM1.5: mainly direct irradiation).
Under real outdoor conditions, this peak power is seldom achieved, since

module temperature is usually more in the range of 40–60 �C under illumination
(especially true for modules that are building integrated), the hours of 1000Wm�2

irradiation is only about 1% of the total sun-hours and the spectral and specular
content of the solar spectrum change continuously with varying climatic condi-
tions. Diffuse light for instance dominates when the sky is clouded or during
mornings and evenings. In Northern and Central Europe, the majority of solar
irradiation comes from diffuse light (more than 50% of all solar irradiation) and
even in Madrid the diffuse part is still 33%.
In order therefore to predict what will be the energy output of a PVmodule or a PV

system with a certain nominal power, it is necessary to evaluate the behavior of the
modules under various climatic conditions [1].
Thin film (TF) PV modules consistently outperform conventional silicon-based

panels in this crucial aspect. Moreover, since the cost per unit power output
largely determines the competitiveness of a PV panel, thin films will dominate
the future of photovoltaics as they have the greatest potential for low cost
production.
Worldwide, silicon-based PV technologies continue to dominate atmore than 94%

of the market share, with the share of TFPVat less than 6% in 2007. However, this is
expected to grow to 20% by 2010 and beyond 30% in the long term [2].

Flexible Solar Cells. M. Pagliaro, G. Palmisano, and R. Ciriminna
Copyright � 2008 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
ISBN: 978-3-527-32375-3
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For example, the market share for TFPV in the United States has grown rapidly
over the past several years and in 2007, the TFPV market share is expected to
surpass that of Si technology in the US (Figure 3.1).
Compared to traditional wafer-based crystalline silicon technologies, thin film

technologies yield products of comparable performance but with significant advan-
tages in manufacturing:

. Lower consumption of direct and indirect materials.

. Independence from shortages of silicon supplies.

. Fewer and automated processing steps.

. Integrated, monolithic circuit design – no assembly of individual solar cells into
final products.

These advantages will translate into substantially reduced cost of product manu-
facture. As shown in Figure 3.2, the complete traditional process involves more than
two dozen separate steps to prepare and process silicon ingots, wafers, cells, and
circuit assemblies before amodule is complete. Thin filmmodule production, on the
other hand, requires only half as many process steps as crystalline silicon with
simplified materials handling.
Thin film PV circuits require deposition of three layers: a base electrode layer, a

semiconductor layer, and a transparent conductor window layer. Three patterning
steps, one after each of the three layers, create the integrated series connection from
cell to cell on the circuit. Lastly, a front cover glass is simply laminated to the circuit
glass for final module assembly (Figure 3.3).
A key force driving the advancement of thin film technologies has been a

polysilicon shortage that began in 2004. In 2006, for the first time, more than half
of polysilicon production went into PV instead of computer chips. Polysilicon supply
is expected to match demand by 2010, but not before thin TFPV grabs 20% of the

Figure 3.1 Evolution of thin film PV market share in the US.
(Reproduced from Ref. [3], with permission).
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Figure 3.2 Process sequence formanufacturing crystalline silicon
modules (a) and process sequence for manufacturing thin
film modules (b). (Reproduced from Ref. [4], with permission).
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market.With increasing polysilicon supplies, in turn, average PVprices are projected
to drop to $2 per watt in 2010.
Worldwide estimated projections for 2010 are that thinfilmPVproduction capacity

will be more than 3700MW, with production capacity estimated at 1127MW in the
US, 1312MW in Japan, 793MW in Europe and 472MW in Asia (Table 3.1).
In general, TFPV is expected to account for 35% of the photovoltaics market by

2015, at $7.2 billion compared to just over $1.0 billion today [5]. Of this, the value of
printedTFPV is expected to reach over $3.0 billion as printingPVhas the potential for
lowering capital costs by asmuch as 75%, reducingwaste and increasing throughput.
Themarket is being driven by the inherent advantages of TFPV including low cost,

low weight, and the ability to manufacture them on flexible substrates and embed
solar power capabilities into walls, roofs and even windows that double as PV panels.
The fact that TFPV ismuch lighter than conventional PVmeans that it can be added to
a roof without the need to reinforce the roof.
The US company Solar Integrated manufactures laminated PV coating made of

thin film amorphous Si cells integrated into heavy-duty fabrics. The result is a fused
fabric and flexible solar panel product weighing just 3.66 kgm�2 that can literally be
rolled on for fast installation to virtually any flat surface.
Similarly, the Swiss company Flexcell manufactures flexible a-Si-based modules

that are elegantly integrated into buildings. The installation starts with the existing
roof top surface and adds rigid insulation and gypsum board that provides
resistance against punctures and fire, topping the roof with a durable white
finish (Figure 3.4). These three components provide customers with an energy
efficient, weather-tight roof that significantly improves the thermal performance
of the roof and reduces energy consumption by lowering the rooftop tempera-
tures. This is accomplished by reflecting solar radiance rather than absorbing it, a
feature that actually improves the productivity of the photovoltaic cells once they
are added.
The company, which trades on the London Stock Exchange, actually tripled its

production from 8.5MW in 2007 to 24MW in 2008, with revenues going from
38 million $ in 2006 to 145 million by the end of 2008.

Figure 3.3 Common elements of most thin film photovoltaic cells.
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The stock graph for one company (First Solar) shows the immense interest in the
market for TFPV (Figure 3.5). As a result of this general trend, most manufacturers
are ramping up production capacity and several – including First Solar, Fuji Electric,
Nanosolar, Sanyo, Uni-Solar and G24i – are building plants with more than 100MW
capacity.
Investors and industry players agree in recognizing that PV is entering a phase of

commoditization. But unlike any other mature commodity industry, it will not
consolidate into a single winning �technology� based on lowest cost, as different
customers will demand different products.
Ultimately, competitive advantages in the market will be determined by a combi-

nation of cost structure andproduct attributes that locally drive the customer�s choice.
In other words, the new PV industry will exhibit multiple commodity categories
with suppliers exploiting diversified product designs for different applications
(Figure 3.6) [6].
Whatever the technology of choice, however, to retain the economic advantages of

TFPV,manufacturing progress needs to achievemoisture barrier levels of 10�6 gm�2

per day or better (Figure 3.7).

Figure 3.4 Flexible PV modules made with a-Si are produced in
Europe (a) and in the US (b). Light weight, ease of installation
and low cost are causing rapid market success. (Photo
courtesy: Solar Integrated and Flexcell).
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Figure 3.5 This stock graph reporting the 2007 and early 2008
performance for a thin filmCdTemanufacturer, shows that thin film
solar is an explosive technology. (Image courtesy: Edgar Online).

Figure 3.6 Just as different bicycle materials serve different
needs, commoditization of PV will lead to a similar variety in the
technology offered. (Reproduced from Ref. [6], with permission).
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3.2
Amorphous Si Thin Films

Wafer-based crystalline silicon has dominated the photovoltaic industry since the
dawnof thesolarPVera. It iswidely available,hasaconvincing track record inreliability
and its physical characteristics are well understood. The price of the technology has
decreased by 20% for each doubling of cumulative installed capacity due to a cycle of
policy-drivendemandcreation,capital investment,andproductiongrowth(Figure3.8).
Wafers are increasingly becoming thinner and larger. For example, they have

decreased in thickness from400mm in 1990 to 200mm in 2006 and have increased in
area from 100 to 240 cm2; modules have increased in efficiency from about 10% in
1990 to typically 15.5% today.
Amorphous silicon (a-Si) alloy thin film technology offers an interesting opportu-

nity to reduce the materials cost of the solar cells. Because a-Si alloy absorbs light
more efficiently than its crystalline counterpart, the a-Si solar cell thickness can be up
to 300 times less than that of conventional cells, thereby significantly reducing
materials cost. A significant step in this development was the introduction in 1997 of
the triple junction modules that provide relatively high levels of efficiency and
stability (stabilized aperture area cell efficiency of 8.0–8.5%) [7].
In a triple junction cell (Figure 3.9) cells of different bandgaps are stacked together.

The top cell, which captures the blue photons, uses a-Si alloy with an optical gap of
�1.8 eV for the intrinsic (i) layer. The i layer for the middle cell is an amorphous
silicongermanium (a-SiGe) alloy with about 10–15% Ge and optical gap of �1.6 eV,
which is ideally suited for absorbing the green photons. The bottom cell captures the
red and infrared photons and uses an i layer of a-SiGe alloy with about 40–50% Ge,
corresponding to an optical gap of �1.4 eV.
Light that is not absorbed in the cells gets reflected from the aluminum/zinc oxide

(Al/ZnO) back reflector, which is usually textured to facilitate light trapping.

Figure 3.7 Lifetimes of thin film module. Nearly all benefits of
flexibility will be negated unless a lifetime greater than 20 years is
achieved. (Source: DOE, US).
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The resulting thin film photovoltaic product has the ability to capture a greater
percentage of the incident light energy which is one of the keys to higher efficiencies
and higher energy output, especially at lower irradiation levels and under diffused
light.
The cell is deposited using a vapor deposition process at low temperatures; the

energy payback time is therefore much smaller than that for the conventional

Figure 3.8 The PV industry is approaching grid parity across
OECD, due to a cycle of policy-driven demand creation, capital
investment, and production growth. (Reproduced from Ref. [6],
with permission).

Figure 3.9 Amorphous silicon schematic of a triple-junction
structure. (Reproduced from Uni-solar.com, with permission).
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technology. The roll-to-roll process utilizes a flexible, stainless steel substrate
(Figure 3.10).
Once the solar cellmaterial has been providedwith suitable electrodes, the cells are

encapsulated in UV-stabilized, weather-defying polymers. This laminating process
incorporates afluoropolymer on the top side. The bottom side of the finished product
is a polyester material suitable for adhesives. The inherent flexibility of the resulting
laminate as well as the durable encapsulate, results in a lightweight, photovoltaic
module that has a broad range of applications ranging from battery charging to large-
scale grid-connected systems.
In a high-volumemanufacturing plant inMichigan (USA) solar cells are deposited

on rolls of stainless steel that are amile-and-a half long using automatedmanufactur-
ing machines. Rolls of stainless steel, 2500m long, 36 cm wide, and 125mm thick,
move in a continuous manner through four machines to complete the solar cell
fabrication. The fourmachines are thewashmachine thatwashes thewebone roll at a
time; a back reflector machine that deposits the back reflector by sputtering Al and
ZnO onto the washed rolls; an amorphous silicon alloy processor that deposits the
layers of a-Si and a-SiGe alloy; and, finally, an anti-reflection coating machine that
deposits indium tin oxide (ITO) on top of the rolls. The coated web is next processed
to make a variety of lightweight, flexible and rugged products.
Flexcell, in Switzerland, uses a four-step roll-to-roll manufacturing process in

which metal coating of a plastic roll (thickness 50mm) is followed by chemical vapor

Figure 3.10 United Solar Ovonic flexible PV laminate is made of
a-Si triple deposited over steel (a) while thin films of Flexcell are
roll-to-roll deposited over plastic substrates (b). (Reproduced
from www.uni-solar.com and www.flexcell.ch, with permission).
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deposition of a-Si layers and TCO through layer structuring and module encapsula-
tion with plastic foils (Figure 3.10).
Under actual environmental conditions, the triple-junction, amorphous silicon

technology shows consistent performance over time. The results of prolonged,
independent testing verify indeed less than 1% degradation, approximately the same
as for crystalline silicon PV panels (Figure 3.11).
Hence, whereas the thermal coefficient for crystalline photovoltaic cells is a

negative constant of approximately �0.5% per �C, the thermal coefficient for
triple-junction photovoltaic cells is �0.21% per �C. This means that at a normal
cell temperature of 60 �C, the relative power output of a crystalline module would be
reduced by about 17% from the STC rating while the triple junction module output
would be reduced by about 4–6%. The effect of this characteristic is a higher level of
energy output at normal to high cell temperatures.
For example, comparison of amorphous and monocrystalline silicon-based PV

modules connected to the residential grid in Thailand clearly shows that the
amorphous modules outperform the crystalline module by about 15% in terms of
annual final yield and average performance ratio (Figure 3.12) [8].
Such performance enhancement is due to better performance in the hot season,

and under diffuse light conditions that are typical of Thailand�s rainy season.
Similarly, in Japan single junction a-Si modules of another large manufacturer
(Kaneka) yield a larger annual output than either poly- or mono-crystalline silicon
panels.
Adding relevance to the technology, in Northern and Central European climates,

where low light conditions and diffuse light prevails, this enhanced low light
sensitivity results in higher yearly energy output when normalised to Wp pur-
chased power. Triple junction PV modules, in fact, perform more than 40%
better in low light conditions (50–100Wm�2), than most current crystalline
technologies.
Whereas for all c-Si modules and other thin film technologies the outdoor

efficiency rapidly decreases below 300Wm�2, the efficiency of triple-junction
modules shows a constant increase up to values as low as 50Wm�2. The outdoor
efficiency at 100Wm�2 is more than 25% higher than the STC efficiency.
The world�s leading companies in the a-Si TFPV field are undergoing rapid

expansion from an annual production capacity of about 30MW to 300MW by
2010, to apply this technology as widely as possible and drive the expansion of its
market share, applying its products to free-land, roof and building-façade
applications.
For the triple-junction technology, the power conversion efficiency level of 12% is

currently the world�s highest, and such highly efficient cells have been commercial-
ized since 2001 by Kaneka.
An interlayer ensures efficient light trapping and thus a 19% increase in short

circuit current in the thin film Si stacked module. An initial aperture efficiency of
13.1%has been achieved for thismodule (Figure 3.13) that under stabilized efficiency
reduces to 12% [9] .
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3.3
CIGS Thin Films on Metal Foil

From the very beginning of research in the mid 1970s, copper indium gallium
diselenide (CIGS) moved to the forefront of thin film materials with respect to solar

Figure 3.12 Monthly final yield trends over a year for a-Si and c-Si
modules in Thailand (a) and in Japan (b), clearly show that a-Si
modules consistently yield more energy. (Reproduced from
Ref. [8], with permission).
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Figure 3.13 The performance of a HYBRIDmodule confirmed by
AIST. (Reproduced from Ref. [9], with permission).
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cell efficiencies (Figure 3.14). Indeed, thin film solar cells based on CdTe and Cu
(In,Ga)Se2 show the highest performance among thin film solar cells in terms of
efficiency and on the module level. CIGS solar cells and modules have achieved 19.5
and 13% efficiencies, respectively. Likewise, CdTe cells and modules have reached
16.5 and 10.2% efficiencies, respectively [10].
TheCIGS thinfilmbelongs to theCu-chalcopyrite compoundswhose bandgap can

be modified by varying the Group III cations among In, Ga, and Al and the anions
between Se and S [11]. Awide range of bandgaps can be obtained using combinations
of different compositions, and since the bandgap range of interest for this technology
is between 1 and 1.7 eV, CIGS-based solar cells offer the required versatility.
With 19.5% efficiency under standard test conditions at laboratory scale, the best

CIGS cell is about as efficient as the best polycrystalline-silicon cell. Table 3.2
compares the efficiency and power of different commercial-sized CIGS, CIGSS,
and CdTe modules and shows that the performance of the CIGS and CdTe modules
are now approaching that of polycrystalline silicon PV.

Figure 3.14 Efficiency evolution for different TFPV technologies.
(Reproduced from Ref. [13], with permission).

Table 3.2 Polycrystalline thin film PV modules.

Company Device Aperture area (cm2) Efficiency (%) Power (W) Date

Global Solar CIGS 8390 10.2 88.9 05/05
Shell Solar CIGSS 7376 11.7 86.1 10/05
W€urth Solar CIGS 6500 13.0 84.6 06/04
First Solar CdTe 6623 10.2 67.5 02/04
Shell Solar GmbH CIGSS 4938 13.1 64.8 05/03
Antec Solar CdTe 6633 7.3 52.3 06/04
Shell Solar CIGSS 3626 12.8 46.5 03/03
Showa Shell CIGS 3600 12.8 44.15 05/03

(Reproduced from Ref. [10], with permission).
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Companies that seek to produce CIGSmodules commercially initially aim for the
12–15% range as a target that optimally trades off cost and performance. In this
range, CIGS modules are still as efficient as the bulk of the silicon modules on the
market today. For comparison, the best alternative thin film module on the market
today, Unisolar�s, is 6.2–6.4% efficient, so CIGS modules are essentially twice as
efficient.
Furthermore, as there is no intrinsic mechanism that damages cell performance,

these modules are extremely stable and are delivered to customers with a 25-year
warranty. In fact, cells often improve during actual operation as a self-healing
mechanism due to defect relaxation with the help of mobile copper actually leads
to performance enhancement with time [12].
CIGS thin filmmodules are available also on a flexible substrate, manufactured by

Global Solar Energy in the US.
Monolithic integration of thin film solar cells leads to significant manufacturing

cost reduction compared to crystalline Si technology and, since the CdTe and CIGS
modules share common structural elements and similarmanufacturing cost per unit
area, the module efficiency will eventually be the discriminating factor that deter-
mines the cost per watt.
In fact, these two thin film technologies have a common device/module structure:

substrate, base electrode, absorber, junction layer, top electrode, patterning steps for
monolithic integration, as shown in Figure 3.15 where cross sections of scanning
electron micrographs provide true physical perspectives of the structures.

Figure 3.15 (a) CIGS and (b) CdTe device structures. (Reproduced from Ref. [1], with permission).
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As early as 2000 a comprehensive report [13] on CIGS thin film solar cells
concluded that the obstacles to large-scale production and commercialization of
Cu(In,Ga)Se2-based modules were �the complexity of the material and the
manufacturing processes;� and that it was important to further improve performance
�by increasing the bandgap to achieve individual cells with high voltage.�
This is exactly what the company, Nanosolar, which delivered at the end of 2007 the

first CIGS-based batch of panels product has done [14]. Its major advance has been
the development of a nanostructured CIGS ink that makes it possible to simply print
the semiconductor of a high-performance solar cell (Figure 3.16).
Clearly, to fabricate low-cost CIGSPVmodules, it is desirable to reduce the amount

of materials used and, in particular, to reduce the use of In, which is a relatively less
abundant and more expensive element. The high absorption coefficient of 105 cm�1

for light energy greater than the bandgap ensures that all the light is absorbed in afilm
that is less than 1mm thick.
PrintedCIGS technology based on semiconductor ink approacheswas developed in

the mid-1990s as only fast printing-on-roll technology can ensure the high 1 module
per minute productivity of a manufacturing facility designed to produce 10MW of
photovoltaics in a year.
At that time, the state of the art process yielded the highest efficiency CIGS

modules (over 12%) made by ink methods [15]. Not surprisingly, therefore, Nano-
solar acquired the complete IP assets of Unisun Corporation, a pioneer in printing
CIGS with the earliest filing date of any printed-CIGS patent.
This new ink is made of a homogeneous mix of CIGS nanoparticles stabilized

by an organic dispersion. Chemical stability ensures that the atomic ratios of the
four elements are retained when the ink is printed, even across large areas of
deposition. This is crucial for delivering a semiconductor of high electronic
quality and contrasts with vacuum deposition processes where, due to the four-
element nature of CIGS, one effectively has to �atomically� synchronize various
materials sources.
Rolls that are meters wide and miles long are thus processed efficiently with very

high throughput (Figure 3.17). A key advantage of roll-to-roll processing over
processing wafers or glass plates is that, after the first few meters of initializing a
new roll, the whole process hits a steady state which can then be maintained for the
entire rest of the roll, resulting in a very uniform deposition process applied to
essentially the entire foil substrate.

Figure 3.16 Nanosolar�s nanostructure CIGS ink. (Photo courtesy: Nanosolar).
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Wafers or glass plates, on the other hand, have to be moved in and out of each
process station individually, introducing undesirable variability in the process and
consequent quality problems (and thus cost).
Solar modules are thus produced with printing-press-style machines that set

down a layer of solar-absorbing nano-ink onto metal sheets as thin as aluminum foil
(Figure 3.18).
An aluminum base layer (A) supports the first molybdenum electrode (B). Light

hitting the CIGS semiconductor (C) induces the photoelectron effect The p/n
junction layer of CdS (D) passes the electrons to the transparent zinc oxide electrode
(E, the window material) through which electrons reach the powering circuit before
coming back to the first electrode.
The company is currently building theworld�s largest CIGS-based solar cell factory

in California. In fact, another fundamental reason for the reduced cost of solar
electricity resides in the capability of delivering high-power solar panels with 5–10
times higher current than other thin film solar panels on the market today, thus
dramatically reducing the balance-of-system cost involved in deploying solar elec-
tricity systems.

Figure 3.17 Roll-to-roll production of CIGS-based solar cells. (Photo courtesy of PopSci.com).
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The amount of current that a panel can support is important because current
capacity limitations negatively impact balance-of-system cost and thus power
economics.
The aluminum foil substrate is both low cost and highly conductive (more than 20

times higher than the conductivity of the stainless steel), and thus enablesmajor cost

Figure 3.18 The PowerSheet solar cell is a sandwich of
semiconductor surrounded by electrodes. (Photo courtesy of
Nanosolar).
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reduction on the solar cell�s thin film bottom electrode, by avoiding the need to
deposit separately an expensive bottom electrode layer (as required for a non-
conductive substrate such as glass). Furthermore, the metal foil allows assembly
of cells by individually matched electrical characteristics.

3.4
CdTe Thin Films

The energy bandgap of CdTe, at 1.45 eV is a good match to the solar spectrum
and thus it enables conversion of more energy from the solar spectrum than the
lower energy bandgap silicon (1.20 eV) used historically. As a result, CdTe is
capable of converting solar energy into electricity at an efficiency rate comparable
to silicon-based technologies with about 1% of the semiconductor material
requirement.
In the real solar cell device (Figure 3.19), this bandgap may vary somewhat as a

result of its interaction with the CdS (�2.4 eV bandgap) heterojunction partner
during processing [16]. CdTe/CdS PV modules appear to be more environmentally
friendly than all other current uses of Cd. First, both cadmium and tellurium in CdTe
are derived as byproducts of mining processes (Cd from zinc smelting waste and Te
from copper refining), thus preventing potentially dangerous elemental cadmium

Figure 3.19 The semiconductor materials (CdTe and CdS) in a
typical module are sourced from the byproducts of mining
operations and are incorporated at 1% of the semiconductor
material used in typical crystalline silicon solar modules.
(Image courtesy: First Solar).
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from entering the environment. Moreover, during operation the modules do not
produce any pollutants, and thus do not present any risks to health and the
environment. Full recycling of the modules at the end of their useful life resolves
any environmental concerns while, by displacing fossil fuels, CdTe-based PV
modules offer a net environmental benefit [17].
The typical structure is glass/SnO2/CdS/CdTe/contacts. The absorber layer for

commercial products uses either co-evaporation or a two-stage process such as the
deposition of the precursors by sputtering. The most common deposition methods
for the CdTe device involve acquiring commercial SnO2-coated glass, followed by
chemical-bath deposition of CdS. The CdTe thin film absorber is usually applied by
close-spaced sublimation, vapor-transport deposition, or electrodeposition, followed
by CdCl2 treatment.
The back contact is then applied after etching the back surface of CdTe. The nature

of the back contact varies – from a carbon paste containing CuxTe and HgTe, to a
combination of other metals with Cu.
Traditional solar modules become less efficient at converting solar energy into

electricity as their cell temperatures increase. However, the efficiency of CdTe is
less susceptible to cell temperature increases, enabling CdTe solar modules to
generate relatively more electricity under high ambient (and therefore high cell)
temperatures.
CdTe also absorbs low and diffuse light and thus converts such light more

efficiently to electricity under cloudy weather and dawn and dusk conditions where
conventional cells operate less efficiently. As a result, under real world conditions
CdTe will generally produce more electricity than a conventional solar module with
similar power ratings.
Inmanufacturing terms (Figure 3.20), First Solar achieved substantial progress by

being able to increase their power ratings of a 60 cm� 120 cm module from 50 and

Figure 3.20 Thin film CdTe manufacturing capacity and cost
reduction versus calendar year. (Reproduced from Ref. [3], with
permission).
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55Wp to 55 to 65Wp within 2006 alone. Both Cd and Te elements are present in
abundant quantities to support multi-GWs of annual production.With economies of
scale, the manufacturing cost has dropped substantially from $2.94/W (6MW) in
2004 to $1.25/W (90MW) in 2006. The targetmanufacturing cost is $0.70/Wby 2012
with improvements in productivity, module efficiency and yield, thus making it
competitive with grid-parity electricity.
Areas of research include nonuniformity of CdTe films and its impact on device

performance, thin CdTe absorber layers, interdiffusion at the CdS/CdTe interface,
where S diffuses into the CdTe film, and the role of Cu doping that is usually used for
back-contacting procedures.
For example, in CdTe/CdS TF cells, the direct bandgap semiconductor CdS with

E¼ 2.4 eV strongly absorbs the majority of short-wavelength (violet to blue-green)
light before it can be usefully absorbed in the CdTematerial. As a result, commercial
PV modules exhibit poor external quantum efficiency (EQE) at short wavelengths
(Figure 3.21), thereby reducing the amount of photocurrent that can be generated
from this part of the solar spectrum.
However, the addition of a mixture of up to four fluorescent organic dyes, which

are cheap and photostable, significantly enhances the short-circuit current density
(Jsc) of CdS/CdTe solar cells by DJsc¼ 3.1mAcm�2, corresponding to an increase in
conversion efficiency (h) from 9.6 to 11.2% under air-mass 1.5 global (AM1.5G)
solar radiation [18].
The dyes layer acts as a luminescent down-shifting (LDS) agent absorbing the short

wavelength photons that would not have contributed towards electron–hole pair
generation in the solar cell, and re-emitting them at longer wavelength where the PV
device possesses amuchhigher EQE. Significantly, the application of LDS layers does
not require any alteration to the structure of the solar cell.

Figure 3.21 External quantum efficiency (EQE) of different types
of commercially produced PV modules. (Reproduced from
Ref. [18], with permission).
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3.5
CIS Thin Films

Copper indium selenide (CIS) modules consist of multilayer CIS solar cells con-
nected in series. These absorb a broad spectrum of light energy and ensure a
maximum power output, even during unfavorable weather conditions. By virtue of
their high reliability and durability, CIS solarmodules are suitable for almost allfields
of application and magnitudes of solar power systems. Commercial module devel-
opment activities are being actively pursued by more than a dozen companies. A
typical cell has the structure shown in Figure 3.22 [19].
After a first, short optimization phase, the first modules were fabricated and

measured already at above 8% efficiency in 2001. The average module efficiencies
have since increased to 9–10% in 2002, 10–11% in 2003, and 11.0–11.5% in 2004 and
2005.Maximumvalues of 13%have already been achieved,which correspond to about
85W for the standard module at standard test conditions (STC).The development of
CIS module quality and the estimated progress until 2010 are shown in Figure 3.23.
Assuming realistic further improvements, it is expected that the existing equip-

ment and processes are capable of reaching an average module efficiency of at least
12.5% within the next two years. Adding modifications of the CIS process that have
already been proven in the laboratory and further optimizing the contact layers Mo
and ZnO, together with minimization of patterning losses, it is realistic to fabricate
CIS modules at a level of 14–15% within the next decade.
One major aspect is the reduction of material costs. Hence, the ZnO deposition

process is being improved, aiming at a higher material yield and the use of Zn in a
reactive sputtering environment; whilst efforts are directed at using lower-purity
input materials and reducing the film thickness for all deposition processes.
A detailed cost study [20] estimated, some ten years ago, that CIS has the potential

of production costs at about 0.7 Eur/Wp at a production volume of 50MWp/a, while
an average efficiency of 12% and an overall process yield of 85% are realistic and
achievable.
Again, since the standard test conditions of 1000Wm�2 irradiance at 25 �C do not

represent real outdoor operation conditions, the CIS modules characterized under

Figure 3.22 Design of the CIS cell and interconnect of two cells
applied in CIS module production. (Reproduced from Ref. [19],
with permission).
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realistic illumination/temperature conditions show (Figure 3.24), as expected, that
the module has a lower open-circuit voltage at higher temperature, but the current
remains at the same level and the curve maintains a good shape.
The curve measured at 200Wm�2 and 25 �C in Figure 3.24 represents cloudy

sky at lower temperatures. At one-fifth of the irradiance, the module still produces

Figure 3.23 Development of CIS module quality and estimated
progress until 2010. (Reproduced from Ref. [19], with
permission).

Figure 3.24 I–V characteristics of a typical CIS module at realistic
illumination/temperature conditions. The characteristic at
standard testing conditions is included for comparison.
(Reproduced from Ref. [19], with permission).
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one-fifth of the current. Due to the lower temperature, the open-circuit voltage is at
the same 40Vas for a sunny day. The curve at 800Wm�2 and 47 �C gives reasonable
intermediate results.
Finally, comparison of the CIS technology with crystalline and polycrystalline

silicon modules under real conditions in Germany indicates very good energy
yields with the CIS technology (Figure 3.24). The kWh/kWp yield of the CIS
installation is the highest, even in comparison with the high-quality monocrystal-
line Si installation, due to good performance under lower illumination conditions
(compare Figure 3.25) and better (i.e., lower) temperature coefficient.
In general, the esthetic matt black appearance of the new modules and their

flexibility as regards size and shape make them ideal construction and design
elements. Besides integration in buildings (Chapter 1), thanks to their esthetic
appearance and flexibility in size, CIS modules are especially well suited for
customized integration in products used in daily life (Figure 3.26). The special
production technique allows the technical properties to be matched for the required
system solution even during production.
A future aspect is to replace the glass substrate and/or front glass by other

materials, for example, flexible materials like metal or plastic foils. The processing
needs to be modified partially to fulfill the requirements of these materials. Results
are not yet good enough to transfer to manufacturing.
Second generation CIS modules are also produced in Torgau, Germany, at a plant

with annual capacity of 20MWp, by a joint venture, Avancis, between Shell and Saint-
Gobain. The average efficiency of large, 1 foot� 4 foot,modules in pilot production is
nearly 13%. This performance is comparable to many modules based on crystalline
silicon, and is substantially better than the performance reported for any series-
produced thin film modules based on competing technologies.

Figure 3.25 Energy yield per kWp of a CIS installation in Germany
compared to a c-Si installation. (Source: Wurth Solar).
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3.6
Environmental and Economic Concerns

These new PV technologies use the toxic heavy metal cadmium (CdSe, CdS, CdTe),
whereas CIGS (copper indium gallium selenide) PV cells use indium, a metal in
relatively short supply (Figure 3.27) [21]. Indium is used in ITO, and tin is used in
both ITO and fluorine-doped tin oxide. Both are used as transparent conductive

Figure 3.26 Solar powered roller blinds. These modules generate
a nominal power of 2Wp and each module has the dimensions
53� 600mm2. (Reproduced from Wurthsolar.de, with
permission).

Figure 3.27 Indium and tin, and also cadmium, in new PV
technologies pose economic and environmental problems that
must be addressed. (Reproduced fromRef. [21], with permission).
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oxides (TCOs) that are widely employed both for new solar cell designs and for flat
screen displays.
A simple economic geology analysis based on the United States Geological Survey

(USGS) suggests that, only in the US, indium use grew by 10% over 2006 (and 15%
over 2005) [22]. The country imports themajority of indium fromChina, Canada, and
Japan. Moreover, manufacturing processes in the electronics industry such as
processing of reel-to-reel polymer coatings for plasma screens and LCD laptop
screens are so wasteful that only 15% of all ITO goes into actual products; the rest
of the unused ITO being scrapped and not recycled.
Considering the USGS estimate for the global primary reserve base of indium

(about 6000 metric tons) and current rate of consumption of indium for technology
(global refining of 480–500 metric tons per annum), even mining all the indium in
the world, we are facing a worst case scenario of only 12–13 years of indium
remaining. Then recycling will be the only option to access indium.
As demand for In has risen at a steady pace of 40% each year since 2002

(exceeding supply), the price of the metal has risen dramatically (Figure 3.28). This
means that future production of innovativemodules such asCIS andCIGS could be
dramatically affected by shortage of the metal to a far greater extent than has
occurred in the traditional PV industry since the shortage of polysilicon began in
the early 2000s.
In the epoch of hypercompetition, basing future cost estimates upon historical

costs leads to wrong predictions. Overall, to capture the inherent cost advantages of
thin film technology, manufacturing companies of innovative TFPV based on these
rare metals will implement a service strategy for which, rather than selling PV
modules, theywill sell energy produced by thesemodules, retaining ownership of the
modules and implementing a maintenance, recovery and full recycle global service
throughout the years of service of the contract. This, as has been demonstrated in
several industries [24], will mitigate supply risks, enhance productivity and act as an
incentive for innnovation.

Figure 3.28 Prices for In (99.99%), Se (99.5%) and Te (99.95%)
over the 2003–2006 timeframe. (Reproduced from Ref. [23], with
permission).
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4
Organic Thin Film Solar Cells

4.1
Organic Solar Cells

In a classical inorganic solar cell, weakly Coulomb bound pairs of charge carrier
(an electron and a hole) are generated by the absorbed sunlight. In organic
semiconductors, the screening of opposite charges is much weaker as the dielectric
constant is lower. This leads to a much stronger interaction of the photogenerated
positive and negative charges. Therefore, the primary optical excitation in organic
materials is a singlet exciton, that is, a strongly bound electron–hole pair. As this
binding is more difficult to overcome than that in inorganic systems, the concept of
organic solar cells has to be different.
Another significant difference between organic and inorganic solar cells is that

organic semiconductors are amorphous and thus charge transport is more difficult
than in crystals.
An advantage, however, is the ability to synthesize tailor-made organic substances,

which allows fine tuning of the absorption range and the charge transport properties,
and self-assembly through nanochemistry techniques. Moreover, very thin (100 nm)
organic films can absorb all the light shone on them (within their absorption range),
which should be compared to an absorption length around 300mmfor thick standard
crystalline silicon wafers, and 1mm for thin films of polycrystalline CuInSe2.
Invented in themid 1980s, the first organic solar cells with enough current output

were based on an active bilayer made of donor and acceptor materials [1]. Light is
usually absorbed mainly in the so-called donor material, a hole-conducting small
molecule or conjugated polymer. The photogenerated singlet excitons diffuse within
the donor towards the interface to the secondmaterial, the acceptor, which is usually
strongly electronegative. Aprominent example of an electron acceptormaterial is the
buckminsterfullerene (C60).
The excitonmoves by diffusion towards the donor–acceptor heterojunction, where

the transfer of the electron to the acceptor molecule is energetically favorable
(Figure 4.1). This charge transfer is very fast (it can be faster than 100 fs in
polymer–fullerene systems) and very efficient, as the alternative loss mechanisms
are much slower [2].

Flexible Solar Cells. M. Pagliaro, G. Palmisano, and R. Ciriminna
Copyright � 2008 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
ISBN: 978-3-527-32375-3
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The exciton is now dissociated because the hole stays on the polymer. Even though
now residing on two separate materials, the electron and hole are still Coulomb
bound, even though the recombination rate is clearly lowered (lifetime: micro- to
milli-seconds) as compared to the singlet exciton (lifetime: nanoseconds).
For the final charge pair dissociation and to avoid monomolecular recombination,

an electric field is needed to overcome the Coulomb attraction, and this dependence
becomes manifest in the typical, strongly field-dependent photocurrent of organic
solar cells. Such afield is an internalfield,which is influenced by the built-in potential
due to the work function difference between the electrodes.
In practice, the photoactive organic layer is placed between two different electro-

des, the upper being transparent (Figure 4.2). Charge separation takes place in the
organic phase, the anode and cathode being chosen to have largely different
(asymmetric) work functions, and thus to enhance modest charge separation.

Figure 4.1 Steps from exciton generation to photocurrent in
organic solar cells. (Image courtesy of Dr. C. Deibel, http://blog.
disorderedmatter.eu).

Figure 4.2 Organicmaterials sandwiched between two electrodes
can work as photovoltaic or light emitting diode devices. In the
former case electrons are collected at the metal electrode and
holes at the ITO electrode. (Reproduced from Ref. [3], with
permission).
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Figure 4.3 shows the schematic energy level diagram of a bilayer solar cell. The
anode is made of TCO (transparent conductive oxide), then follow the donor and
acceptor, and finally the metal cathode. The exciton is photogenerated in the donor,
which can diffuse to and dissociate at the interface to the acceptor. The resulting
polaron pair is then energetically separated by the effective band gap of the organic
solar cell, for example.
The first organic bilayer solar cell made of two conjugated small molecules,

achieved a power conversion efficiency (PCE) of about 1% [1]. A fruitful technique
to obtain a more efficient charge separation is the formation of two-layer polymer
diodes through lamination followed by controlled annealing, yielding a cell with
almost double (1.9%) PCE [4].
The limiting factor in this concept is that, for full absorption of the incident light, a

layer thickness of the absorbing material has to be of the order of the absorption
length, approximately 100 nm. This ismuchmore than the 10 nmdiffusion length of
the excitons. As, in general, the exciton diffusion length is much shorter than the
absorption length, the potential of the bilayer solar cell is difficult to exploit.
In the beginning of the 1990s, the novel bulk heterojunction (BHJ) solar cell

concept was introduced, taking into account the low exciton diffusion length in
disordered organic semiconductors, as well as the required thickness for a sufficient
light absorption [5].
This approach features a distributed junction between the donor and acceptor

materials: both components interpenetrate one another, so that the interface between
them is no longer planar but is spatially distributed. It is implemented by spincoating
a polymer–fullerene blend, or by co-evaporation of conjugated molecules.

Figure 4.3 Schematic energy level diagram of a bilayer solar cell
(f: workfunction, Eg: bandgap: BB(n): depletion width). (Image
courtesy of Dr. C. Deibel, http://blog.disorderedmatter.eu).
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Bulk heterojunctions have the advantage of being able to dissociate excitons very
efficiently over the whole extent of the solar cell, and thus can generate polaron pairs
anywhere in the film. The disadvantage is that it is somewhat more difficult to
separate these polaron pairs due to the increased disorder; also, it is more likely that
trapped charge carriers will recombine with mobile ones.
Themost important processes of generation and recombination in disorderedBHJ

organic solar cells are shown in Figure 4.4. In the linear heterojunction only the
geometrical interface between the conjugated polymer and fullerene layers is the area
where donors and acceptors interact but in the bulk heterojunction the entire volume
of the composite layer is involved. This is why such a configuration is attractive,
giving rise to short circuit currents orders of magnitude higher than the previously
described devices.
Excitons are photogenerated, diffuse to a donor–acceptor junction and dissociate to

polaron pairs (a) or recombine radiatively (b). If polaron pairs are generated, then they
can also be separated with the help of an external electric field; the free polarons can
then hop to the corresponding electrodes to generate a photocurrent (a) or recombine
with other mobile or trapped charges (c).

4.2
Bulk Heterojunction Solar Cells

In general, the bulk heterojunction ensures a high interfacial area and thus
an optimal donor–acceptor contact. This is usually made by fast solvent

Figure 4.4 Processes of generation and recombination in
disordered organic solar cells. (Image courtesy of Dr. C. Deibel,
http://blog.disorderedmatter.eu).
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evaporation, thus preventing equilibrium conditions that favor phase segrega-
tion. Four major modes (Figure 4.5) of realizing the heterojunction have been
developed thus far, namely : (a) two-layer, (b) bulk, (c) molecular and (d) double-
cable polymers.
Most conjugated polymers in their undoped state are electron donors when

photoexcited. Moreover, their use as PV tools originates from the stability of the
photo-induced polarons on this kind of polymer�s backbone [6].
Conjugated polymers soluble in common solvents are particularly attractive for the

production of large area PVcells because thenwet printing techniques can be applied
to the production of thin films made of such polymers, with the employment of
reduced amounts of expensive photoactive material. Among the candidates, there
are poly(p-phenylene vinylene) (PPV, Figure 4.6) and poly(alkyl-thiophenes) (PATs),
poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT), poly[2-methoxy-5-(20-ethylhexoxy)-1,4-phenylenevi-
nylene] (MEH-PPV), and poly[2-methoxy-5-(30,70-dimethyloctyloxy)-p-phenylenevi-
nylene] (OC1C10-PPV).
Molecular heterojunction cells are among the material systems with the

highest PCEs [7]. The bulk heterojunction here is based on blends of polymer
donors and highly soluble fullerene-derivative acceptors. Konarka Technologies,
for example, demonstrated a 5.21% efficient plastic solar cell with an active area
of 1.024 cm2 showing the potential of the technology. Finally, conjugated block
copolymers show good potential for further improvements due to reduced
exciton, photon and carrier loss, via three-dimensional space and energy level
optimizations [8].

Figure 4.5 Representation of different morphologies of
heterojunctions (a) two-layer heterojunction, (b) bulk
heterojunction, (c) molecular heterojunction, (d) double-cable
polymers. (Reproduced from Ref. [3], with permission).
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4.3
Optimization of Organic Solar Cells

Following the discovery of the BHJ cells, a number of methods of optimization have
been successfully developed. The choice of solvent as well as the annealing of the
solution processed polymer–fullerene solar cells, both lead to a more favorable inner
structure with regard to polaron pair dissociation and charge transport. Thus, the
power conversion efficiency was increasedmanyfold, in the case of annealing from a
bare half percent to above 3% [9]. Clearly, optimization by novel routes is a continuing
process and recently solution processed polythiophene–fullerene cells with 5.8%
PCEwere reported, whichmake use of low bandgap polymers processed with alkane
dithiols [10].
In general, in order to improve the power conversion efficiency of organic solar

cells, novel donor and acceptor materials will have to be synthesized. Two main
properties are being targeted:

Figure 4.6 Chemical structures of some representative conjugated poly(p-phenylene vinylenes).
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. the ability to self-organize (enhancing order and thus charge transport)

. an absorption spectrum as wide as possible.

An absorbing acceptor has a large potential for increasing the photocurrent as, in
most cases, only the donormaterial absorbs light efficiently. Additionally, by variation
of the relative energy levels of the donor and acceptormaterials, the energy loss due to
electron transfer can be minimized. For inorganic solar cells, the detailed balance
calculation of Shockley and Queisser, power conversion efficiency vs. band gap, is
shown as a black solid line in Figure 4.7.
For organic solar cells, on the other hand, there is no complete analytic theory to

describe all parameters proportional to the properties. A recent estimate based on the
following (reasonable) assumptions, however, shows the potential of plastic solar
cells [11]

. quantum efficiency 100% (within absorption band of 200 nm (blue) and 400 nm
(red) width)

. fill factor 80%

. thickness 200 nm

. open circuit voltagewith recombinationstrength, g , either 10�15m3 s�1 or a reduced
value of 10�18m3 s�1 (green)

. Eg is set to an �energy gap� minus exciton binding energy Eb of 0.3 eV.

The maximum power conversion that can be reached is clearly lower than for
inorganic Si-based solar cells and to reach the maximum power conversion efficien-
cies new donor and acceptor materials with wider absorption ranges will have to be
synthesized. However, disordered organic solar cells have a lot of potential in view of

Figure 4.7 Power conversion efficiency for silicon (black solid
line) andorganic solar cells with absorption band of 200 nm (blue)
or 400 nm (red). (Image courtesy of Dr. C. Deibel, http://blog.
disorderedmatter.eu).
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manufacturing by roll-to-roll printing (see below), low cost, flexibility and light
weight.
Higher intrinsic absorption is not the only route for higher organic photovoltaic

performances. Another possibility to cover a broader range of the solar spectrum,
including bothUV–visible and IR fractions, is solution-processedmultijunction solar
cells combining different absorption ranges of already existing materials.
One example is the tandem solar cell, made from the connection in series of two

subcells with complementary absorption ranges (Figure 4.8) [12]. Both subcells
generate their own photocurrent by absorbing light and generating charges, and have
their own open circuit voltage.
The two cells connected in series influence each other. The photogenerated holes

of cell 1 are extracted by the intermediate ITO recombination layer, and recombine
with photogenerated holes from cell 2. The open circuit voltage is approximately
equal to the sum of the open circuit voltages of each cell. So, approximately, in a
tandem solar cell of subcells 1 and 2:

. open circuit voltage Voc¼Voc1þVoc2

. short circuit current Isc¼min(Isc1, Isc2).

Based on this approach, a 6.5% efficient organic tandem solar cell was recently
reported [13]. The subcells are made of of polymer–fullerene blends. The anode is
ITOon a glass substrate. The top cell is PCPDTBT–PC60BM, the recombination layer
is made fromTiOx and a special PEDOT–PSS, and the bottom cell is P3HT:PC70M.
The cathode is made of TiOx and aluminum. By adjusting the thickness of the two
subcells, the photocurrent was balanced in order to get a high resulting photocurrent.

4.4
Printed Plastic Solar Cells

Once developed, efficient and stable polymeric solar cells will rapidly find wide-
spread application [14]. Indeed compared to Si-based solar cells, efficient solar cells

Figure 4.8 A tandem organic solar cell. (Image courtesy of Dr. C.
Deibel, http://blog.disorderedmatter.eu).
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employing organic semiconductors would be less expensive and more easily
manufactured, whereas being lightweight and flexible they will be rapidly integrat-
ed into existing estate.
Molecular heterojunction cells can be efficiently printed using the inkjet printing

technology, opening the route to large scale production of organic solar cells.
As recently as March 2008, Konarka Technologies successfully conducted the first

ever demonstration of manufacturing solar cells by highly efficient inkjet print-
ing [15]. The demonstration (Figure 4.9) confirms that organic solar cells can be
processed with printing technologies with little or no loss compared to �clean room�
semiconductor technologies such as spin coating.
As in the case of the printed CIGS-based solar cells manufactured by Nanosolar

(Chapter 3), the continuous roll-to-roll printing technology provides easy and fast
deposition of polymerfilms over large area substrates. The process is significantly less
expensive and capital intensive than the multi-step assembly of traditional solar cells.
Finally, the polymer devices are compatibile with various substrates and do not

need additional patterning, whereas inkjet printing enables manufacturing of solar
cells with multiple colors and patterns for lower power requirement products, like
indoor or sensor applications.
The morphological and interfacial properties of the inkjet printed polymer–

fullerene blend photoactive layer are favorably determined by a suitable solvent
formulation [15]. In detail, a mixture of high and low boiling solvents, (68% ortho-
dichlorobenzene and 32% 1,3,5-trimethylbenzene), allows the production of inkjet
printed organic solar cells with power conversion efficiency in the range of 3%.

Figure 4.9 Rolls of commercial grade solar photovoltaics printed
with an inkjet printer. (Image courtesy: Konarka Technologies,
Inc.).
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Figure 4.10a shows a schematic representation of organic film formation by inkjet
printing. The spreading and wetting of the liquid on the substrate and the drying
behavior of the printed film are controlled by the solvent formulation and the
temperature of the inkjet printing table. During the drying process and subsequent
annealing, the suggested oDCB–mesitylene solvent mixture leads to an optimum
phase separation network of the polymer donor and fullerene acceptor and therefore
strongly enhances the performance.

Figure 4.10 (a) Schematic of organic film formation by inkjet
printing. (b) Chemical structure of the regioregular P3HT polymer
donor and PCBM acceptor used to print the photoactive layer.
(c) The device structure of the Glass/ITO/PEDOT:PSS/P3HT:
PCBM/CaAg solar cells. (Reproduced from Ref. [15], with
permission).
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In this case, the photoactive layer consists of regioregular poly(3-hexylthiophene)
(P3HT) blended with fullerene [6,6]-phenyl C61 butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM)
and dissolved in a tetralene and oDCB–mesitylene solvent mixture. An inkjet platen
temperature of 40 �Cresults in a uniformfilmand reliable printingwith respect to the
spreading and film formation.
The combination of oDCB–mesitylene, a higher/lower boiling solvent mixture,

serves two purposes: (i) the first component of the solvent mixture (oDCB with
b.p.¼ 180 �C) can be used to prevent nozzle clogging and provide a reliable jetting of
the printhead; (ii) the second component (mesitylene) of the solvent mixture, with a
lower surface tension, is used to achieve optimum wetting and spreading of the
solution on the substrate. Furthermore, mesitylene has a higher vapor pressure of
1.86mm Hg at 20 �C and a lower boiling point of 165 �C compared to oDCB and
tetralene. Therefore, it increases the drying rate of the solvent mixture, which is a
critical parameter for the morphology. For an efficient bulk heterojunction solar cell,
good control of the morphology is essential [16].
The resulting morphology is dependent on the fabrication tool chosen for the

deposition of the active layer. TheAFM images of the P3HT–PCBMblend films inkjet
printed using either tetralene (Figure 4.11a) or the mixture of oDCB and mesitylene
(Figure 4.11b) indeed show significant distinction in the grain size and surface
roughness between the inkjet printed layers. The larger grain size of theP3HT–PCBM
inkjet printed layer for the tetralene formulation indicates morphological limitations,
due to the slowdrying rate leading to demixing of the polymer and fullerenewithin the
inkjet printed blend.
The tetralene formulation displays significantly rough surfaces for the inkjet

printed active region (mean roughness 21 nm), while the mean roughness for the
oDCB–mesitylene mixture inkjet printed active layer is only 2.6 nm. Again, non-
uniform surface roughness affects the interfaces of the photoactive layer and
therefore the performance of the inkjet printed device.
In contrast, the devices with an inkjet printed active layer based on the

oDCB–mesitylene solvent mixture formulation have a significantly higher JSC of
8.4mAcm�2, a VOC of 0.54 V and a FF of 64% yielding an overall PCE of 2.9%.
Enhanced values that are directly related to improved morphology and the
smoother surface roughness profiles (Figure 4.12).
Konarka has pursued large-scale commercialization with the German firm Leon-

hard Kurz to devise a high-speed press capable of producing Power Plastic cells. The
process is simple, energy efficient, environmentally friendly, replicable and scalable.
The semiconducting conjugated polymers that make up the photosensitive layers

of the cell are created in batches of several liters each. Theirfinal form is that of afluffy
powder. When manufacturers are ready to use the material, they combine it with
standard industrial solvents, common in printing, to create an ink or coatable liquid.
The semiconducting polymers are thus applied through inkjet printing.
The roll-to-roll line (Figure 4.13) contains five stands. Each stand corresponds to a

layer of the solar cell. The coating technology used is analogous to that of a slot die
(extrusion) or slide coater. The first coat to go on the substrate is a semitransparent
electrode, typically a transparent conductive oxide layer. Next is a patterning step that
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Figure 4.11 AFM images of P3HT–PCBM blend solution.
(a) Deposited from tetralene formulation. (b) Deposited from
oDCB–mesitylene formulation by inkjet printing. (Reproduced
from Ref. [15], with permission).
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separates the cells from each other so they can later be connected in series. Active
layers are deposited next, followed by a top electrode to complete the active stack. The
completed cells are cut apart and laminated to produce the voltage outputs dictated by
the customer.
All of these layers are remarkably thin. The base TCO layer, for example is about

100 nm thick. Some of the active layers of semiconducting polymers are only tens of
nanometers deep. Such shallow layers dry quickly and thus promote the use of fast
web speeds.

Figure 4.12 J–V curves for the inkjet printed solar cells processed
using as solvent tetralene (solid squares) and oDCB-mesitylene
(open circles). (a) In the dark in a semi-logarithmic
representation. (b) Under light in a linear representation.
(Reproduced from Ref. [15], with permission).

Figure 4.13 A plastic solar cell production line, where solar cells
are printed as newspapers are, roll-to-roll. (Photo courtesy of
Konarka).
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The key to making the process practical is in the quality of the application process.
Pinholes in the applied material, for example, introduce shorts between layers.
Konarka has tweaked its printing methodologies to ensure the critical middle layers
are pinhole-free.
Another strategic step in fabrication consists of heating that creates islands of

crystals within an otherwise amorphous polymer. This annealing process to get the
right nanostructure is carried out at about 110 �C and takes just a few seconds.
Cleanliness during deposition is important but rather than encase the whole

production line in a clean room to keep out dust, only the coating stations are sealed
off. This lets the entire line reside in an ordinary factory environment.
The cells coming off Konarka�s roll-to-roll line today are about 3% efficient. The

company has devised a new cell structure that is over 5%efficient and intends to use it
for future products.

4.5
Brushing Plastic Solar Cells

Figure 4.14 shows the brushing production schematic and the resulting I–V curves
for two BHJ solar cells made by brushing or by traditional spin-coating the polymers.
Clearly, the brush-painting process greatly enhances the performance of the plastic
solar cells [17].
The brush painting was performed on a poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) (PED-

OT):poly(styrene sulfonate) (PSS)-coated indium tin oxide (ITO) substrate on a hot
plate at a temperature of 50 �C. A fast brush-painting process with a blend-soaked
brush can induce the rapid solidification of the active layer and allows critical control
of the thickness.Here, the thickness of the active layers could be controlled uniformly
and is 90 nm.
Other printing processes such as doctor blading and slot extrusion, which aremore

compatible with the roll-to-roll system than spin-coating, usually show variations in
efficiency resulting from nonuniform thicknesses.
In the fabrication of solar cells, a uniform film thickness is an important factor

because of the strong dependence of efficiency on thefilm thickness.Using the brush
painting technique, remarkably reproducible and uniform thickness control was
possible because of the effective control of the undesirable flow of free surfaces.
The improved ordering of the polymer, which is responsible for the enhanced

efficiency, results from the more effective application of shear stress to the polymer
chains across the entire depth of the polymer solution during the brushing process.
In the case of aNewtonian type of polymer solution, the shear stress (t), which causes
the organization of polymer chains, is proportional to the viscosity (v) and the velocity
gradient (Dv) of the solution [t� v�Dv].
Instead of the free surface with zero shear stress, there are two boundaries, the

polymer solution–ITO substrate and the polymer solution–brush interfaces, as
shown in Figure 4.14a. Thus, the brushing process can induce a higher degree of
ordering in the polymer across the depth, compared to spin-coating or dip-coating.
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When brush-painting is used, a constant shear stress (Dv¼ constant) develops
across the entire depth of the polymer solution, because an effective contact
between the brush and the polymer solution is maintained. When spin-coating or
dip-coating is used, the presence of a free surface at the top (polymer solution–air
boundary) induces a zero stress at the top (t surface¼ 0, Dv¼ 0). Thus, the shear
stress across the depth profile is maximal at the bottom (substrate–polymer
solution boundary) and decreases linearly along the height, becoming zero at
the top.
Themorphology of the active layer, has a critical influence on the charge separation

and transport within the donor and acceptor networks. A similar morphology
consisting of bicontinuous interpenetrating networks of donors and acceptors on
a nanoscale was observed in the TEM images of both the spin-coated and brush-
painted at 50 �C active layers, as shown in the inset of Figure 4.15a and b.

Figure 4.14 (a) Schematic of the brush-painting process. (b) I–V
curves of solar cells fabricated by spin-coating (dashed line) and
brush painting (solid line) at 50 �C without any pre- or post-
treatment. (Reproduced from Ref. [17], with permission).
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In contrast to the TEM images of the spin-coated layer and the brush-painted at
50 �C layer, severe aggregation was observed in the TEM images of the brush-painted
at 130 �C layer (Figure 4.15c).
The low FF and efficiency can be attributed to the formation of large aggregates

during the brush painting process at high temperature (130 �C), which limits the
efficient charge separation and transport. In other words, even though enough
ordering of the polymer chains could be achieved when painting at high temperature
(closer to the boiling point), optimized nanoscale morphology for efficient plastic
solar cells was not found at this temperature.
The brush painting process must be carried out at temperatures above 50 �C to

make a smooth and uniform active layer with a high degree of ordering. This
temperature requirement is related to the evaporation rate of the solvent chloroben-
zene that must be rapid enough to yield good-quality films.
On the other hand, after thermal annealing of the spin-coated active layer at 110 �C

for 7min, an improved performance with VOC¼ 0.65V, ISC¼ 10.61mAcm�2, FF
56.3%, and he¼ 3.9% is obtained that derives from amore efficient charge transport
because of the improved degree of ordering (Figure 4.16). The relatively clearer XRD
peak at 2q� 5.3� confirms an increased crystallinity, resulting in a highermobility of

Figure 4.15 TEM images of (a) a spin-coated active layer,
(b) brush-painted at 50 �C active layer, and (c) brush-painted at
130 �C active layer. (d–e) enlarged TEM images of a brush-painted
active layer at 130 �C followed by annealing at 110 �C for 7min.
(Reproduced from Ref. [17], with permission).
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charges within the interpenetrating networks and a reduced loss of charges by
recombination.

4.6
Power Plastic

Figure 4.17 shows the 1992–2007 efficiency trend for plastic solar cells [18]. In
general, polymer-based solar cells are approaching power conversion efficiencies
>5%, still one fifth of the 15% average efficiency of commercial Si-based modules.
The record efficiencies have been observed in disordered nanostructured

Figure 4.16 (a) XRD spectra and (b) UV–vis absorption spectra of
photoactive layers prepared by spin coating and brush painting at
50 �C and 130 �C followed by annealing at 110 �C for 7min.
(Reproduced from Ref. [17], with permission).
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heterojunctions but further gains are expected upon optimizing ordered nanos-
tructure architectures.
Current challenges are [19]:

1. Creating an ordered nanostructure with the appropriate domain size (<10 nm)
and dimensions (300–500 nm thick).

2. Developing small bandgap polymers with absorption edges as low as 1 eV,
absorption coefficients larger than 105 cm�1, and charge carrier mobilities higher
than 10�4 cm2V�1 s�1.

3. Minimizing energy loss at the donor–acceptor interface by tuning energy levels.

Progress on these basic points is necessary to achieve higher efficiencies. The
commercial modules will also have to be stable in sunlight for at least ten years.
Current performance is around 5% for cell stripes of 10 cm2 surface (Figure 4.18).
High efficiency is not paramount inmany of the applications envisioned for plastic

cells. Customers care about total power (and lower cost); so if one needs more power
from a plastic cell, it is enough to make the footprint longer.
In early 2006, portable battery chargers and square meter tent materials of Power

Plastic (a trademark of Konarka Technologies) were delivered to theUSArmy andUS
Airforce, respectively. The USmilitary has further contracted the company to build a
series of camouflaged power-generating buildings.

Figure 4.17 Reported efficiencies of various BHJ
technologies over time. The references in
chronological order are: PPV:PCBM, polymer:
polymer, and polymer:CdSe, polymer:oxide, low
Eg polymer:PCBM, and P3HT:PCBM. The
abbreviations are: University of California, Santa

Barbara (UCSB); University of California, Santa
Cruz (UCSC); University of California, Berkeley
(UC Berkeley); University of California, Los
Angeles (UCLA); Technische Universiteit
Eindhoven (TU/e).
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One crucial feature of the plastic solar cells is that Konarka can offer flexible plastic
solar panels with printed patterns – such as bricks or camouflage, which clearly are a
requirement for the military. More generally, it is the patterns, colors, and all the
esthetic attributes that considerably add value to the Power Plastic, beyond the power
it produces.
Indeed, the company, rather than bring end products tomarket itself, is partnering

with companies and allowing these partners to integrate solar cells into their products
in compellingways, rather than trying to competewith solar panelmakers on cost per
watt. For example, the company has a partnership with Air Products to make
windows that generate electricity using Konarka�s solar films; and another with Sky
Shades to commercialize power generating shades (Figure 4.19).
In Konarka�s technology the photovoltaic polymer blend is printed between

printed electrodes which are further sandwiched between the substrate and the
transparent packaging material (Figure 4.20). The finished product is only
50–250mm thick.

Figure 4.18 Efficiencies of the first commercial plastic solar cells
are in the 5% regime (a) with an active area of a single stripe of
10 cm2 (b). (Image courtesy of Konarka).

Figure 4.19 By integrating Power Plastic into fabric, shades
generating electricity will be available commercially by the end of
2008. (Image courtesy of Sky Shades).
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The product advantages in terms of cost, form and versatility intrinsic to the
technology are self-evident. The Power Plastic is inexpensive (five times less than
traditional solar), lightweight (50 gm�2) versatile (can be colored, patterned and cut-
to-fit), and flexible (easily adapted to an application�s form factor). Furthermore, the
light weight and flexible nature of Power Plastic enable product design to evolve from
tethered-to to designed-in and designed-around (Figure 4.21).
Among the first organic PV products there will probably be a solar-powered

camping lantern, followed by tents that generate their own electricity, and trickle
chargers (which charge the battery at the same rate that it is discharging) for portable

Figure 4.20 The structure of Power Plastic. (Image courtesy of Konarka).

Figure 4.21 The evolution of design with Power Plastic. (Image courtesy of Konarka).
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devices such as mobile phones and MP3 music players, awnings and canopies and
powered smart cards [20].
Another related applicationwill be solar sails. Such sails are already being explored

worldwide and represent a potentially huge market (Figure 4.22). Once integrated in
the fabric of the sail, the organic PV material is stabilized towards the harsh
conditions of navigation in open sea and will provide ships with increasing levels
of energy, well beyond the amount needed to power the navigation electronic devices.
For example, the ship shown in Figure 4.19. currently navigates Italy�s seas using a

hybrid motor (dieselþ electric) with solar electricity being produced by both Si and
organic (polymer with carbon nanotubes) photovoltaic thin films.1)

In conclusion, the field of organic photovoltaics is set to boom and the three most
important aspects of successful device design: materials, device physics, and
manufacturing technologies, are being addressed with increasing success [18].
Following large scale commercialization, that will start in 2008, the advantages in
terms of system integration, reel-to-reel large scale manufacturing issues and
production costs will open the route to a spectacular commercial success that will
feed further R&D activities aimed at improving efficiency, eventually integrating the
PV industry with a brand new family of products.

1) The ship is operated by Italy�s textile company
Figli di Michelangelo Calamai within the
research project SIEP co-financed by the
Tuscany Region and led by the University of
Perugia�s Department of Civil Engineering.

Figure 4.22 The ship currently navigates in Italy�s seas using
a hybrid motor (dieselþ electric) with solar electricity being
produced by either Si or organic (polymer with carbon
nanotubes) photovoltaic thin films. (Photo courtesy:
Michelangelo Calamai & Figli).
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5
Organic–Inorganic Thin Films

5.1
Dye Cells: A Versatile Hybrid Technology

Leaves of plants are tiny factories in which sunlight converts carbon dioxide gas and
water into carbohydrates and oxygen. They are not very efficient, however, but are very
effective over a wide range of sunlight conditions. In spite of the low efficiency and
the fact that the leaves must be replaced, the process has worked for hundreds of
millions of years and forms the primary energy source for all life on earth.
Since the 1970s, attempts have beenmade to create a better solar cell based on this

principle. There were early attempts to cover crystals of semiconductor titanium
dioxide with a layer of chlorophyll. However, the electrons were reluctant to move
through the layer of pigment, so the efficiency of the first solar cells sensitized in this
way was about 0.01%. Then, in 1991, in Switzerland, scientists discovered that
nanotechnology could overcome the problem [1].
Instead of using a single large titaniumdioxide (titania) semiconductor crystal, they

worked with a sponge of small particles, each about twenty nanometers in diameter,
coated with an extremely thin layer of pigment. This method increased the effective
surface area available for absorbing the light by a factor of one thousand – now the
sunlight was very efficiently converted into an electric current.
The working principle of a dye-sensitized solar cell is shown in Figure 5.1 [2]. The

system, for which a global efficiency of up to 11% has been reported, comprises a
photosensitizer linked (usually, by –COOH, –PO3H2, or –B(OH)2 functional groups)
to the semiconductor surface, a solution containing a redox mediator, and a metallic
counter electrode. The sensitizer is first excited by light absorption. The excited
sensitizer then injects an electron, on the femto- to pico-second timescale, into the
conduction band of the semiconductor. The oxidized sensitizer is reduced by a relay
molecule, which then diffuses to discharge at the counter electrode which is a
conductive glass. As a result, a photopotential is generated between the two electrodes
under open-circuit conditions and a corresponding photocurrent can be obtained on
closing the external circuit by use of an appropriate load.
A great number of photosensitizers of the Ru-oligopyridine family, which display

metal-to-ligand charge-transfer excited states, have been employed. The most
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efficient ones are those bearing two NCS- and two substituted bpy ligands, showing
intense absorption bands in the visible region. A variety of solvents, of different
viscosity, and redox mediators have been used, the most common being the I3�/I�

couple in acetonitrile solution.
Invented in the early 1990s, dye-sensitized solar cells (DSC) entered the global

market in 2003 with the first commercial modules based on this versatile hybrid
(organic–inorganic) technology being installed in Australia.
With plastic solar cells, DSCs share the low weight, flexibility and the low cost of

productiondue to roll-to-rollmanufacturing of thin-filmmodules. Yet, their typical 7%
efficiency in commercial modules is about twice the efficiency of polymeric modules;
whereas their good performance in diffuse light conditions is a feature they have in
common with inorganic thin film solar modules. Finally, dye cells work well in a wide
range of lighting conditions and orientation and they are less sensitive to partial
shadowing and low level illumination. All these attributesmake themparticularly well
suited for architectonic applications. For example, colored DSCmodules are excellent
multifunctional building elements, capable of generating electricity either from
outdoor daylight or indoors, while functioning as heat and noise insulators and
weather protection materials (Figure 5.2) [4].
The Australian company Dyesol has pioneered the commercialization of DSCs

and developed the technology in practically every aspect, including its engineering.
A typical solar panel available from the company (Figure 5.3) is made of colored tiles
(available in ochre, gray, green and blue colors) connected (in series or parallel) and
sandwiched between two layers of glass, then further encapsulated in a UV-resistant
polymer [5].
Dyesolmanufactures the solar cells in the form of architectural panels for building

facades and roofs. At Konarka Technologies, researchers are developing low-cost

Figure 5.1 Operating scheme of a dye-sensitized nanocrystalline
solar cell. The energy levels of the different phases are
indicated. (Reproduced from Ref. [3], with permission).
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manufacturing processes to produce the cells on rolls of flexible plastic sheeting to be
prepared in all sorts of sizes and shapes and applied to many kinds of surfaces.
In 2007, the US company G24 Innovations started roll-to-roll printing of DSC-

based thinfilm solarmodules in a factory based inWales (UK) [6]. Itsmodules are less

Figure 5.2 Example of indoor building integration of transparent
colored DSC at the Schott Iberica building in Barcelona (Spain).
(Photo courtesy: Dr. I. B. Hagemann and Schott Iberica).

Figure 5.3 DSC Panels commercialized by Dyesol. (Photo courtesy: Dyesol).
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than 1mm thick and the original production capacity of 25MW in 2007 is planned to
scale up to 200MW in a few years, following market response to the initial
commercialization. The first product is a solar charger series, working indoors and
outdoors, compatible withmobile phones, laptops, audio players and digital cameras
(Figure 5.4).
Many other companies worldwide are working in this field, including Mitsubishi,

Dai Nippon, Peccell Technologies Sharp, Toshiba, IMRA-Aisin Seiki/Toyota and
Sony in Japan, and Solaronix in Switzerland. Sony and Sharp, for example, have
already developed highly efficient, proprietaryDSC-basedmodules, already exhibited
at international PV fairs and ready to be commercialized. Remarkably, thesemodules
will be available either in the form of flexible solar panels or rigid and highly stable
panels, much like the new CIS panels discussed in Chapter 3. In general, products
envisaged by the producers cover a broad range from colorful decorative elements to
electric power-producing glass tiles for facade integration in buildings.
In Israel, OrionSolar has developed inexpensive modules based on 15� 15 cm2

dye cells, based on a low-cost method of depositing TiO2 in a sponge-like array on top
of flexible plastic sheets (Figure 5.5) [7].
The interest in this field of DSC is demonstrated by the large number of patents

(>300 in 2005) and by the recently started organization of a series of conferences

Figure 5.4 The G10 charger commercialized by G24i. (Photo courtesy: G24 Innovations).

Figure 5.5 Orionsolar dye cells have an additional advantage
in that they are particularly suited to warmer climates.
(Photo courtesy: OrionSolar).
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dedicated specifically to the topic of industrialization of DSC (www.dyesol.com/
conference).

5.2
DSC Working Principles

Contrary to conventional PVsystems in which the same semiconductor absorbs light
and works as a charge carrier, DSC are based on absorption and charge transfer from
separate species. Hence, a dye �sensitizer� doping the semiconductor TiO2, absorbs
the light and then transfers an electron to the semiconductor conduction band (CB),
through which electrons are led to an electrode working as charge collector [8].
The first example of high conversion efficiency DSC used a 10mm thick, optically

transparent film of TiO2 particles of tens of nm in size, coated by a monolayer of a
charge-transfer dye to sensitize the film for light harvesting. Remarkably, even this
first cell had 7.1% efficiency and photocurrent density up to 12mAcm�2 [1].
In addition, the performance ofDSC is only slightly influenced by the temperature,

in contrast with the other competing available technologies. Temperature variation
in the 20–60 �C range has indeed practically no influence on the overall efficiency of
the cell.
The working scheme is shown in Figure 5.1. DSC-based photovoltaics is a kinetic

phenomenon. Indeed, once the electron is transferred into the CB, the thermody-
namically preferred process is the back reaction with the oxidized sensitizer which
would only produce thermal dissipation. For instance, with efficient ruthenium
complexes, the forward injection process occurs in femtoseconds (10�20 s), whereas
the back reaction of photoinjected CB electrons with the oxidized dye occurs in
microseconds (Figure 5.6) [9].
Figure 5.7 shows the injection and recombination processes. Tailoring the

semiconductor/sensitizer interface to minimize the back reaction is a major aim
of current research. Such a recombination reaction is very sensitive to electron trap
occupancy in the nanocrystalline TiO2 with, for example, the recombination kinetics
accelerating from milliseconds to picoseconds as an electrical bias is applied to the
film to increase trap occupancy; hence this reaction may be critical in limiting
device performance.

Figure 5.6 DSC photovoltaics is made possible by winning the
dynamic competition between electron transport (that occurs in
femtoseconds) and interfacial recombination (occurring in
microseconds). (Reproduced from Ref. [10], with permission).
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In addition to being a highly effective semiconductor, TiO2 is also abundant, low
cost, non-toxic and biocompatibile. Typically, nanocrystals ofmesostructured TiO2 in
the anatase phase are prepared by sol–gel hydrothermal processing of a suitable
titania precursor in the presence of a template such as Pluronic P123. The xerogel is
isolated as a thin film supported on glass further covered by another conductive
layer [11].
Mesoporosity ensures excellent penetration by the electrolyte into the inner

porosity of the film�s sol–gel cages, whereas a large surface roughness (roughness
factors >1000) favors the penetration of light through hundreds of adsorbed dye
monolayers. Annealing at 400–500 �C consolidates the mesoporous structure and
frees the oxide from residual organic matter.
A typical film has the structure shown in Figure 5.8 and the properties listed in

Table 5.1.
Using a lift-off technique, pre-sintered porous, composite layers comprising

nanoparticles of TiO2 up to tens of micrometers thick, are easily transferred to a
second flexible substrate, and the original electrical properties of the transferred

Figure 5.7 The injection and recombination processes at the
surface of TiO2 films in a typical DSC. (Reproduced from Ref. [8],
with permission).
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porous layers are maintained [13]. This avoids the need to use process temperatures
of up to 500 �C, commonly used for sintering the TiO2 nanoparticles, which typical
flexible plastic substrates cannot withstand, and has opened the route to mass
production of plastic solar cells based on the DSC technology.
A plastic substrate can also be used to afford flexible solar cells, whose efficiency is

much improved by amethod consisting ofmechanical compression of a water-based
TiO2 paste to coat the film and prepare the TiO2 photoelectrode without any heat
treatment [14].
The resulting device (Figure 5.9) shows the highest light-to-electrical energy

conversion efficiency based on plastic-substrate dye-sensitized solar cells, 7.4%
under 100mWcm�2 (1 sun) AM1.5 illumination. The first flexible DSC developed
in the UK in 2003 had a remarkable 5.3% efficiency and was based upon dye
sensitized nanocrystalline Al2O3-coated TiO2 films and an I2/NaI doped solid-state
polymer electrolyte [15]. By changing the polymer electrolytes, the device current–
voltage characteristics can be optimized to reach the highest efficiency
(Figure 5.10) [16].
The University of Yokohama�s spin-off Peccel Technologies in Japan is pursuing

the development of plastic dye solar modules (Figure 5.11) using plastic titania
electrodes. The company is currently developing new plastic sealers and expects to
commercialize the first modules by 2010.

Figure 5.8 SEM picture of a nanocrystalline TiO2 anatase film,
used in dye-sensitized solar cells. (Reproduced fromRef. [12], with
permission).

Table 5.1 Properties of common TiO2 anatase films used in dye-sensitized solar cells.

Particle size (nm) Film thickness (lm) Porosity (%) Average pore size (nm)

15–30 5–20 50–75 15
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In general, any photoactivematerial can be fashioned in the formof an inverse opal
leading to effects that transcend the sum of the parts and can be harnessed for
practical purposes [17]. In this case the opal is a colloidal photonic crystal made of
anatase TiO2 and its role is to enhance light conversion efficiency in the red spectral
range (600–750 nm), where the sensitizer is a poor absorber. The absorption
enhancement arises from the position of the stop-band edges of the opal layer.
Indeed, photons propagating through a photonic crystal present a very low group
velocity, and this slow motion implies a higher probability of the photon being
captured than in the disordered material.
Hence, simply coupling a conventional DSC to an inverse opal alsomade of titania

results in an increase in the JSC across the visible spectrum by about 26% relative to
conventional dye solar cells made of a random collection of dye-sensitized anatase
nanocrystallites with no photonic crystal lattice (Figure 5.12) [18].

Figure 5.9 By simple pressing, a 7.4% flexible DSC can be easily
obtained. (Reproduced from Ref. [14], with permission).

Figure 5.10 (a) The first flexible DSC was based
upon nanocomposite film B sandwiched
between ITO-coated (A) and Pt-coated ITO
plastic (C) substrates. The nanocomposite film
comprises four distinct structurally organised
phases: (1) nanocrystalline TiO2 film, (2) Al2O3

coating, (3) Ru(L)2(NCS)2 dye and (4) redox
active polymer electrolyte interpenetrated in the
film pores. (b) Using different polymer
electrolytes, the device current–voltage
characteristics can be optimized. (Reproduced
from Ref. [16], with permission).
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Once again, it is the bilayer nanoarchitecture, rather than enhanced light harvesting
within the inverse opal structures, that is responsible for the bulk of the gain
in incident photon-to-current conversion efficiency (IPCE) due to enhanced
backscattering [19].
Detrapping of electrons from sub-band gaps to the CB is responsible for the

electron transport [20]. The presence of traps in the film represent a major factor in
limiting the efficiency of electron transportation, preventing their passage to the
extracting electrode. Such traps are mostly present at the surface of TiO2 rather than
in the particle bulk or interparticle grain boundaries, as their number increases
linearly with the exposed surface area [21].
As mentioned above, the redox couple in the electrolyte, most commonly iodide/

triiodide, functions well because the electron transfer from nanocrystalline TiO2 to
I3
� is much slower than that from a counter electrode [22]. The I2

� s

/I� couple
potential determines the thermodynamic driving force for the electron transfer from
I� to the oxidized dye. Indeed, themechanism of electron transfer fromTiO2 to I3

� is

Figure 5.11 A flexible, plastic dye solar module manufactured by Peccell Technologies.

Figure 5.12 Coupling an inverse opal layer of titania to a
conventional DSC also made of anatase results in 26%
enhancement in the short circuit photocurrent. (Reproduced from
Ref. [18], with permission).
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preceded by a weak dissociative chemisorption of iodine on TiO2:

I3
� r I2 þ I� ð5:1Þ

I2 þ e�(TiO2)! I2
� s ð5:2Þ

Equation 5.1 has a very low equilibrium constant (�10�7 in acetonitrile), whereas the
iodine radical is further reduced in a second electron transfer step:

I2
� s þ e�(TiO2)! 2I� ð5:3Þ

Regeneration of the dye ground state involves reduction of the oxidized dye by iodide:

Ru(III)þ 2I� !Ru(II)þ I2
� s ð5:4Þ

Sensitizers are generally based on polypyridyl complexes of Ru with a RuL2(X)2
structure (Figure 5.13).

Figure 5.13 Structure of the ruthenium sensitizers (a) RuL3,
(b) cis-RuL2(NCS)2 and (c) RuL0(NCS)3, where L¼ 2,20-bipyridyl-
4,40-dicarboxylic acid and L0 ¼ 2,20,200-terpyridyl-4,40,400-
tricarboxylic acid. (Reproduced from Ref. [3], with permission).
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The spectral response of these dyes is shown in Figure 5.14. The improvement of
the IPCE in the visible range is clear with respect to bare TiO2. The efficiency plateau
is in both cases about 80%, and the response of RuL0(NCS)3 has an extra 100 nm
extension into the IR region.
An ideal sensitizer should absorb light below a threshold of about 900 nm.

Carboxylate and phosphonate groups are needed in order to ensure grafting of the
dye over the semiconductor surface, and thus fast electron injection into the
conduction band of TiO2 [23]. Fine tuning of the molecular orbitals by appropriate
choice of the ligands eventually leads to a pronouncedunit quantumyield for electron
injection finj and solar to power conversion of 10.4%, such as in the case of the RuL0

(NCS)3 dyes (Figure 5.14) [24].
The redox electrolyte regenerates the sensitizer, provided that the respective redox

potentials are compatible. Sensitizer stability,moreover, is a keypoint forDSC, and108

turnover cycles should be achievable theoretically without any significant modifica-
tion. This last condition corresponds to about 20 years of exposure to natural light.
The light-harvesting efficiency (LHE), is related to the absorption length and to the

thickness of thefilm throughBeer–Lambert�s law (Equation 5.5), whereas the IPCE is
proportional to the quantum yield for electron injection finj and the electron

LHE(l) ¼ 1�10�ad ð5:5Þ

Figure 5.14 Incident photon to current efficiency obtained as the
response of bare TiO2 and TiO2 sensitized by cis-RuL2(NCS)2 and
RuL0(NCS)3 (L¼ 2,20-bipyridyl-4,40-dicarboxylic acid and
L0 ¼ 2,20,200-terpyridyl-4,40,400-tricarboxylic acid). (Reproduced
from Ref. [24], with permission).
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collection efficiency hcoll (Equation 5.6):

IPCE(l) ¼ LHE(l)finjhcoll ð5:6Þ
In which a¼sc is proportional to the optical cross section of the sensitizer s and to
its concentration c in the film. Clearly the LHE values depend strongly on the
wavelength, approaching values over 90% near the absorption maxima of the dyes.
Techniques to increase the absorption in the red and near-infrared spectrum can be
applied. The most common consists in incorporating larger TiO2 particles
(100–300 nm) in the mesoporous film, also improving the absorption in the areas
where the optical cross section of the sensitizer is small [25]. The use of mixtures of
dyes is an attractive option to achieve panchromatic devices in which dyes absorbing
in different spectral regions are blended without any negative interference [26].

5.3
A Roadmap for Dye Solar Cells

Dye sensitized cells are very tolerant to the effects of impurities because both light
absorption and charge separation occur near the interface between two materials.
The relative impurity tolerance and simplicity allows for easy, inexpensive scale-up to
non-vacuum- and low-temperature-based high-volume manufacturing via continu-
ous processes including screen-printing, spraying, pressing, or roll-to-roll produc-
tion. Indeed, manufacture of the first industrial modules uses an automated �roll-to-
roll� process transforming a lightweight roll of metal foil into a 45 kg half-mile of
G24i�s dye-sensitized thin film in less than three hours (Figure 5.15) [4].
Thismaterial is rugged, flexible, lightweight and generates electricity even indoors

and in low light conditions. In place of liquid electrolyte, solid or quasi-solid hole
conductors can be employed [27], but the reduction in efficiency currently precludes
practical application.
The first, and still the most efficient electrolytes were liquid, so cell and module

designs which prevented electrolyte leakage had to be developed to prevent evapora-
tion. The stability and lifetime of DSCmodules have thus reached appreciable values
(Figure 5.16), and rapid improvements are being made.

Figure 5.15 Roll-to-roll production of the first PV modules results
in a flexible, lightweight PV material suitable for largely
different applications. (Photo courtesy of G24 Innovations).
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Amajor advance is the recent solvent-freeDSCbased on an ionic liquid (IL)mixture
of 1-ethyl-3methylimidazolium tetracyanoborate and 1-propyl-3-methyl-imidazolium
iodide as electrolyte and the ruthenium complex, Ru(2,20-bipyridine-4,40-dicarboxylic
acid)(4,40-bis(2-(4-tert-butyloxy-phenyl)ethenyl)-2,20-bipyridine)(NCS)2 as sensitizer
[28]. The resulting cells show the record light-conversion efficiency of 7.6% under
simulated sunlight conditions and are stable at 80 �C in the dark and under visible-
light soaking at 60 �C for over a thousand hours, with a cell efficiency loss of only 10%,
which points to the possibility of their use in outdoor applications in warm climates.
The low viscosity of the binary IL helps to overcomemass-transfer challenges,whereas
the inert anion counteracts the deleterious influence of the iodide anions. A short-
circuit photocurrent density around 14mAcm�2, open circuit voltages of about 0.7V
and fill factors of 0.7 were obtained.
Such is the promise of ILs for future generation dye PV modules, that G24i, the

first producer of these modules, entered into agreement with BASF to work on the
selection of suitable ILs for their forthcoming products.
New high surface area electrodes have overcome both the recombination and the

slow diffusion of the injected electron in the porous TiO2 layer (Figure 5.17) [29].
The new electrode design involves a core shell configuration consisting of a

conductive nanoporousmatrix coatedwith standardwide bandgapTiO2 (Figure 5.17).
In this �collector-shell electrode� the distance between the injection spot and the
current collector decreases to several nanometers from the several micrometers

Figure 5.16 Stability of DSC-based solar modules has reached
22 years in Central Europe and 13 years in the warmer, Southern
Europe. However, rapid improvements are being made. (Image
courtesy of Dyesol).
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associated with the standard electrode. In other words, all electrons injected into the
electrode, including those that are generated several micrometers away from the
substrate, have now to travel a very short distance before reaching the current collector.
This new design enables efficient charge separation and collection for thick nanopor-
ous layers provided that its thickness is above 6 nm, when much higher VOC (or
photocurrent) values are reached (Figure 5.18).
In practice the results presented in Figure 5.18 reflect a change in the rate-determin-

ingfactoroftherecombinationprocess,fromsurfacereactioncontrolinthethinfilmsto
a transport limited rate in the thick ones. The Israeli company Orion Solar uses this
technology for producing its large dye modules equipped with 15� 15 cm cells.

Figure 5.17 The new, efficient electrode for DSC is based on
a conductive nanoporous core (b) rather than a semiconducting
one (a) as in the standard design. (Reproduced from Ref. [22],
with permission).

Figure 5.18 Correlation between the thickness of the TiO2 layer
and the open circuit photovoltage in the DSSC. The symbols
represent sets of electrodes that were made by the different
preparation methods. (Reproduced from Ref. [22], with
permission).
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In addition to low cost (the materials are inexpensive and abundant: titania is
widely used in toothpastes, sunscreen and white paint) and ease of production (see
below), the unique advantages over Si-based cells lie in their transparency (for power
windows), easy bifacial configuration (advantage for diffuse light) and versatility (the
color can be varied by selection of the dye, including invisible PV-cells based on near-
IR sensitizers). Furthermore, in contrast to Si-basedmodules, the performance of dye
PV modules actually increases with temperature (Figure 5.19).
As a result, they outperform amorphous Si-based modules, despite their lower

5% efficiency. This was demonstrated, for example, during the 2005 Expo in Japan
when the Toyota exhibition house was equipped with DSC modules consisting of
wall-integrated 2.5� 2.5m2 solar panels (Figure 5.20). Monitoring of the energy
produced revealed that the DSC modules give a faster output rise in the morning
and a slower fall in the afternoon due to a different dependence on the solar
insolation angle [31].
According to a recent report [32], stable 10% efficient modules are certainly within

reach, with the energy-payback period being significantly shorter than other PV
technologies. As evidence of chemical and thermal robustness, recent accelerated
aging tests showed that �8%-efficient laboratory DSSCs retain 98% of their initial
performance over 1000 h when subjected to thermal stress (80 �C) in the dark or
when exposed to both thermal stress (60 �C) and continuous light-soaking over
1000 h. Outdoor tests (Toyota/Aisin) of first-generation DSSC modules have shown
less than 15% degradation in four years. These results and others inspire investment
in the technology, and several companies are working toward commercializing this
technology.

Figure 5.19 In contrast to Si-based modules, the performance of
dye PV modules increases with temperature. (Reproduced from
Ref. [30], with permission).
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By 2015, it is expected that companies will attain 10% efficient modules that
approach the criteria for solar module certification for thermal aging at 85 �C for
1000 h in the dark and for light-soaking in full sunlight for 1000 h at 60 �C. A realistic
goal is that 20% efficient laboratory-sensitized solar cells will be achieved (Table 5.2).
Research on innovative dyes, for example, is expected to lead to considerable

improvement in the cell�s efficiency. Mitsubishi, a leading manufacturer of PV
traditional modules, has developed a whole new series of undisclosed, high-efficient
new dyes. Progressively, the company makes its proprietary newly developed dyes
available to Japan�s scientific community engaged in PV research. Among such dyes,
in the early 2000s there was the first example of a metal-free, entirely organic dye,
indoline (Figure 5.21).
In 2003 the new indoline dye was 8.00% efficient, whereas under the same

conditions, the Ru-based dyes N3 and the N719 dye were 7.89 and 8.26% efficient,
respectively [33]. At that time, this value was the highest obtained efficiency for dye-
sensitized solar cells based onmetal-free organic dyes without an antireflection layer.

Figure 5.20 Toyota�s exhibition house at Aichi 2005 Expo was
equipped with two large, elegant DSC modules whose output
outperformed that of an a-Si panel. (Reproduced from
www.tytlabs.co.jp/english/news/tec/elech41_1_higuchi.pdf,
with permission).
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More recently, the Gr€atzel group has reported on a 15% tandem cell consisting of
aDSC top cell and aCu(In,Ga)Se bottomcell. By stacking the two cells an efficiency of
15% is obtained, which is roughly twice the value of each cell individually. ECN is
investigating the possibility of replacing the electrolyte commonly used in DSC by a
simple gold electrode.
Important advances have been made in DSC technology [34]. While the best

laboratory cell efficiency of more than 11% established by the Gr€atzel group at EPFL
(Switzerland) was not equalled by other groups, several advances in DSC module
development have been presented. The Frauenhofer ISE (Freiburg, Germany)
fabricated a 1 cm2 laboratory solar cell with certified efficiency of 10.4%. They
demonstrated sealed 30 cm by 30 cm modules containing six interconnected cells
providing 0.8A at 4.2 V. By improving the printing process, efficiencies of 5% are

Figure 5.21 Photocurrent–voltage curve for the metal-free based
DSC developed by Mitsubishi in the early 2000s. The company
has developed a brand new series of dyes for DSC and is ready to
enter mass production. (Reproduced from Ref. [33], with
permission).

Table 5.2 Performance characteristics for present and future PV dye-sensitized solar cells.

Parameter Present status (2007) Future goal (2015)

Champion device efficiency 11% 16%
Laboratory cell degradation <5% after stress at

80 �C for 1000 h in
dark or after light-
soaking for 100h at 1
sun at 60 �C

<5% after stress at 85 �C
for 3000 h in the dark or after
light-soaking for 3000h at 1
sun at 60 �C

Module efficiency 5–7% 10%
Outdoor module degradation <15% in 4 years <15% in 10 years
Identification of key
degradation mechanisms

degradation mechanisms
are controversial

primary degradation
mechanisms identified

(Reproduced from Ref. [34], with permission).
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targeted for modules as large as 60 cm by 100 cm. ECN (Petten, Netherlands)
demonstrated certified DSC efficiencies of 8.81% obtained on 2.5� 2.5 cm2 cells.
SHARP (Japan) presented a very nice 25 cm by 25 cm black DSC module with a
thickness of 0.8 cm. The module consists of 43 cells providing a maximum power of
3W, which corresponds to a remarkable power efficiency of 4.8%. Most of the other
works reported on the fabrication of flexible solar cells use PET (CREST, Leicester,
UK) or stainless steel substrates (HUT, Helsinki, Finland).

5.4
Building-Integrated PV with Colored Solar Cells

Due to its elegant colored and transparent aspect, the DSC technology is particularly
well suited for being integrated into buildings. Sensitized solar cells operate optimally
over a wide range of temperatures and their efficiency is relatively insensitive to the
angle of incident light. The DSC is also particularly suited to indoor applications that
require stability of voltage and power output over a wide range of low light conditions.
The range of applications is vast because the sensitizer can take on any color with a

full range of transparencies. This allows for building-integrated windows, walls, and
roofs of varying color and transparency that will simultaneously generate electricity,
even in diffuse light or at relatively low light levels, in addition to whatever other
function they serve.
The integrated module design comprises two sheets of conducting glass with the

electrode deposited on one sheet and the counter-electrode deposited on the second
sheet (Figure 5.22).
Such optionally transparent or translucent modules are hermetically sealed for

ultra-long life and are suitable for high solar radiation. Indeed, theDSC is particularly
suited to target markets in temperate and tropical climates, because of its good
temperature stability and its excellent performance under indirect radiation, during
cloudy conditions, and when temporarily or permanently partially shaded.

Figure 5.22 Integrated module design for a typical DSC module. (Image courtesty of Dyesol).
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Ingeneral, theproductionofcommercial cells isa straightforwardnine-stepprocess,
easily scaledup.A transparent conductingoxideglass iscoatedbyspreadingoutagiven
volume, of �10ml cm�2 of titanium dioxide commercial paste (Ti-Nanoxide T, for
example) to give a layer of 8mm.
Optimal sintering is carried out by heating the electrode to about 450 �C for about

30min, to allow the titanium dioxide nanocrystals to �melt� partially together, and
thus ensure electrical contact and mechanical adhesion on the glass. Slow cooling
ensures that cracking of the glass is avoided. Then a sensitizer such as Ruthenium
535 dissolved in pure ethanol (20mg of dye per 100mL of solution) is used to
impregnate the sintered electrode (either heated at �70 �C when it will take only
1–2 h, or at room temperaturewhen it will take about 5–10 h, depending on the actual
titanium dioxide layer thickness).
The counter-electrode of the cells prdouced by Solaronix [35], for example, is made

by depositing an invisible layer of platinum catalyst on a TCO glass. The electrodes
are then sealed with an appropriate sealing material (Figure 5.23). Finally, electrolyte
filling is done by adding a droplet onto one hole, and letting it soak in. After sealing
the cells, testing of such a DSC, having silver painted contacts to ensure optimal
electrical connections and tominimize serial resistance losses, yields a typical output
voltage in the range of 0.6–0.7 V in full light (1000Wm�2); and short-circuit current
density between 8 and 12mAcm�2 for a 8–10mm thick fully impregnated electrode.
The current remains constant under illumination.
A standardDSCochre tile is designed to be isostrucutral to the façade (Figure 5.24).

In other words, it replaces the traditional tiles and functions as a true building
element. These tiles can be connected in series or parallel to produce 12 or 24V solar

Figure 5.23 Cross-section of assembled dye solar cell showing
sealing rim. (Image courtesy: Fraunhofer ISE).
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panels. The solar panel modules, of varying sizes to meet the existing market
requirements, are rated initially at about 50Wpm�2 for a typical panel of 600� 900
mm2. The rated power is expected to rise by 40%over the next few years as techniques
are being developed to reduce voltage losses due to junction formation at the
interfaces.
Solar wall panels are constructed in a laminated design, with the connected tiles

sandwiched between two panes of glass, fully encapsulated in the UV-resistant
transparent laminating polymer. The electrical interface can be typically via a short
DC bus to a local area network for regulation and distribution or inversion to AC.
The world�s first such integration occurred in Australia (home country of Dyesol)

in 2003 as the research body CSIRO commissioned a DSC BIPV system for the
CSIRO Energy Center, in Newcastle. Dyesol manufactured the solar wall panels to
supply and install (Figure 5.25).

5.5
Personalizing Solar Power

Compared to all other PV technologies, DSC-based photovoltaics offers a unique
versatility that architects and engineers will harness to renew the facades of existing
buildings, as well as in the construction of new estate. In other words, it will enable a
true personalization of solar power.
In wealthy countries, the building industry has become entirely customer-driven.

Customer needs are identified locally, and then met by tailoring design and
architecture to these needs. This means that the traditional PV industry with a bulk
production of standard devices for the world market is of practically no use to this

Figure 5.24 Solar wall panels are made of DSC tiles connected in
series or in parallel and function as true building blocks.
(Photo courtesy of Dyesol).
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large portion of the building industry. DSCmodules offer a solution to this problem
enabling the production of semi-finished products that can be adapted to individual
building situations [36]. (Figure 5.26).
DSC modules offer flexibility, light weight, transparency, power performance

under low light conditions and do not suffer power losses on heating during hot days.
For DSC on glass substrates, one should note that glass is among the preferred
materials for today�s building. DSC can be integrated into modified standard glass
facades and processes that are familiar in the glass industry such as screen printing
will be widely used.
Eventually, once marketed, plastic dye solar cells will provide building component

manufacturers with flexible, thin and lightweight PV foil that allows a seamless
integrationwith buildingmaterials of various architectural shapes, thus realizing not
only the total and esthetic merger between PV and architecture, but also a cost
effective PV integration.

Figure 5.25 One of the facades of the new CSIRO Energy Centre,
in Newcastle, Australia, was made with Dyesol�s solar wall
panels. (Photo courtesy of CSIRO and Dyesol).
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In general, as stated by Hagemann [4], we are evolving from the old, serial PV
product development scheme to one in which basic and applied research are carried
out together using information fed back from manufacturing, marketing and social
evaluation of technology (Figure 5.27).
Therefore, the value added chain becomesone inwhich design andmarketing enter

the chain from the very beginning of the product development, enriching the value of
the product with unique features such as printing decorative elements (Figure 5.28).
This is what Germany�s Fraunhofer Institute is currently doing by interviewing

architects in the field of building-integrated PVand transferring requirements to the
production of two prototypes for facade integration. Glass modules with 4–5%
efficiency over the total area are likely to reach the market in 2009 following
demonstration on a few square meters [36].

Figure 5.26 Built in 2005, this house in Australia uses the DSC-
based Living Building Panel from Dyesol. (Photo courtesy:
Dyesol).

Figure 5.27 PV product development is evolving from an older,
serial approach to one in which basic and applied research are
performed using information fed back from marketing and
societal acceptance of the technology. (Source: Ingo W.
Hagemann).
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Figure 5.28 Marketing and design enter the value chain of dye
solar modules production since the early development of the
commercial products. (Photo courtesy: Fraunhofer ISE).
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6
Emerging Technologies

6.1
The Solar Paradox

The only source of power that we have enough supply for is solar energy. We simply
do not have enough wind, wave, geothermal, nuclear or biomass in our resources to
cut our CO2 levels and to create enough energy for only twice the amount required to
feed every human by 2050 [1]. On the other hand, solar power generation will be a
meaningful tool in limiting climate risks only when it can compete with other
electricity sources on cost in developing countries, where even a small additional
marginal cost can deter people and businesses (even the most prosperous of them)
from switching to renewable energy options.
A power flow of 120 000 TW (terawatt) showers the Earth as photons from the sun

reach the atmosphere and then land and sea. Covering just 0.16% of the Earth�s
surface withmodest 10%-efficient PVsystems would provide 20 TWof power, nearly
twice the world consumption rate of fossil energy [2]. In other words, approximately
1/10 000 of the sunlight reaching the Earth would be sufficient to supply the whole
world with energy. However, solar power is diffuse (about 170Wm�2) and intermit-
tent, so conversion into useful forms of energy should involve concentration and
storage.
As seen in Chapter 1, our understanding of the photosynthetic processes in plants

is rapidly advancing and, one day, these chemical processes will be mastered by
industry to produce hydrogen, an excellent chemical fuel, especially suited to power
fuel cells which in their turn produce large amounts of power with 80% efficiency
(compare with the 20% efficiency of the internal combustion engine).
The grand challenges for today�s chemists are thus twofold: (i) to create an artificial

photosynthetic process for artificial conversion of solar energy into fuel and (ii) to
invent new solar cells capable of achieving photovoltaic conversion at high efficien-
cy [4]. Then, civilization will continue based on the sun�s energy, as clearly foreseen
by Giacomo Ciamician one hundred years ago (Figure 6.1), in his famous The
Photochemistry of the Future lecture delivered in New York in 1912 [5].

Flexible Solar Cells. M. Pagliaro, G. Palmisano, and R. Ciriminna
Copyright � 2008 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
ISBN: 978-3-527-32375-3
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So far human civilization has made use almost exclusively of fossil
solar energy. Would it not be advantageous to make a better use of
radiant energy?. . . Solar energy is not evenly distributed over the
surface of the earth. There are privileged regions, and others that are
less favored by the climate. The former ones would be the prosperous
ones if we should become able to utilize the energy of the sun. The
tropical countries would be conquered by civilization which would in
this manner return to its birth-place. . . If our black and nervous
civilization, based on coal, shall be followed by a quieter civilization
based on the utilization of solar energy, that will not be harmful to the
progress and to human happiness.

Photovoltaics, on the other hand, already, on its own, has the potential to replace
nuclear power on the required timescale, even in northern countries such as theUK.
For example, the UK currently generates 12GW (gigawatts) of electricity from
nuclear power stations, around one sixth of the country�s total electricity output.
This is the same amount of pollution-free energy electricity that Germany will
generate through photovoltaics by 2012 if it continues to expand its solar energy
programme at its present rate [6].
The UK has a similar sunshine profile to Germany and could produce 12GW of

solar electricity by 2023 if production is expanded by 40%per year, less than theworld
increase of 57% in 2004.
Themost commonfirst-generationPVcells consist of single-crystalline silicon,have

efficiencies around 15–17%, a lifetime of about 30 years and a cost for grid-connected

Figure 6.1 �Our black and nervous civilization based on coal, –
foresaw chemist G. Ciamician as early as 1912 – shall be followed
by a quieter civilization based on the utilization of solar energy.�
(Reproduced from Ref. [3], with permission).
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electricity of about 0.20–0.80 $/kWh. In particular, typical costs of 20–40 cents/kWh
for low latitudes with solar insolation of 2500 kWh/m2/year; 30–50 cents/kWh for
1500 kWh/m2/year (typical of Southern Europe); and 50–80 cents for 1000 kWh/m2/
year (higher latitudes) [7].
These costs should to be compared to electric grid supplies from fossil fuels, which

vary between 0.03 (off-peak, developed country) and 0.80 $/kWh (rural electrifica-
tion). The energy payback time of a solar cell is thus of the order of 2–4 years and in its
lifetime a cell may produce electricity with a value of around 10 times its cost of
production [8]. Total world cumulated installed capacity of PV amounted to an
estimated 7.7GW in 2007. Solar electricity is already cost-competitive with fossil
and nuclear electricity if externalities are taken into consideration.
Yet, paradoxically, the greatest growth in emissions of carbon dioxide, the principal

greenhouse gas linked to recent global warming [9], is coming from China�s rapidly
growing use of coal to power the very industrial economy that is also producing solar
panels to sell overseas.
For example, one of such companies successfully went public on the New York

Stock Exchange, immediately after its foundation in 2001 and, today, Suntech Power
Holdings (Figure 6.2) has risen to be the world�s fifth-largest maker of solar cells,
after themarket leaders Sharp of Japan, Q-Cells of Germany, Kyocera of Japan andBP
Solar of the UK [10].
The company�s modules are 15.5–16.5% efficient, at the top of the industry�s

percentage of solar energy converted into electricity. The industry average is 15%.
Suntech is piloting a new line yielding 18%, and is targeting 20%by 2008 [11]. Yet, the
company�s key markets are Germany, Japan and Spain, which subsidize renewable
energy, whereas China accounted for just 10% of its 2006 sales of $599 million. In
practice, local reduction in CO2 emissions through solar power in the western world
are based on coal-fired production of silicon cells in Shanghai�s outskirts.
Since early 2007, a Chinese law requires power plants and factories to generate at

least 10% of their power from renewable sources by 2010, but there is little hope that

Figure 6.2 Workers handle solar cells to produce solar panels
in the factory run by Suntech Power in Wuxi, China. (Photo
courtesy: AP).
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solar power generation will be ameaningful tool in limiting climate risks if its cost is
not reduced to compete with other electricity sources in developing countries.
Critics of energy from solar panels argue that just to avert less than one-tenth of the

anticipated growth in coal burning by 2050, would require 200 of the �Million Solar
Roof� initiatives launched by California�s Government [12]. Yet, credible solar grand
plans aimed at huge scale electricity generation from sun radiation actually do exist,
based entirely on existing PV technologies assuming incremental improvements in
the efficiency of current solar cells (Chapter 7).
Such incremental improvements are being reported with increasing frequency.

For instance, recent efforts to address the issue of solar cell efficiency include a
breakthrough from Sanyo in June this year which saw the company break its own
record for the world�s highest energy conversion efficiency in practical size
crystalline silicon-type solar cells by demonstrating an efficiency of 22%. More
recently, Global Warming Solutions announced the development of new solar
energy conversion technology based on a special coating that can be applied to
existing solar cells.
Similarly, different types of thin film solar cells have been recently developed and

will soon be incorporated into existing thin film solar cells to increase the efficiency
[13]. V-shaped organic cells increase solar cell efficiency by 52% by enhancing the
chance for the light to be absorbed. Instead of the planar configuration of most
organic solar cells inwhichwhen the light hits, there is only one chance to bounce, the
V-shape creates an environment in which the light can bounce around.
However, limiting the PV research to these sets of PV technologiesmay be risky for

two reasons: First, flat-plate modules are limited to efficiencies not exceeding 25%.
Secondly, the PV industry would miss opportunities afforded by radical changes in
technology [14].
The final step in developing affordable solar cell technologies with a cost below

0.5D/Wp is to develop disruptive, beyond-evolutionary, scientific breakthroughs.
Rather than first-generation fabrication of high-quality, low-defect, single-crystal PV
devices that have high efficiencies approaching the limiting efficiencies for single-
bandgap devices but use energy- and time-intensive techniques, third-generation
approaches to photovoltaics aim to use thin-film, second-generation deposition
methods [15]. The concept is to do this with only a small increase in areal costs
and hence reduce the cost per Wp.
Also, in commonwith thin-film technologies, thesewill usematerials that are both

nontoxic and not limited in abundance. Thus, these third-generation technologies
will be compatible with large-scale implementation of PVs.

6.2
Quantum Well Solar Cells

In recent years, worldwide solar cellmanufacturing has been increasing by 47% each
year. The rapid PV market expansion has led to a silicon feed-stock shortage, so
cells based on a different material system and production technology such as the
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strain-balanced quantum well solar cell (SB-QWSC) are important in order to
maintain this expansion.
The first generation of these new quantumwell photovoltaic cells operate at a 27%

efficiency, which is approximately twice the efficiency of the current Si-based PVcells
and close to the single junction cell efficiency record of 27.8%. Furthermore, they are
based on technologies similar to those used for the amplifiers in mobile phones, so
the ability to manufacture them on a large scale is already in place.
Indeed, the SB-QWSC is made from GaAs-based alloys (GaAsP/GaInAs) and was

introduced as a way to extend the spectral range of high efficiency GaAs cells, using
the quantum well (QW) technology which underpins modern communication
devices such as the laser, LED and the amplifier in mobile phones [16].
Furthermore, relatively inexpensive optics such asmirrors or lenses focus sunlight

from a broad collection area onto amuch smaller area of active semiconductor PVcell
material.This reduces the area of the expensive PV cell by about 1/500 leading to a
major price reduction. Indeed, the PVsemiconductormaterial dominates the costs of
such solar PVsystems, and reducing the amount of PVmaterial required to capture a
given amount of sunlight leads to substantially lower system cost and cost per watt of
output.
The QWs give the cell a wider spectral range without introducing crystal disloca-

tions (the alloy compositions and well and barrier thicknesses are adjusted to
minimize the formation of dislocations.). Both features give the SB-QWSCanumber
of advantages in concentrator applications over the expensive tandem or triple
junction GaAs-based cells which were designed for use in space.
The absence of dislocationsmeans the SB-QWSCwill have a longer device lifetime

than the highest efficiency version of themulti-junction cell. At the same efficiency a
SB-QWSCwill outperform a conventional tandem cell because it does not require a
tunnel junction to connect the cells. Thewider spectral range of theQWcell results in
significantly more electrical energy being harvested over a year due to the seasonal
and daily spectral variation of the sunlight.
Overall, the advantages of these �third generation� cells based on GaAs and other

III–V semiconductor materials over commonly used Si-based cells for flat panel PV
are shown in Table 6.1.
The band-gap of the SB-QWSCrepresented in Figure 6.3) consists of a p–i–n diode

with an i-region containing a number (up to 65) of approximately 7 nm wide QWs of
compressively strained InxGa1�xAs inserted into tensile strained GaAs1�yPy barrier
regions. The crystal structure, Figure 6.4, is grown epitaxially with the same lattice
constant as the substrate, yielding a critical thickness well above 1mm.
When the SB-QWSC is incorporated in a tandem cell, the wider spectral

range leads to higher cell efficiency. This enhancement is such that in a place like
Madrid, where there is a guaranteed price for PV electricity fed into the grid, the
energy savings are as large as the system capital cost over the anticipated 25 year
lifetime.
The SB-QWSC also exhibits a phenomenon known as photon recycling when

operating at high concentration. When a mirror, known as a distributed Bragg
reflector (DBR) is grown under the quantum wells, some of these lost photons are
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Table 6.1 Competitive advantages of SB-QWPV (Adapted from Quantasol�s web site).

Feature Benefit Technical Details

Tuneable
spectral
properties

Higher overall efficiency The spectral response of an SB-QWPV cell can be
tuned to maximize the conversion efficiency over a
wide range of radiation spectra simply by varying the
composition and thickness of the III–V
semiconductor nanolayers in the active region of the
solar cell. Therefore: (i) SB-QWPVs can be
engineered to maximize the efficiency of a single-
junction cell under the most typical solar spectra; (b)
SB-QWPVs provide a very effective solution to
significantly enhance the efficiency of multi-junction
cells over the current commercial solutions (like
GaInP/GaAs or GaInP/GaAs/Ge.

No
crystal
defects

Best available
structural
stability,
improved
reliability and
operating life.

The structural stability of an SB-QWPV cell is
ensured by having oppositely stressed quantum wells
and barriers which prevent any extended crystal
defects from nucleating and propagating into the
active region of the cell. Compared to a SB-QWPV,
any bulk material having the same optimum light
absorption-edge, cannot sustain the build-up of
elastic energy due to the mismatch with respect to
the crystal substrate. This means that plastic
relaxation inevitably occurs somewhere in the
heterostructures. No matter how low the number of
extended defects, like dislocations, that can reach the
active region, their negative impact on the dark
current (opposite to the photocurrent) of the cell is
inevitably significant. Moreover dislocations can
accelerate the degradation of the device and thereby
shorten its lifetime.

Photon
recycling

Higher
conversion
efficiency than
competing cells.

At the typical operating point under solar
concentration (>200·), SB-QWPVs are �radiatively
limited� that is, any lossy non-radiative carrier
recombination becomes negligible. This effect,
called �photon recycling,� can be exploited by
designing the cell in such a way that the radiation
generated by the inevitable carrier recombination is
partially recycled back into the active region of the
device, thus reducing the dark current (enhancing the
open-circuit voltage). Tandem cells based on SB-
QWPVs and designed to take full advantage of
photon recycling (by means of radiative coupling
between the sub-cells).
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reflected back into the QWs.Here they are absorbed like the incident sunlight, add to
the current and enhance the efficiency. Themaximumefficiency gainwhichmight be
achieved is around 4%,which is similar to that discussed above, that is, giving savings
similar to the system cost in a sunny location with a guaranteed price for PV
electricity.
The use of deeper QWs, different DBRs and transparent substrates to maximize

the effect in both single-junction and tandem cells is being investigated, and will lead
to the first PV products of the company QuantaSol, established in the UK to
commercialize solar modules based on these innovative cells (Figure 6.5).
The company plans to manufacture single and multi-junction concentrator solar

cells with efficiency levels of up to 40%, providing the first cells for use in

Figure 6.3 Schematic of a SB-QWSCwith compressively strained
InxGa1�xAs wells and tensile strained GaAs1�yPy barriers
higher than the bulk GaAs in p and n regions. (Reproduced from
Ref. [16], with permission).

Figure 6.4 Schematic of the crystal structure of the strain-
balancedquantumwell solar cell. (Reproduced fromRef. [16], with
permission).
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concentrating PV (CPV) systems for the fast growing utility-scale solar power
generation market. Currently the firm, in which in 2007 the investment company
Imperial Innovations Group invested £1.35 million reaching a 24% stake, is
producing prototypes of its quantum well cells.

6.3
Nanostructured Solar Cells

Nanotechnology has opened up new and promising possibilities to reduce the cost of
PVcellsandmodulesforbulkpowergenerationaswellasto improvethecell conversion
efficiency. For example, most recently, a solar cell measuring 10 cm by 10 cm was
created by a nanochemistry approach with efficiency similar to that of conventional,
silicon-based cells, but with much cheaper production costs. This will boost the
technique�s usefulness in producing commercial amounts of solar power [17].
Metallic wiresmade of platinumnanorods (Figure 6.6), synthesized in solution via

a surfactant-template processing of a Pt(II) salt, aremounted on conductive glass and
can form the basis of solar cells with efficiency similar to that of conventional, silicon-
based cells. The technique reduces the amount of platinum needed by a factor of 40
and greatly enhances efficiency in comparison to linked arrays of very small cells, in
which the sunlight hitting the space between the cells is not converted to electricity.
Similarly, the recent discovery [18] of a perfect crystalline structuremade of InAs is

one of the breakthroughs needed to develop third-generation solar modules. Indeed,
a cell made with this newmaterial will be capable of converting up to 30%of the solar
energy into electricity [19]. Being a perfect crystalline structure, it also absorbs all
incident light and thus may soon become a high performing, low cost solar cell. The
solar cell production costs can be lowered because it needs less expensive semicon-
ducting silicon in the process due to the use of nanotechnology. At the same time,
the solar cell will exploit the reduced loss of energy due to the shorter distance of
energy transportation in the cell (Short distance from electron–hole pair generation
to the n/p junction).
Other potential advantages of the SunFlake solar cell design include:

. n/p junctions in perfect single crystals on a non-lattice matched substrate

. only small amounts of expensive solar gradematerial is used in the nanostructures,
none in the substrate. SunFlake is developing a new generation of solar cells based
on a novel shape of semiconductor nanostructures (NanoFlakes).

Figure 6.5 Formed in 2006, the UK-based Quantasol company
is ready to commercialize the QW solar cells developed at
London�s Imperial College physics department.
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A limited company SunFlakewas founded in order to start production of solar cells
based on the new technology.
The patented nanostructures [20] can eliminate the need for a lattice-matched

substrate as well as the need for a clean solar grade substrate. The only roles of the
carrier substrate are to allow the growth of the nanostructures and – when the solar
cell is operating – act as a contact to the light absorbing nanostructures.
The surface of the material consists of extremely tiny crystals of InAs grown by

molecular beam epitaxy (Figure 6.7), which provide a huge surface area in which
sunlight can be caught. With increasing growth times the epitaxial vapor–solid
InAs growth on the high-energy surfaces causes them to continue upward and
outward, thereby increasing the nanoplate width, eventually reaching an average
width at the nanoplate base of 350 nm for 45min growth, and 500 nm in 60min.
Under the growth conditions used, arsenic-terminated surfaces created on the two

sides of the nanorod crystal are high-energy surfaces with a significantly higher

Figure 6.6 Platinum nanorods similar to these made of
iron–platinum, enable production of 10� 10 cm2 solar cells with
40% reduction in the amount of platinum needed. (Image
courtesy of Angewandte Chemie, with permission).
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incorporation coefficient. As a consequence, InAs growthnow takes place almost only
on these high-energy surfaces causing the two-dimensional crystal shape (Figure 6.8).
After 45–60min, depending on the growth conditions used, the nanoplates have a
triangular shape with high-energy surfaces.
Using a similar approach, light-absorbing nanowires made of photovoltaic GaAs

were recently grown on thin silicon (Figure 6.9), carbon and flexible polyester film.
The nanowires grow upward from the substrate, creating a surface that is able to

absorb more sunlight than a flat surface. It is theoretically possible to achieve 40%
efficiency, given the superior ability of such materials in absorbing energy from
sunlight and the light-trapping nature of the nanowire structures.
The aim is to produce flexible, affordable solar cells composed of Group III–V

nanowires that, within five years, will achieve a conversion efficiency of 20% and, in
the longer term, 40%. Cost is reduced with nanowires as far lower amounts of active
material are used due to the intrinsically enhanced way in which the nanostructure
absorbs light and extracts electrons freed by the light.
In conventional solar cells made of slabs of crystalline material, greater thickness

means better light absorption, but it alsomeans that it ismore difficult for electrons to
escape. This forced trade-off is overcome with nanowires. Each nanowire is
10–100 nm wide and up to 5mm long. Their length maximizes absorption, but their
nanoscale width permits a much freer movement and collection of electrons. The

Figure 6.7 A forest of InAs nanoflakes seen from their side.
(Reproduced from Ref. [18], with permission).
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direction in which the light is absorbed is essentially perpendicular to that in which
the electricity is collected and so the dilemma is overcome.
A similar approach makes use of nanowires containing multiple layers of Group

III–V materials, such as gallium arsenide, indium gallium phosphide, aluminum
gallium arsenide, and gallium arsenide phosphide. It creates tandem or multi-
junction solar cells that can absorb a greater range of the light spectrum compared
to silicon [21]. In conventional crystalline solar cells, Group III–V materials have
muchhigher efficiencies than silicon, but the great cost of thesematerials has limited
their use.

Figure 6.8 (a) A forest of InAs nanoplates grown perpendicular
from the surface of a (1 0 0)GaAs substrate. (b) A single InAs plate
transferred to a SiO2 surface. (c,d) SEM images takendirectly from
above. The orientation of the nanoplates on a (1 0 0) substrate is
shown in (c), the depicted nanoplate having a thickness of 60 nm.
The plate thickness is determined by the diameter of the Au
catalyst particle as indicated by the circle in (d). (Reproduced from
Ref. [18], with permission).
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In addition to reducing costs by using less active material, there is also a reduction
in the cost of the substrate that the nanowires are grown on by using more plentiful
and relatively cheaper silicon, glass and polymer films, thus opening the route to
inexpensive roll-to-roll manufacturing.
Another free-standing nanostructure holding promise in the fabrication of flexible

photovoltaic �fabrics� is a �mat� composed of dense arrays of GaAs nanowires that
has been recently grown on the surfaces of a single-walled carbon nanotube (SWNT)
covalently functionalized with poly(ethylene imine) (PEI). The process yielded the
first macroscopic samples in which nanoparticles are uniformly dispersed in high
density throughout the nanotube substrate. This was accomplished by passing an
aqueous solution of PEI-SWNTs through a 0.2mm pore diameter polycarbonate
ultrafiltration membrane. The resulting PEI-SWNTmat exhibits excellent mechani-
cal properties, being highly flexible and capable of being bent and folded without
cracking. In addition, well-defined Au nanoparticles can be introduced within this
film through reduction of HAuCl4 solutions, leading to controllable size distribution
and loading density of Au nanoparticles within the nanotube mats.
The resulting materials are thin, flexible, electrically conducting, and transpar-

ent electrodes that are superior to conventional transparent conducting oxides
(Figure 6.10) and show great promise as photoactive materials for future flexible
solar cells [22].
The simple method for the production of carbon nanotube thin films contain-

ing Au nanoparticles uses SWNT functionalized with highly branched PEI
(Mn¼ 10 kDa) whose high aqueous solubility (180mg L�1), allows the formation
of homogeneous thin films by vacuum filtration. Films are subsequently func-
tionalized with Au nanoparticle clusters by in situ reduction of HAuCl4 under
mild conditions in the absence of additional reducing agents (Figure 6.11).

Figure 6.9 A forest of GaAs nanowires growing on a silicon
substrate. (Reproduced from Ref. [21], with permission).
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6.4
Graphene Solar Cells

Graphene – discovered only in 2004 – a flat, one-atom thick sheet of carbon can be
used as ultra-thin transparent conductive film for window electrodes in solar
cells [23]. Such conductive, transparent, and ultrathin graphene films obtained from
exfoliated graphite oxide, followed by thermal reduction, have a thickness of about
10 nm and exhibit a high conductivity, comparable to that of polycrystalline graphite,
and a transparency of more than 70% over 1000–3000 nm. The graphene films can
also be prepared via bottom-up construction of extremely large PAHs, nanographene
molecules, followed by thermal fusion. To demonstrate how the transparent gra-
phenefilms are potential window electrodes for optoelectronics a dye sensitized solid
solar cell using the graphene film as anode and gold as cathode was fabricated
(Figure 6.12).
The efficiency of these non-optimizedDSC is lower than traditional titania coating-

based solar cells, but there is large room for improvement of the device performance

Figure 6.10 SEM images of Au nanoparticles embedded within a
PEI-SWNT film (A); GaAs nanowires grown from the nanotube
film (B); and a torn section of a similar nanowire-containing
film, showing flexibility of the film (C). (Reproduced fromRef. [22],
with permission).

Figure 6.11 This nanochemistry process results in the formation
of seed particles for doped nanotubes growth on the surface of a
conducting, highly flexible substrate. (Reproduced from Ref. [22],
with permission).
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by, for example, further increasing the conductivity of the graphene films via the use
of large graphene sheets.
In general, however, the excellent properties of the as-obtained graphene film

including high conductivity, good transparency in both the visible and near infrared
regions, ultra-smooth surface with tunable wettability, and high chemical and thermal
stabilities, render the graphene-based electrodes suitable as a very practicable option
for future solar cells. Furthermore, simple processing enables inexpensive and large-
scale industrial manufacturing, another reason why the concept of using graphene
electrodes is emerging as a very promising option for future optoelectronic devices.
By the same token, free-standing graphene layers using the bandgap engineering

approach recently developed [24],maywell have opened the route to a new generation
of carbon-based PV cells. Indeed, a significant 0.26 eV gap has been recently
introduced into the electronic band structure. This carbon allotrope was first
fabricated in 2004 by simple epitaxial graphene growth of its two-dimensional crystal
on a silicon carbide substrate.
Graphene is a densely packed single layer of carbon atoms, arranged in a hexagonal

pattern like a honeycomb, that forms a two-dimensional sheet. Electrons can move
ballistically through graphene, even at room temperature, which means they can fly
through the sheet like photons through a vacuum, undergoing none of the collisions
with atoms that generate heat and limit the speed and size of silicon-based devices.
The 0.26 eV gap is created when the graphene lattice�s symmetry is broken

(indicated by alternating red and blue carbon atoms, in Figure 6.13a and b) as a
result of the interaction between the graphene and the substrate. Broken symmetry
separates the bands of the sublattices at K and K0 in momentum space (Figure 6.13c)
and opens a gap between the graphene�s valence and conduction bands.
The interaction between graphene and the substrate needs to be strong enough

that a band-gapwill be opened up but not so strong as to lose the important properties
of graphene. By selecting the right substrate, therefore, this effect opens the route to
the band-gap engineering of graphene, as different substrates have different poten-
tials, and the strength of the interaction between the graphene and the substrate leads
to different band-gap sizes.
Incidentally, graphene-based cells would eliminate the problem of indium scarcity

that may affect development of thin film photovoltaics (Chapter 3). Indium is

Figure 6.12 Illustration of solar cell based on graphene
electrodes. Shown is the dye-sensitized solar cell using graphene
film as electrode, the four layers from bottom to top are gold, dye-
sensitized heterojunction, compact titanium dioxide, and
graphene film. (Image courtesy: Max Planck Institute for Polymer
Research).
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expensive and scarce and demand is increasing. From the depressed levels of $60/kg
in 2002, indium prices rose to over $1000/kg during the summer of 2007. Recently,
prices have fallen back to $400–$500/kg. However, the cost of indium may soon be
irrelevant because geologists report that the earth�s supply of this element could be
exhausted within just a few years.

6.5
Nanorectennas

The current photovoltaic technologies rely on the quantum nature of light and
semiconductors which are fundamentally limited by the band-gap energies. A
revolutionary new approach suggested by Bailey in 1972 revolves around the wave
nature of light [25].
The idea was that broadband rectifying antennas could be used for solar to DC

conversion. These rectennas would not have the fundamental limitation of semicon-
ductor band-gap limiting their conversion efficiencies. Rectennas for solar conver-
sion would have dimensions of the order of the wavelengths of solar radiation which
falls mostly in the sub-micron range. The challenges in actually achieving the
objectives are many.
The antenna concept relies on the fact that solar radiation is electromagnetic in

nature. In other words, the waves are oscillating electric and magnetic fields
propagating from the sun to the earth. Incoming light waves oscillate electrons in
an antenna tuned to thewavelength of light –hence the devices have to be of the order
of a few hundred nanometers. The broadband incoherent nature of the solar
spectrum also requires a wide range of antenna sizes to match all the wavelengths
and the need to arrange two directions of polarization.
New, highly-efficient, solar cells use aligned multi-walled carbon nanotube

(MWCNT) arrays, grown on ametal substrate (Figure 6.14) using a plasma-enhanced

Figure 6.13 Substrate SiC (a) breaks the symmetry and separates
the bandsof the sublattices at K andK0 inmomentumspace (c) and
opens a gap between the graphene�s valence and conduction
bands, as shown in the ARPES intensity map (d) representing the
black line (c). The band gap raises the possibility of using graphene
in photovoltaics. (Image courtesy: University of Berkeley).
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chemical vapor deposition (PECVD) process, as optical rectennas, receiving and
transmitting light at ultraviolet, visible and infrared frequencies [26]. In addition, the
cell comprises a semiconductor, acting as a rectifier, having the optical antenna at one
and attached to a substrate at the other end; and a metal layer surrounding the
rectifier, wherein the optical antenna accepts energy and converts the energy fromAC
to DC along the rectifier.
The bottom-up fabrication procedure takes advantage of nanomaterial synthesis,

and is carried out by a scalable layer-by-layer technique compatible with large-scale
industrial production. A typical energy conversion device made using a bottom-up
procedure is shown in Figure 6.15.
A semiconducting thin film 710 (such as, pþ-Si) is deposited onto a conductive

substrate 705 (such as, Al), and standard procedures are carried out to form an ohmic
contact. Acatalyticmaterial 715, such asNi is deposited onto the semiconductingfilm
710 using magnetron sputtering.
New nanochemistry strategies for the chemical synthesis of nanotubes devel-

oped in the early 2000s are crucial tomanufacturing the solar rectennas. Indeed, the
desired length and diameter of the carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are achieved by
accurate chemical control of the growth parameters [27]. The deposition thickness
of the catalyticmaterial 715 has a direct effect on the average diameter of the aligned
CNTs.
Clean aligned CNT 715 arrays with Ni particles on top can then be grown using a

DC glow discharge plasma in an atmosphere ofNH3 andC2H2, as shown in step 740.
A growth time of about 1–2min, yields CNTs of 1000 nm or less. The morphology of
the CNTs including length, diameters, straightness and so on, can be finely tuned by
the other growth parameters such as plasma intensity and etching time, temperature
and total growth time.
In this configuration, at the bottom of each individual CNT, a nanoscale CNT–se-

miconductor (Sc) tunnel junction is formed which rectifies the AC current excited
within each antenna into a DC current at optical frequencies. The characteristics of

Figure 6.14 Aligned (a) and scratched (b)
random arrays of MWCNTs. Each nanotube is a
metallic rodof about 50nm indiameter andabout
200 to 1000nm in length. Therefore, one can view

the interaction of these arrays with the
electromagnetic radiation as that of an array of
dipole antennas. Scale bars, 1mm. (Reproduced
from Ref. [27], with permission).
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the CNT–Sc tunnel junction resemble a conventional metal–semiconductor tunnel
junction due to the intrinsic metallic property of the MWCNTs. The CNTs should
have an average diameter of less than about 70 nm for a significant quantum
mechanical tunneling effect to dominate the thermoionic emission.

Figure 6.15 A typical energy conversion device based on
nanoantennas is made using a bottom-up procedure. See text for
details.(Reproduced from Ref. [26], with permission).
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A highly transparent passivation layer 725 (a silicone elastomer, for example)
is then spin-coated in between the CNTs, as shown in step 760, up to a height h of
l/4n� d or l/2n� d (50 nm–500 nm for visible and near-infrared), where l is the
wavelength of incident light in vacuum and n is the refractive index of the
passivation material 725. The spin-coating can be performed by varying the
viscosity of the polymer solution and the spin rate. After baking (usually at <200 �C),
a thin film (thickness d�l/4n or l/2n) of transparent conductive material 730
(such as ITO or ZnO) is deposited on top of the passivation layer 725 and the
exposed part of the CNTs 715 by e-beam evaporation or sputtering, as shown in
step 760.
The CNTs grow sufficiently long (>l/4n or l/2n, respectively) so that, by carefully

polishing the surface at this stage, the protruding CNT tips will be broken up and
removed together with the conductive materials coated on the tips, exposing the
CNT cross-sections, as shown in step 780. The cross-sections tend to be automati-
cally closed or partially closed through the collapse of the CNT walls near the
open end.
The CNT–transparent conductive material contacts are ohmic. An additional thin

layer of the same passivationmaterial 725may be again spin-coated on top to provide
a uniform dielectric medium surrounding the CNT antennas and protecting them
from outside attack. A configuration where all the CNT rectennas as individual

Figure 6.16 Antenna length effect. Interference
colors from the random array of MWCNTs.
A1–A7 are the selected positions where the
length and optical measurements were carried
out. Scale bar, 1 cm. (Reproduced from Ref. [27],
with permission). This nanotechnology
invention resolves the biggest problem in
achieving the antenna solar energy conversion
(ASEC) concept, namely the ability to rectify

electromagnetic waves in the high frequency
range of visible and IR radiation. Although
infrared rays create an alternating current in the
nanoantenna, the frequency of the current
switches back and forth ten thousand billion
times a second, much too fast for electrical
appliances, which operate on currents that
oscillate only 60 times a second.
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current sources are connected in parallel is thus achieved and the rectified DC
currents will add up to a much higher magnitude accompanied by a substantially
reduced total internal resistance of the rectennas 715.
The two conductive layers can be connected across an external load such as DC

electrodes, as shown in step 790. The so-established single-wavelength energy
conversion device, when the incident light is polarized in the direction of CNT
alignment, will convert the photon energy into DC electricity at an efficiency greater
than about 90%.
The other fundamental characteristic of an antenna is its resonant response

behavior as a function of the radiation wavelength. This results from the condition
that the induced current oscillations must fit into the antenna length. A general
equation describing the scattering maxima from a random array of dipole antennas
(with vanishing current at each end) is:

L ¼ m(l=2) f (q; n); ð6:1Þ
where f(q,n)¼ 1 for a single, simple diode, and f(q,n)¼ (n2� sin2q)�1/2 in the limit of
the very dense array (thinfilm limit), where the average interantenna distanceD <l, f
(q, n) is equal to about 1, and is only weakly dependent on the angle q. Similar
behavior is expected for the random array of MWCNTs.
Computer simulations of the electromagnetic response from a random dipole

antenna array yield reflection curves for various antenna lengths, as shown in
Figure 6.17b. Both experimental (Figure 6.17a) and theoretical (Figure 6.17b)
results follow closely the ideal dipole antenna condition, and thus demonstrate
that MWCNTs can act as light antennas. Indeed, in Figure 6.18 the positions of

Figure 6.17 (a) Experimental reflection curves for various
antenna lengths. (b) Computer simulated reflection curves for
the various antenna lengths. Comparison between an
experimental curve (for position A5), shown as squares, and
the corresponding calculated response is shown in
(b). (Reproduced from Ref. [27], with permission).
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the various reflected intensity maxima are plotted versus the corresponding
average antenna length L. The solid lines represent the ideal dipole antenna
condition (Equation 6.1, with f¼ 1) for different m.
This study also estimates the quality of the nanotube antennas. Figure 6.17b shows

a comparison between one of the experimental curves of Figure 6.17a (for position
A5) shown as squares, and the corresponding calculated response. This comparison
shows that the calculation, which assumed infinite conductivity of the metallic
antenna, reproduces well the measured line width of the peak. The antenna length
effect can be tuned by controlling the nanotube length, and to some extent the array
density during the growth process, making the devices frequency selective. Once the
engineering problems of scale are solved, the door to abundant solar electricity will be
open.
Cells such as these will soon be deployed on flexible films. Indeed, another similar

method for developing cheap solar energy technology that could be imprinted on
flexible materials and still draw energy from the sun after it has set has been
developed recently [28]. The technology uses a special manufacturing process to
stamp tiny square spirals, or �nanoantennas� of gold onto a sheet of plastic. Each
square contains roughly 260 million antennas. This INL-patented manufacturing
process demonstrates that nanoscale features can be produced on a larger scale. The
manufacturing process stamps tiny square spirals of conductingmetal onto a sheet of
plastic. Each interlocking spiral nanoantenna is as wide as 1/25 the diameter of a
human hair (Figure 6.19). The length scales for the antennas are of the order of the
wavelength of the solar radiation (Table 6.2), namely with lengths of less than a
micron to a few microns while the width at its broadest point is in the sub-micron
down to the nanometer range.

Figure 6.18 Positions of the various reflected
intensity maxima versus the corresponding
average antenna length, L. The measured results
are represented as solid circles and squares.
Crosses mark the positions of the distinct

maxima of the theoretical curves (indicated by
arrows in Figure 6.17.The solid lines represent
the ideal dipole antenna condition (Equation 6.1,
with f¼ 1) for different m. (Reproduced from
Ref. [27], with permission).
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The nanoantennas absorb energy in the infrared part of the spectrum, just outside
the range of what is visible to the eye. Since the sun radiates a lot of infrared energy,
some of which is soaked up by the earth and later released as radiation for hours after
sunset, the nanoantennas can take in energy from both sunlight and the earth�s heat,
with higher efficiency than conventional solar cells. The team estimates individual
nanoantennas can absorb close to 80% of the available energy. Double-sided panels
could absorb a broad spectrum of energy from the sun during the day using one side
of the panel, while the other sidemight be designed to take in the narrow frequency of
energy produced from the earth�s radiated heat. The team estimates individual
nanoantennas can absorb close to 80% of the available energy.
The INL team envisions the antennasmight one day be produced like foil or plastic

wrap on roll-to-rollmachinery. So far, they have demonstrated the imprinting process
with six-inch circular stamps, each holding more than 10 million antennas.
The circuits themselves can be made of a number of different conducting metals,
and the nanoantennas can be printed on thin, flexible materials like polyethylene, a

Figure 6.19 Anarray of nanoantennas, printed in gold and imaged
with a scanning electron microscope. The deposited wire is
roughly a thousand atoms thick. A flexible panel of interconnected
nanoantennasmay one day replace heavy, expensive solar panels.
(Photo courtesy: Idaho National Laboratory).

Table 6.2 Length and time scales of electromagnetic radiation.

Frequency (Hz) Wavelength in vacuum (m) Time period (s) Regime/source

109 3· 10�1 1· 10�9 Microwave
1011 3· 10�3 1· 10�11 Millimeter wave
1012 3· 10�4 1· 10�12 Far infrared
1014 3· 10�6 1· 10�14 Infrared
1015 3· 10�7 1· 10�15 Ultraviolet
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plastic that is commonly used in bags and plastic wrap. In fact, the team first printed
antennas on plastic bags used to deliver theWall Street Journal, because they had just
the right thickness (Figure 6.20).

Figure 6.20 INL researcher Steven Novack holds a plastic sheet
of nanoantenna arrays, created by embossing the antenna
structure and depositing a conductive metal in the pattern.
(Photo courtesy: Idaho National Laboratory).
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7
Helionomics

7.1
Oil Peak Meets Climate Change

The world simply runs on oil and natural gas, and even if it is debated whether oil
production will peak in the 2030s or before [1], the high and increasing hydrocarbon
prices of the century�s first decade are already posing serious threats to the world
economy. The oil market is an unreliable one, historically influenced by politics and
characterized by sequences of oil scarcity and overproduction. Figure 7.1 clearly
shows that besides the 1973 crisis – incidentally, when the first solar panels were
installed in New York City – we had to wait until 2005 to see the price of oil exceed
25 $/barrel. Yet, global demand for oil currently rises at some 2% annually [2] and, in
March 2008, the price of oil reached the historic level of 104 $/barrel.
Now, according to one industry�s view [1], these variations are more related to

economics and politics than to geology and technology. Yet, a simple look at the
evolution of global production (Figure 7.2) reveals a clear trend: discovery reached a
peak in the mid 1960s, since when it has been falling despite a worldwide search,
always aimed at the biggest prospects; despite improved geological knowledge and
great technological progress and despite favorable tax treatment of exploration costs.
Given these facts, as put by Leggett [3], there is no reason to expect this trend to change
direction.
On a smaller scale, what happened in the US reveals a direct economic conse-

quence of oil�s peak production. In 1956 Hubbert predicted that the US production
would peak in 1971. Indeed, the peak of production occurred, with astonishing
precision, in 1971 (Figure 7.3; the peak of discoverywas in 1930) and today theUnited
States is the most depleted country, now importing more than 60% of its needs on
rising trends.
The economic consequence of the peak is that the EROI (the energy return on

energy invested) in the US has dwindled from 100 joules for every joule invested in
the 1930s to today�s 15 J [4]. Studies on net energy suggest that we need an EROI of at
least 5 to run civilization, because the energy to make the machines, mitigate
environmental damage, feed and house the workers and so on must be included [5].

Flexible Solar Cells. M. Pagliaro, G. Palmisano, and R. Ciriminna
Copyright � 2008 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
ISBN: 978-3-527-32375-3
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For example, when the EROI for oil was at least 100 to 1 most of the current
infrastructure in advanced countries was built.
In themeanwhile, the energy transition fromwood to coal and later from coal to oil

has caused an explosion in carbon emissions with concomitant accumulation of CO2

Figure 7.1 Crude oil prices 1861–2006. (Source: BP).

Figure 7.2 Global oil�s past discovery andproduction. (Reproduced fromRef. [36], with permission).
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in the atmosphere up to today�s 350 ppm, the global impact of which in terms of
temperature increase (Figure 7.4) is causing climate change due to the greenhouse
effect.
Such environmental change has already significantly impaired the health of

people, and the economics and ecosystems at local, regional and global levels. Today,
however, �the environmental frontier is closed� [6], and the need to restrain carbon
emissions adds to the political and social pressure to accelerate the transition to
renewable energy sources.
Overall, the combined effect of these trends is forcing society globally to switch

from fossil fuels to renewable fuels. The era of renewable energy, and of the solar
energy economy – a true helionomics – has arrived.

Figure 7.3 US oil�s past discovery and production. (Reproduced from Ref. [37], with permission).

Figure 7.4 Trends of CO2 atmospheric concentration. The insert
shows the 1861–2003 trend together with the measured
temperature rise. (Source: IPCC, United Nations, 2006).
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7.2
Solar Energy. Rewarding People, Rewarding Capital Markets

In contrast to fossil fuel deposits that are a concentrated source of high-quality energy,
commonly extracted with power densities of 102 or 103Wm�2 of coal or hydrocarbon
fields, biomass energy production has densities well below 1Wm�2, while densities
of electricity produced by water and wind are commonly below 10Wm�2. Among
renewable energy (RE) sources only photovoltaic generation, can deliver a power
density – the rate of energy production per unit of the earth�s area – larger than
20Wm�2 of peak power (Figure 7.5).
Future energy systems must be designed and deployed with environmental

constraints that were absent from the minds of the inventors of the steam engine
and internal combustion engines. PVenergy has the intrinsic versatility tomeet both
intensive production needs (through a concentrated approach, see Section 7.6) and
localized, distributing energy demand through onsite installed modules.
In the past three decades computers and telephones have become decentralized

and wireless. Solar energy will do the same for the energy industry, using similar
semiconductor technologies. In other words, photovoltaics, distributed on a small
scale instead of with today�s industrial-size electricity grids, will begin to unravel the
economies of scale that Edison�s electricity transmission created over the last
century [8].
As the price of solar electricity approaches that of fossil energy, developing nations

will adopt distributed solar generation, as they did with mobile phones increasingly
replacing fixed-line phones.Hence, in the place of large fossil fuel power stations and
a national electric grid, both fixed infrastructures with large costs, these nations will
develop distributed generation. Similarly, in wealthy nations, where electricity costs
are rapidly rising, citizens and companies can benefit greatly from solar energy.

Figure 7.5 Power densities for fossil and renewable fuels.
(Reproduced from ref. [7], with permission).
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Indeed, solar energy typically incurs a high upfront cost, but sees extremely low
ongoing costs. This means that a low cost of finance amortized over the life of the
equipment/capital investment can vastly enhance the economics of renewable
energy.
For example, as late as in 2005, in the US it was enough to cover the roof of a four-

bedroom colonial home in a suburban New Jersey city with solar panels (Figure 7.6)
to quit paying $140 a month in electric bills, and start earning about $170 in cash
roughly every six weeks under a state program that rewards developers of clean
energy. In this typical case, the $50 000 cost was covered more than two-thirds by
various incentives funded by alternative-energy surcharges on utilities bills. Today in
the US, incentives such as these are available in all the Union�s states, up from just
four in 1999 [9].
A typical suburban home needs a 2.5 to 3 kW system, costing from $19 000 to

$22 500, including installation costs.With an electricity bill of, say $1000 a year,most
people would consider the installation cost too high to justify the savings. That is why
incentives were established, which are generallyfinanced by surcharges on electricity
bills.
Despite opposition from traditional energy companies arguing that the initiative

would place an extra burden on non-solar customers whose surcharges would
support installations, California adopted the �Million Solar Roofs� bill on August
2006 to build a million solar roofs in the next ten years.
Almost everywhere in Europe and in many US States, homeowner power gen-

erators can finance the cost of buying and installing solar modules by borrowing
against future earnings from selling home-produced energy. Local laws in fact enable
home generators to sell their electricity back to the local utility through a netmetering
clause that enables a homeowner to sell excess power back to the utility, and to draw

Figure 7.6 Frank Corradi and his roof-mounted solar panels in
Cedar Grove, N.J. (Reproduced with permission from ref. [38]).
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power from the utility at times when the solar panels are not generating enough
electricity.
Investors raised large profits from the huge growth of the PVmarket. For example

The PPVX index1) has boomed þ151.6% in 2007. Yet, this is only a start, as the
traditional exceedingly low return on capital invested (ROI), ranging from 1/10 to
1/25 of revenue/capital invested, is multiplying by a factor of 10. As soon as this ratio
becomes more rewarding �the capital will flow; the talent will follow and every one
else will follow the most investment-worthy and solidly financed� [10].
Indeed, a number of venture capital funds have largely financed new companies

operating in second and third generation photovoltaics. Even the United Arab
Emirates invests large capital in solar energy. The country accesses some of the
largest oil and gas reserves in the world yet its Government opted for a large
investment funding administered by a 100 million US$ fund called Masdar.
With booming consumer interest, strong public support in terms of legislation and

incentives, and growingmarket demandworldwide, enormous opportunity exists for
those who want to work in the photovoltaic industry. In Germany only, it created
235 000 jobs in 2006 only, 20 000 more than expected [11].
Overall, the industry has the potential to createmore than 2million jobsworldwide

by 2020. Jobs are becoming available for installers, sales people, mechanical
engineers, manufacturing personnel, research and development scientists and
engineers, marketing and finance personnel. Opportunities in the solar industry
are advertised through online job sites, solar training organizations and publications,
and professional organizations. Important periodicals such asSolar Today andPhoton
International provide good links to educational and volunteer opportunities.
Highly paid jobs are available in the research and development of new products

such as solar modules, inverters and mounting hardware [12]. The sector needs a
diverse and qualified workforce ranging from technicians, close to the customers,
who install andmaintain the PVsystems to expert semiconductor specialists working
in high-tech solar cell factories. Installers need to earn certification of their skills.
Indeed, contrary to alternate current, direct current generated by solar panels kills a
man at voltage >50V through the deadly Joule effect.

7.3
Zero Emissions, Lean Production

Since its publication in 1979, the pragmatic quality management theory of manage-
ment thinker Philip B. Crosby has been implemented by all sort of manufacturing

1) The PPVX is a weighted index calculated
weekly on a euro base from Aug. 1, 2001 when
it began at 1000 points. As recently as January
2008, its market capitalization totalled
D58.6bn and included 30 stocks listed on the

market in different countries. To be included
in the PPVX, more than 50% of a company�s
sales in the previous year must have come
through PV products or services.
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and service companies worldwide. The book [13] showed managers everywhere that
doing things wrong makes costs skyrocket (Figure 7.7).
Having defined quality as �conformance to the work requirements,� Crosby

showed that doing things right the first time not only adds nothing to the cost of
a product or service, but actually it is the only way to avoid wasting a sum between 25
and 40%of sales. Quality is a source of profits, and not of cost. Zero defects is the only
acceptable quality standard for any performance, and quality is achieved through
systematic prevention of wrong work.
Now, every organization consumes materials and energy and emits waste in the

form of spent materials and degraded energy (heat). The yearly value of energy and
material waste is generally omitted from the bottom line as it is transferred as
�externality� to the environment and to society. For example, only 2–3% of the
electricity going through an incandescent light bulb is converted into light, and all the
rest is wasted as heat. In otherwords, we burn coal or hydrocarbons, converting some
30% of their chemical energy into electricity and producing large amounts of
pollutants. Then, after wasting another 5% of this high-value energy through
transportation in the grid, we convert 98% of it into heat, and the rest into light!
Not only the global sustainability crisis makes it impossible to go ahead with

similar practices, but also organizations of all sizes and purpose have an enormous

Figure 7.7 Zero defects is the true standard of quality. And the
cost of doing things wrong amounts to up to 40%of sales. (Image
courtesy).
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economic opportunity to eliminate this waste and cut related costs, thereby freeing
the financial resources that are lost via such inefficient energy usage.
Zero emissions is the quality standard in managing environmental material and

energy resources. Solar electricity, silently obtained from sunlight conversion, is a
source of profits for organizations, as it reduces the cost of fossil energy and makes
every solar-powered company an energy supplier.
Indeed, another major difference between today�s and tomorrow�s electricity grid

is that the former is supplied with large amounts of energy from a few large (500 to
3000MW) generating power plants whereas, in a solar society, the grid will be fed
with delocalized energy production, close to the point of use, by citizens and
organizations alike, operating plants typically ranging from1 kW to 5MWin capacity
(Figure 7.8).
This reverses the �push� scheme in which customers are invited to consume

increasing amounts of energy, into a �pull,� customer-driven system, in which custo-
mers pull the energy required for their needs leaving the rest available for other
customers.
This requires public management of the distribution network, as happened in the

German city of Sch€onau (population 2500) where citizens purchased the grid and
ended the use of nuclear energy bought from reactors in nearby Switzerland.Today,
Sch€onau�s Electricity Works (or EWS) delivers green electricity to 31 000 customers
throughout Germany, up from 1070 customers in the late 1990s. Most of EWS�s
electricity mix is old hydroelectricity from plants in the region, but it is increasing its
supply of solar electricity by encouraging residents to install solar power systems. The

Figure 7.8 Distributed energy resources are autonomous
generating, storage, and load control technologies that
are typically located at customer premises and operated for the
customer�s benefit.
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feed-in tariff for solar energy has been prescribed by law since 1991, but theEWSpays
more in order to promote this technology.
Again, there is a full analogy with the evolution of manufacturing that has

transformed itself from mass production of standard goods and services �pushed�
to customers through massive advertising, into a �pull� system, the so-called �lean�
production, in which only what is required from the customer is produced, with no
waste and no warehousing [14].
Tomorrow�s solar energy society will work as towns such as G€ussing in Austria

already do. This town of 4000 people is now building Rindler, a D 50 million solar
plant, adding its output of renewable energy to the 22MWh of power a year,
including an 8MW surplus that is sold to the national grid, obtained from organic
waste (scrap lumber, Figure 7.9) [15]. Sales of excess power generate about D 4.7
million in annual revenue and a D500 000 profit that is ploughed back into
alternative energy projects, while the city has reduced carbon dioxide emissions
by 93% from1995 levels and has energy costs some 30% lower than in the rest of the
country .

7.4
The Solar Energy Market

By many measures, solar power is miniscule. The entire sector produced only 4GW
from cells/modules in 2007, compared to global installed electricity capacity of over
4000GW. In the same year, the installed base of solar power systems was only 0.06%
of global electricity consumption [16].

Figure 7.9 This plant in the Austrian town of G€ussing makes fuel
from wood. It uses steam to separate carbon and hydrogen
from scrap lumber, then recombines the molecules to make a
form of natural gas. (Photo courtesy: International Herald
Tribune/Bianca Otero).
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The commercial relevance of PVelectricity, however, isalreadypronounced. In fact,
even a relatively modest level of solar electricity production threatens to dispropor-
tionately affect the profitability of established electricity producers, because electricity
from photovoltaic systems is generally produced during peaks in daily demand,
when themarginal costs of electricity production are highest (Figure 7.10).Moreover,
with solar radiation, a clear temporal and seasonal assignment is possible for the
assessment of electric energy output and thus of its cost.
Solar energy produces maximum output at the time of high demand (over a 24 h

period) and thus it has greater value to both the utility and the customer as it fits with
daily load peaks where summer air conditioning is required and can pass surplus
power back to the grid during the day, while drawing on the grid at night.
Periods of peak load are themost expensive time because the utility has to have that

capacity available. This approach maximizes the value, while minimizing the cost of
solar energy. For example, during the heat wave that affected Europe in July 2006,
peak prices paid at the European electricity exchange (EEX) spotmarket exceeded the
PV feed-in tariff paid in Germany. This will happen more frequently in future as the
feed-in tariff system (surplus electricity buy-back program) decreases, meaning that
the occasions when PVelectricity is a cost-effective form of generation, even without
support mechanisms, will become more common.
The direction of PVmodule prices is dependent on the manufacturer product line

in question, the region and, in some cases, the module types themselves. Prices in

Figure 7.10 Correlation between daily PV power production and
energy consumption of an office building (in Spain) shows that PV
energy is competitive with fossil electricity during peak hours
when the cost of electricity is considerably higher. (Reproduced
from Ref. [18], with permission).
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2007 showed an unchanged market picture with low overall price activity with a
balanced ratio of price increases to decreases (Figure 7.11).
The PV industry is rapidly evolving into an advanced, customer-driven sector in

which products are tailored to the customer�s needs. For example, the German Solar
IndustryAssociationhas reported that despite the fact thatmore than 50%of the solar
cells installed in PV systems in Germany are imported, 70% of the added value stays
within the German economy [18].
Government subsidies from renewable energy laws in Germany and Japan have

been at the basis of the development of the photovoltaic technology for the last
10 years. Consequently, today theworld�s second and third economic powers lead the
globalmarket, either in terms of share or technology. The solar PV industry produced
2.5GW in 2006, up 40% from 1.8GW in 2005. Production was expected to reach
3.5–3.8GW in 2007.
The top four global producers in 2007 of solar modules were Suntech in China,

Sharp and Kyocera in Japan, and Q-Cells in Germany. (Table 7.1) [19] Together with
Sanyo (Japan) these five accounted for almost half of the global production. The
highest ranked US company was First Solar, ranked eighth globally. Investment in
new solar PVmanufacturing facilities was strong in Europe, Japan, China, Taiwan,
and the United States, with many new ventures reported. Notably, China produc-
tion (370MW) significantly surpassed the United States (200MW) for the first time
in 2006. Taiwan was also fast catching the United States, with 180MWproduced in
2006, double the 2005 level.
Sharp and Kyocera have major cell manufacturing facilities in Japan, even if

Japanese production in 2007 dropped from 46% to 39% share, to the benefit of
Chinese cellmanufacturer Suntech, today theworld�s largestmanufacturer, followed
by Sharp itself and Q-Cells.

Figure 7.11 Solar module retail price index as of March 2008. (Source: Solarbuzz.com).
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Capitalizing on the polysilicon supply crunch, First Solar in the United States
moved into the top 15 global manufacturers in 2006 by producing 60MW of CdTe
thin-film PV, triple its production in 2005. In the first half of 2007, First Solar leapt
onto the top ten list, moving up five places to number eight as the fastest-growing PV
manufacturing company in the world.
The solar PV industry also saw a boom in silicon production facilities around the

world, responding to silicon feedstock shortages of recent years. Solar PV manu-
facturers were signing long-term contracts to ensure a growing supply, and silicon
manufacturers are consistently announcing plans to build new plants. By the end of
2007, more than 70 silicon manufacturing facilities were being constructed or
planned.
Germany, Japan, the United States, and Spain are the top four markets. In a future

outlook, Navigant forecasts for the photovoltaics worldmarket 2010 say that Germany
will remain the solar power champion with a market share of 36%, followed by the
USA (15%) and Japan (12%). Spain takes up place 4with 8%market share, thenChina
(6%) and India (4%). Italy, France and Greece together achieve 7% (Figure 7.12).
With a combined market capitalization of over $140 billion today, annual produc-

tion growing to 20GWby 2011 and 8%profitmargin expansion in thenext four years,
solar power is the fastest-growing industry of significant size in the world, with a
spectacular average annual growth rate around 30% for the last five years. Global
industry revenues were $10.6bn in 2006, while capital investment through the PV
business chain totalled $2.8bn. The industry raised over $4bn in equity and debt
financing, up from $1.8bn the previous year.
An estimated $71billionwas invested innew renewable energy capacityworldwide

in 2007, up from$55 billion in 2006 and $40 billion in 2005 (Figure 7.13) [20]. Almost
all of the increase was due to increased investment in solar PV and wind power.
Technology shares of the $71 billion annual investment were wind power (47%), and
solar PV (30%). A number of companies have announced intentions to scale up
manufacturing with 1000MW �mega� production plants [21].

Table 7.1 PV production (MW) by top ten companies (Source: Earth Policy Institute, 2007).

Company 2006 First half of 2007

Sharp (Japan) 434 225
Q-Cells (Germany) 253 160
Suntech (China) 158 145
Kyocera (Japan) 180 108
Sanyo (Japan) 155 87
Motech (Taiwan) 102 85
Deutsche Solar/Shell (United States, Germany) 86 66
First Solar (United States) 60 61
Mitsubishi (Japan) 111 55
SunPower (Philippines) 63 54

Source: Prometheus Institute, �AsianCell Producers Swamping the Boat: A Look at the FirstHalf
of 2007,� PVNews, September 2007, 26(9), 6–8.
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Figure 7.12 Pie chart in megawatts manufactured in 2003 with
themain producers.Navigant forecast for the photovoltaics world
market 2010: Germany will remain the solar power champion
with amarket share of 36%, followed by the USA (15%) and Japan
(12%). Spain takes up place 4 with 8% market share, then
China (6%) and India (4%). Italy, France and Greece together
achieve 7%. (Data and graph: Navigant Consulting).

Figure 7.13 Annual investment in new renewable energy capacity,
1995–2007. (Source: Worldwatch Institute).
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Looking at the future prospects for the PV industry, three scenarios for the nextfive
year period (2007–2011), yield a range of annual worldwide industry revenues of
between $18.6bn and $31.5bn by 2011 [22].
Figure 7.14 displays the 2001–2011 evolution forecast for PV installed in Europe.

The feed-in tariff system (surplus electricity buy-back program) which began in
Germany and is now spreading to neighboring countries, including Spain and Italy,
caused further expansion in demand for traditional and thin-film solar cells in the
whole of Europe. This was also due to their outstanding temperature characteristics.
Solar energy has the highest annual growth rate and this is predicted for the whole

decade 2010–2020. If this holds true, photovoltaic electricity will reach 35GWp
production from the bare 0.26GWp production of 2001. Indeed, early in 2007 the
European Union set the ambitious target of a 20% rise in renewable energy
consumption in the EU member states by 2020.

7.5
PV Technology Trend

Wafer-based crystalline silicon has dominated the photovoltaic industry since the
dawn of the solar PV era. It is widely available, has a convincing track-record in
reliability and its physical characteristics are well understood.
Research targets for wafer-based crystalline silicon technology are a reduced

specific consumption (g/Wp) of silicon and materials in the final module, so new
and improved silicon feedstock and wafer (or wafer equivalent) manufacturing
technologies, with careful consideration of cost and quality aspects are to be
developed. An increase of 1% in efficiency alone is able to reduce the costs per Wp
by 5–7%.
Wafers are becoming thinner and larger. For example, wafers have decreased in

thickness from 400mm in 1990 to 200mm in 2006 and have increased in area from
100 to 240 cm2; modules have increased in efficiency from about 10% in 1990 to
typically 15% today, with the best performers above 17%.

Figure 7.14 Global PV installations. The dark bar shows the
chances of an active promotion policy for PV. (Source: EPIA).
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From 2013 to 2020 wafers should reach a thickness below 120mm and from 2020
even below 100mm. Si consumption from 2020 is targeted to be lower than 2 g/Wp.
Targets for module efficiency are: until 2010, above 17%; from 2013 to 2020, above
20% and from the beginning of 2020, above 25%.
Recent industrial estimates suggest that the cost of silicon contributes 4/5 (2D per

Wp) to the overall unit cost of solar electricity, whereas the module production
process contributes only 1/5 (0.4D ).
Even reducing the latterfigure to aminimum, the siliconproduction cost cannot be

further reduced as it basically requires reduction of silica in an arc furnace followed
by further purification to obtain high purity silicon, equivalent to the electronic grade
silicon used in computers. Hence, even today, to satisfy the average 3 kWh need of a
typical family, one needs 14m2 of solar modules of 15% efficiency, which cost about
18 000D (VAT excluded).
Thin film PV clearly is the technology for the future as it has already reduced the

unit cost of solar electricity to the 1 $ per watt, as in the case of Nanosolar�s CIGS-
based technology. The other least expensive modules today are thin films made of
cadmium telluride. Current modules have 10% efficiency and an installed system
cost of about $4 per watt.
Low cost and high-volume production of thin film PV modules is achievable and

little difference in cost between the different thin-film technologies is expected in the
long term (Figure 7.15).
Recent months have seen a sharp increase in new activity in the field of thin-film

PV. There are now over 80 companies active in thin film technology [23]. At present,

Figure 7.15 Roadmap for PV technologies and price. (Source: IMEC).
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the market share of thin film PV within total PV production is below 10% (about
6–8% in 2006), but might grow to 20% by 2010 and beyond 30% in the long term.
Thin film gained acceptance as a �mainstream� technology during 2006/2007, due
partly to manufacturing maturity and lower production costs, and partly to its
advantage in terms of silicon feedstock (it requires just one-hundredth as much
silicon as conventional cells).
Beyond the United States and Europe, at least a dozen manufacturers in China,

Taiwan, India, Japan, and South Africa are planning to expand thin film production in
the near future. Sharp of Japan announced plans in late 2007 to complete a new 1GW
thinfilmproductionplantby2010,bringingitstotalthinfilmcapacityto1.2GWby then.
New applications for thin film solar cells that differ from those for crystalline solar

cells continue to evolve and a broad range of new applications can be anticipated,
including windows and wall surfaces of homes and buildings. For example, they are
being adopted as architectural materials that offer outstanding design characteristics,
including �see-through� types for use in curtain walls that allow natural light to shine
through, and illuminating solar panels with integrated LEDs that generate electricity
during the day and provide illumination at night (Figure 7.16).
Taking account of the increase in production facility sizes, improvements in

module efficiency and differences in the calculation methods used by the PV

Figure 7.16 Lumiwall is a transparent solar panel that also
includes a high-brightness LCD light. The idea is, obviously, to
stick one onto your roof for use as a skylight during the day, then
switch it on to light your home at night.
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industry, in 2010, the total manufacturing costs will most likely be in the range
1–1.5D/Wp. Further cost reduction to below 0.75D/Wp in 2020 and 0.5D/Wp by
2030 may be reached if intensive research and development is carried out.
For example, to provide electricity at 6 cents per kWh by 2020, cadmium telluride

modules would have to convert electricity with 14% efficiency, and systems would
have to be installed at $1.20 per watt of capacity. Progress is clearly needed, but the
technology is advancing quickly; commercial efficiencies have risen from 9 to 10% in
the past 12 months.
The challenges facing thin films are to be found mainly in the realm of up-scaling

production capacity. The global production capacity of thin films is expected to reach
1GWp/year in 2010 and 2GWp/year in 2012. It is being installedmainly in Japan, the
USA and Europe.
As thin film PVmodules have broadly similar structures and the key steps in their

production resemble one another, research and development effort directed at one
technology can be applied to another, synergically accelerating progress.
Europe already has excellent thin film research and development infrastructure

and a number of thin film factories. In Japan, Sharp has increased the capacity of its
production system for 10% efficient modules based on a-Si thin film solar cells at its
Katsuragi plant in Japan from the current level of 15MWper year to 160MWper year
by the end of 2008.

7.6
Grand Solar Plans

As mentioned above, a massive switch to PV energy would have major implications
for the next energy transition due to its relatively low power density. In order to
energize the high power densities of existing residential, industrial and transporta-
tion infrastructures inherited from the fossil-fueled era, a solar-based society would
have to concentrate diffuse flows to bridge these large power density gaps. This
means that a solar-based system will require a profound spatial restructuring with
major environmental and socioeconomic consequences [24].
Yet, solar energy technologies have the flexibility to address global power supply

needs, without major changes in lifestyle. For example, in 2007 Europe�s first
commercial solar power concentrating plant opened near the Spanish city of Seville
(Figure 7.17). It produces 11MW of electricity, enough to power 6000 homes. Once
fully developed the plant will generate the same amount of power that is used by
Seville�s population of 600 000. The plant currently operates 624 heliostats (large
movablemirrors). These concentrate the sun�s rays at the top of a 115m tower where
a heat receiver is located. The receiver converts sunlight into steam, which drives
turbines that produce electricity.
Similarly, a vast project for energy, water and climate security in Europe, the

Middle East and North Africa is currently under scrutiny (Figure 7.18) [25]. The
project would require an investment of D45bn until 2050, and yield annual savings
of up to D10bn.
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Figure 7.18 The grid with a EU-MENA-connection: Sketch of
possible infrastructure for a sustainable supply of power to Europe
fromAfrica and theMiddle East. (PhotoCourtesy ofDesertec.com)

Figure 7.17 InMarch 2007 Europe�s first commercial solar power
concentrating plant, known as PS10, opened near the Spanish city
of Seville. (Photo courtesy of Wikipedia.)
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Another project was recently advanced for the US for which amassive switch from
coal, oil, natural gas and nuclear power plants to solar power plants could supply 69%
of theUSelectricity and 35%of its total energy by 2050, relying on existing technology
and incremental improvements to it. The schemewould require $420bn in subsidies
over 40 years [26].
A vast area of photovoltaic cells would have to be erected in the Southwest. Large

solar concentrator power plants would also be built. A new DC power transmission
backbone would deliver solar electricity across the country. But $420bn in subsidies
from 2011 to 2050 would be required to fund the infrastructure and make it cost-
competitive.
Remarkably, in the plan by 2050, photovoltaic technology would provide almost

3000GWof power, requiring some 30 000 square miles of photovoltaic arrays. Once
again, the main progress required, is to raise module efficiency to 14%. Although
the efficiencies of commercial modules will never reach those of solar cells in the
laboratory, cadmium telluride cells at the National Renewable Energy Laboratory are
now up to 16.5% and rising. At least one manufacturer, First Solar in Perrysburg,
Ohio, increasedmodule efficiency from6 to 10% from2005 to 2007 and is aiming for
11.5% by 2010.
A simple idea is to utilize the immense solar power of North Africa�s deserts and

make them an inexhaustible source of clean energy to sell to European countries. In
the scenario developed by German scientists it will be possible to cut emissions of
CO2 from electricity generation by 70% and phase out nuclear power at the same
time.
In this case, the most suitable solar power technology for providing secure power

output is solar thermal power plants based on concentrating solar thermal power
(CSP, Figure 7.19). They usemirrors to concentrate sunlight and create heat, which is
used to raise steam to drive steam turbines and electricity generators. Excess heat

Figure 7.19 Sketch of a parabolic trough collector (A simplified
alternative to a parabolic trough concentrator is the linear
Fresnel mirror reflector.).
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from additional collectors can be stored in tanks of molten salt and used to power
steam turbines during the night or when there is a peak in demand.
Power fromdeserts, as a supplement to European sources of renewable energy, can

speed up the process of cutting European emissions of CO2 and can help to increase
the security of European energy supplies. At the same time, it can provide jobs,
earnings, drinking water and an improved infrastructure for people in the Middle
East and North Africa (MENA).
Satellite-based studies have shown that, using less than 0.3% of the entire desert

areas of theMENAregion, solar thermal power plants can generate enough electricity
and desalinated seawater to supply current demands there and in Europe, and
anticipated future increases in those demands. Harnessing the winds in Morocco
and on land around the Red Sea would generate additional supplies of electricity.
Using high voltage direct current (HVDC) transmission lines, loss of power during

transmission canbe limited to only about 3%per 1000 km.Thehigh solar radiation in
the deserts MENA (twice that in Southern Europe), outweighs by far the 10–15%
transmission losses betweenAfrica and Europe. The gridwill have enough balancing
power capacity to compensate fluctuating power sources and unforeseeable failures
of power lines or power plants.
In this scenario, by 2050, between 10 and 25% of Europe�s electricity may be clean

power that is imported from sunny deserts, with domestic renewables comprising
about 65% of European supplies, while solar imports fromMENA provide a further
17% (Figure 7.20).
Finally, one approach does not exclude the other. Developing large distant plants,

capable of generating vast amounts of electricity, we shall also focus on distributed
generation: small-scale plants situated in local communities like Seville�s PS10,
and solar panels on home and office roof-tops. In this way, we shall have a mix of

Figure 7.20 In the solar grand plan devised by TREC, by 2050
Europe�s dependence on fossil fuel would be terminated.
(Source. TREC, 2008).
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medium-size plants and distributed generation. This will diversify a country�s
energy supply, making grids, cities, and communities more resilient in times of
crisis.

7.7
A New Manhattan Project?

Polls on energy and global warming in rich countries consistently find that the public
ismore concerned about rising energy prices than about global warming [27]. In poor
countries, people are concerned with primary needs such as food, heat and housing
and practically no attention is paid to topics such as global warming and pollution.
As no change can take place without people�s involvement, to effectively counter

global warming and rising oil costs we need to reduce the cost of clean energy below
the price of dirty energy as quickly as possible, including in the process giant
developing economies such as China, India and Africa.
Hence, as suggested by Nordhuas and Shellenberger [28], rather than pollution-

oriented environmental lobbying from environmentalists, we need to prioritize
research and development investments in clean energy technology, focusing on
technological innovation and economic opportunity.
Physicists discovered nuclear fission in 1938. Einstein had derived the E¼mc2

equation in 1935. Six years later the US Government started the formal Manhattan
project to make atomic weapons. The first atomic bomb exploded near Alamogordo,
in the New Mexico desert, on July 16, 1945 (the Trinity test). Only seven years to go
from detecting an isotope of barium produced by neutron bombardment of uranium
in a Berlin laboratory, to full technical control of the process on such a sophisticated
detail that on August 6, 1945, the city of Hiroshima disappeared, along with its
inhabitants.
The contrast with photovoltaics is striking. Discovered in 1954, silicon-based

photovoltaic panels had a 6%efficiency. Thefirst commercial solar panels installed in
New York City in 1975 had efficiency around 7%.
Today, 54 years later, the best commercial silicon panels reach a 22% efficiency and

those actually commercialized are 15% efficient (on average).2) This rather mediocre
performance is well rendered by an experience factor of 0.19 (price falling 19% every
doubling in cumulative production over the past 30 years) which should be compared
to the 0.32 factor of semiconductormemories. The responsibility for this lies with the
Governments of developed countries.
Plots in Figure 7.21 show that in order to reach a unit price of 1$/Wwe should wait

for cumulative production to reach 105MW. The relation between cumulative

2) Available from San Jose-based SunPower
Corporation, the 22% efficient SPR-315 solar
panel carries a rated power output of 315W,
rather than the conventional 160W, requiring

less than half the surface of traditional panels
and only 15 solar panels to feed a typical 4 kW
(AC rating)solar system.
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production M(t) of PV modules in MWp and price p(t) in $/W is described by an
experience curve in which E is called the experience exponent [29] .

p(t)
po

¼ M(t)
Mo

� ��E

Indeed, no big, long-term investments have been made in clean energy. The
roughly $33bn invested each year on supporting clean-energy technological deploy-
ment is dwarfed by the existing subsidies for fossil fuels worldwide that are estimated
at $150bn to $250bn each year [30].
PV research in fact did not benefit from being directed by a giant such as Robert

Oppenheimer and a team made up of some of the brightest scientists ever who
worked together focusing on a single project of historic importance [31].
A similar attempt has not even been made, because Governments actually earn

large amounts ofmoney fromoil every year.Most of theworld�s oil is extracted byUS,
European, Japanese and Chinese companies abroad. Such companies generally earn
a large share (30–50%) of the generated revenues, thereby enriching their countries,
where taxes are paid, and providing well paid jobs. After that, governments earn
further money through heavy taxation on petrol which normally accounts for more
than 68% of the price at the pump. The blue portion of the bar in Figure 7.22 shows
howmuch of the end price goes to oil producers, the yellow is what goes to refineries,
and the red indicates the amount attributable to government taxes [32].
Clearly, the large differences are not due to differences in crude prices, but to

widely varying levels of taxation in themajor consuming nations. Tax levels can range
from relatively low in the USA to very high in many European countries. In the UK,
for example, the government receives substantially more from taxation than OPEC
gets from the sale of its oil.

Figure 7.21 Trend of cost per watt for solar cells and volume of
production experience curve for PV between 1973 and 1998. The
experience factor is 1� 2�E. (Reproduced from Ref. [24], with
permission).
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Why, then, change this situation?Onemay think that environmental pressurewith
growth in emissions from fossil fuels tripled to an annual average of 3.4% in
2001–2006 [33], may be a good reason. But in practice nothing much has been done
beyond verbal commitment before the recent surge in the price of oil.
Italy, for example, claims to be at the forefront among the countries who are

implementing the Kyoto protocol but instead of reducing its CO2 emissions from the
1990 level, the country�s emissions actually rose by 20%.
Solar power is a practical alternative and the greatest obstacles to implementing a

solar energy system have been the lack of public awareness and of large, long-term
investments in research and development.
The 1973 oil and 1979 energy crises resulted in incentive programs such as the

Federal Photovoltaic Utilization Program in the USA and the Sunshine Program in
Japan. Research facilities were established such as the Solar Energy Research
Institute (now NREL) in the USA, the New Energy and Industrial Technology
Development Organization (NEDO) in Japan, and the Fraunhofer Institute for Solar
Energy Systems in Germany.
Today, dwindling oil reserves and increasing prices along with climate change are

causing a massive shift to renewable energy and to solar energy in particular.

Figure 7.22 Who gets what from a liter of oil in the G7 countries. (Source: Opec).
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Strategic, long-term investments arefinally being established alongwith a number of
public–private partnerships, while training programs are created and international
collaboration is strengthened.
To accelerate this process, we urgently need to invest heavily in solar energy

following the example of public policy leadership by Japan and Germany that in the
early 2000s enabled a multi-billion dollar global market by creating an investable
regulatory framework for solar electricity technology.
Furthermore, as shown by initiatives such as the United Arab Emirates Masdar

(a first 250millionUSD fund already operative, Figure 7.23) [34], Islamic finance will
play a crucial role in this evolution. There are two major reasons for this: First, the
leadership of these countries is aware that their current fortune is dependent on
dwindling oil reserves, and thus that they need now to invest part of their fortunes in

Figure 7.23 Initiatives such asAbuDhabi�sMasdarwith its Future
Energy Company (ADFEC) are a consequence of Islamic
finance principles andwill play a crucial role in advancing the large
scale adoption of solar energy. (Image courtesy: Masdar).
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alternative energy sources to benefit tomorrow from such investments. Given the
enormous surplus that is being accumulated in Islamic hydrocarbon countries at
current oil prices, and the evident crisis of traditional,Westernfinance, recent studies
suggest that Islamic finance will indeed become predominant within the next
decade [35]. Second, the principles of Islamic finance rooted in the Sharia code
encourage investments that are largely beneficial to mankind – such as those in solar
energy – and forbid investments in companies such as banks or insurance (that
borrow money on interest or keep their surplus in an interest bearing account).
Together, Western public and Islamic financial investments will lead us into the

solar era of abundant, cheap and clean solar energy, saving the world from the perils
of global warming and creating at the same time a large, wealthy new industry that
will drive economic growth for decades to come.
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Copper Indium Diselenide and Copper
Indium Sulfur CIS Modules

Würth Solar (Schwäbisch Hall,
Germany)
www.wuerth-solar.de

Avancis (Torgau, Germany)
www.avancis.de

Schüco (Bielefeld, Germany)
www.schueco.com

Sulfurcell Solartechnik (Berlin,
Germany)
www.sulfurcell.de

Copper Indium Gallium Diselenide
CIGS Modules

Nanosolar (San Jose, CA; USA)
www.nanosolar.com

Honda Soltec (Kumamoto, Japan)
http://world.honda.com/HondaSoltec

Global Solar (Tucson, AZ; USA)
www.globalsolar.com

HelioVolt (Austin, TX; USA)
www.heliovolt.net

Cadmium Telluride Modules

First Solar (Tempe, AZ; USA)
www.firstsolar.com

Arendi (Lainate, Milano; Italy)
www.arendi.eu

a-Si Modules

Flexcell (Yverdon-les-Bains,
Switzerland)
www.flexcell.com

Solar Integrated (Los Angeles, USA)
www.solarintegrated.com

United Solar Ovonic (Auburn Hills, MI;
USA)
www.uni-solar.com

Sharp Solar (Katsuragi, Japan)
http://sharp-world.com/solar

Schott Solar (Alzenau, Germany)
www.schott.com

Biohaus PV Handels (Paderborn,
Germany)
www.biohaus.de



Kaneka (Toyooka, Japan)
www.pv.kaneka.co.jp

Applied Materials (Santa Clara, CA;
USA)
www.appliedmaterials.com

Suntech (Shanghai, China)
www.suntech-power.com

DSC Modules

G24 Innovations (Cardiff, UK)
www.g24i.com

Dyesol (Queanbeyan, Australia)
www.dyesol.com

Aisin Seki (Aichi, Japan)
www.aisin.com

Fraunhofer ISE (Freiburg, Germany)
www.ise.fhg.de

Sharp, Toshiba, DAI Nippon and
Peccel Technologies (Toin University of
Yokohama, Japan),
Prof. Tsutomu Miyasaka, Department of
Biomedical Engineering

Solaronix (Aubonne, Switzerland).
www.solaronix.com

Polymeric Modules

Konarka (Lowell, MA; USA)
www.konarka.com

Third Generation PV Modules

QuantaSol (Richmond, Surrey; UK)
www.quantasol.com

SunFlake (Copenhagen, Denmark)
www.sunflake.dk
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